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Abstract

Humanoid robotics o�ers a unique research tool for understanding the human brain and
body. Human body representations have been used for centuries to help in understand-
ing and documenting the shape and function of its compounding parts. The synthesis
of human motion is a complex procedure that involves accurate reconstruction of move-
ment sequences, modeling of musculoskeletal kinematics, dynamics and actuation, and
characterization of reliable performance criteria. Many of these processes have much in
common with the problems found in robotics research, with the recent advent of complex
humanoid systems. Several technologies required for this new kind of robots reached the
necessary level of performance. It is clear that these human-friendly robots will look very
di�erent than today's industrial robots and generating coordinated natural motion in
human-like robotic structures has proved to be a challenging task. The characterization
and control of humanoid systems has an impact beyond robotics. It can provide the
support to understand biological functions of the human body (biomechanics), tools to
design machines and spaces where humans operate (ergonomics), simulation environments
to study the e�ects of musculoskeletal alterations (surgical simulation) and to design and
study rehabilitation systems, and support to synthesize realistic computer animations.
This work presents the design and development of a new-generation bipedal robot. Its
modeling and simulation has been realized by using an open-source software to create and
analyze dynamic simulation of movement: OpenSim. Starting from a study by Fuben
He, our model aims to be used as an innovative approach to the study of a such type of
robot in which there are series elastic actuators represented by active and passive spring
components in series with motors. It has provided of monoarticular and biarticular joint
in a very similar manner to human musculoskeletal model. We have developed several
model of this biped robot that allow us to study its movement from four major point of
view: angle-driven, by prescribing the angle to each joint, torque-driven with and without
springs, by prescribing force and moment to each joint and muscle-driven by using Com-
pute Muscle Control (CMC), a built-in tool of OpenSim. In this way we can compare in
a more exact manner what happens during human movement with that happens during
robot movement and consequently improve the design of motion and balance controller
in the real robot.
This thesis is only the starting point of a wide range of other possible future works: from
the control structure completion and whole-body control application, to imitation learn-
ing and reinforcement learning for human locomotion, from motion test on �at ground
to motion test on rough ground, and obviously the transition from simulation to practice
with a real elastic bipedal robot biologically-inspired that can move like a human being.
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Sommario

La Robotica umanoide o�re uno strumento unico di ricerca per la comprensione del corpo
e del cervello umano. Rappresentazioni del corpo umano sono state usate per secoli al �ne
di aiutare a comprendere e documentare la forma e la funzione delle sue componenti. La
sintesi del movimento umano è una procedura complessa che coinvolge la ricostruzione ac-
curata di sequenze di movimento, la modellazione cinematica, dinamica e dell'attuazione
del sistema muscolo-scheletrico secondo i criteri di e�cienza ed a�dabilità che lo carat-
terizzano. Questi processi hanno molto in comune con i problemi riscontrati nella ricerca
robotica, in particolare con l'avvento dei sistemi umanoidi complessi. E' chiaro che questi
robot human-friendly sono e saranno molto diversi dai robot industriali conosciuti �nora
e l'obiettivo di fargli compiere movimenti tipicamente eseguiti dagli esseri umani si è di-
mostrato �n da subito un compito assai impegnativo. Oltre tutto, la caratterizzazione
ed il controllo di un robot umanoide ha un impatto al di là della robotica pura. Può cos-
tituire uno strumento atto alla comprensione delle funzioni biologiche del corpo umano
(biomeccanica), alla progettazione di macchine e spazi in cui gli esseri umani operano
(ergonomia), all'implementazione di ambienti di simulazione per studiare gli e�etti delle
alterazioni muscolo-scheletriche (simulazione chirurgica) e per la progettazione e lo studio
di sistemi di riabilitazione, nonché il supporto per sintetizzare animazioni al computer
sempre più realistiche.
Questo lavoro descrive la modellazione, la simulazione e lo studio di un robot bipede di
nuova generazione, eseguiti utilizzando un software open-source per creare e analizzare il
movimento umano: OpenSim. Partendo da uno studio condotto da Fuben He, il nostro
modello vuole essere un approccio innovativo allo studio di una tale tipologia di robot
in cui sono presenti servo attuatori in serie a strutture elastiche che operano in maniera
attiva e passiva, nel sintetizzare giunti mono- e bi-articolari, in maniera del tutto simile a
quanto accade nell'essere umano. Abbiamo sviluppato diversi modelli che ci permettono
di studiare il movimento da quattro principali punti di vista: angle-driven, prescrivendo
l'angolo di ogni giuntura, torque-driven con e senza molle, prescrivendo forze e momenti
di ciascun servo attuatore e muscle-driven utilizzando il controllo muscolare (Computed
Muscle Control), uno strumento integrato di OpenSim. In questo modo possiamo con-
frontare più precisamente quello che succede durante il movimento umano con ciò che
accade durante lo stesso movimento del robot e di conseguenza migliorare la progettazione
dei controller di movimento e di equilibrio nel robot reale.
Questo è solo il punto di partenza di un'ampia gamma di possibili lavori futuri: dal com-
pletamento della struttura di controllo e della parte superiore del corpo, all'apprendimento
per imitazione, da test di movimento su terreno piano a test su fondi sconnessi, e ovvi-
amente il passaggio dalla simulazione alla pratica con un vero e proprio robot bipedi
elastico, biologically-inspired che può muoversi come un essere umano.
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Will robots inherit the earth? Yes, but they will be our children.
- Marvin Minsky, 1995
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Chapter 1

Introduction

For decades, popular culture has been enthralled with the possibility of robots that act
and look like humans. We are promised by �lm, �ction and television that humanoids
will cook for us, clean for us, become our best friends and teach our children. More re-
cently, the media has covered a surprising number of new humanoid robots emerging on
the commercial market. Like many new technologies, these early generations of commer-
cially available humanoids are costly curiosities, useful for entertainment, but little else.
Humanoid robots can already autonomously perform task decomposition necessary to
carry out high-level, complex commands given through gesture and speech. Humanoids
can adapt and orchestrate existing capabilities as well as create new behaviors using a va-
riety of machine learning techniques. Humanoids may prove to be the ideal robot design
to interact with people. After all, humans tend to naturally interact with other human-
like entities; the interface is hardwire in our brains. Furthermore, while the industrial
manipulator and mobile robots needs to adapt and drastically change their environment,
the humanoid robots can work directly in the same human environment without any
modi�cation. Historically, we humans have adapted to the highly constrained modality
of monitor and keyboard. In the future, technology will adapt to us. Humanoids proba-
bly will change the way we interact with machines and will impact how we interact with
and understand each other.
Humanoid robotics also o�ers a unique research tool for understanding the human brain
and body. Human body representations have been used for centuries to help in un-
derstanding and documenting the shape and function of its compounding parts. Since
the Da Vinci drawings, human body atlases have evolved signi�cantly and can nowa-
days describe the human anatomy with great precision, using multi-level biological scales
spanning multiple dimensions. In parallel, the body physiology, its systems and their
functions, the mechanisms of human motion, the pathological and healing processes are
among the many topics being studied and described in di�erent domains of science. The
synthesis of human motion is a complex procedure that involves accurate reconstruction
of movement sequences, modeling of musculoskeletal kinematics, dynamics and actua-
tion, and characterization of reliable performance criteria. Many of these processes have
much in common with the problems found in robotics research, with the recent advent
of complex humanoid systems. Several technologies required for this new kind of robots
reached the necessary level of performance. It is clear that these human-friendly robots
will look very di�erent than today's industrial robots and generating coordinated nat-
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ural motion in human-like robotic structures has proved to be a challenging task. The
characterization and control of humanoid systems has an impact beyond robotics. It can
provide the support to understand biological functions of the human body (biomechan-
ics), tools to design machines and spaces where humans operate (ergonomics), simulation
environments to study the e�ects of musculoskeletal alterations (surgical simulation) and
to design and study rehabilitation systems, and support to synthesize realistic computer
animations.
Humanoid refers to any being whose body structure resembles that of a human: head,
torso, legs, arms, hands. But it is also a robot made to resemble a human both in ap-
pearance and behavior. The di�erence between a robot and android is only skin-deep,
looks exactly like humans on the outside, but with internal mechanics of humanoid robot.
The main di�erences between humanoids and other kinds of robots (manipulators, mobile
robots, multi-legged robot) are principally: bipedal human-like locomotion (stable gait,
changing model during one/two feet support walking) and two legs + two arms + torso +
head (hyper Degrees of Freedom (DoFs) system and complex kinematics and dynamics).
Bipedism and cognition have very close relationship; the time line of human evolution
shows three important events, called respectively: Erectus, Pre-Sapiens and Sapiens. For
the human evolution bipedism frees the hands to create tools and start cognition and the
humanoids robots nowadays status is focusing more in bipedism than in cognition: stable
bipedal locomotion is not totally solved, we have only good lab example, it is mandatory
to have robust biped platforms in order to implement cognitive robotics and there are few
example of human-size humanoids in the market now and probably the same in the next
future. We are in the Pre-Robotic stage comparing with the human evolution. Humanoid
Robotics includes several type of projects where perception, processing and action are
embodied in a recognizably anthropomorphic form in order to emulate some subset of the
physical, cognitive and social dimensions of the human body and experience. The goal
in humanoid robot design is to make a robot that acts safely alongside humans, extend-
ing our capabilities in a wide variety of tasks and environments. A robot that interacts
socially with people in typical, everyday environments. So, from this point of view, Hu-
manoid Robotics is not a well de�ned �eld, but rather a collaborative e�orts that crosscut
many disciplines. Perception, with computer vision and many other sensing modalities
including taste, smell, sonar, IR, haptic feedback, tactile sensors and range of motion
sensors. Human-Robot interaction with the study of human factors related to the tasking
and control of humanoid robots. This area considers the ways in which humanoids can be
pro�tably and safely integrated into everyday life. Such communications and interactions
would imply not only explicit and conscious signal exchange, but also an implicit and
subconscious one. Tomorrow's humanoids will operate in human environments, where
e�cient manipulation and locomotion skills, and safe contact interactions will be critical
design factors. Citing Nakamura et al.: "when the man-machine interface obtains access
to the somatosensory information, machines would make the �rst step to understand hu-
mans. Such implicit communication between humans and machines could be termed as
a cognitive-level communication" [83]. Legged locomotion because they must be able to
walk up stairs and steep inclines and over rough, uneven terrain. Arm control and dex-
terous manipulation, in which many researchers are working on dexterous tasks including
catching balls, juggling, chopping vegetables, performing telesurgery and pouring co�ee.
Learning and adaptive behavior, to adapt existing capabilities to cope with environmental
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changes. Among all these disciplines, also Arti�cial Intelligence (AI) community looks
to �eld such as neuroscience, cognitive psychology and biology for new insight. So, in
the last years, a new behovior-based view of intelligence is emerged which has trasferred
the emphasis from intelligent processing to robust real world action. As consequence
come the question of how best to impart primitive behaviors to robots. Many researchers
use biologically inspired technique such as Arti�cial Neural Newtworks (ANN), other use
learning techniques such as reinforcement learning and genetic algorithms. In this way,
robots can learn to solve problems, they have the potential to acquire new knowledge
by adjusting parameters, exploiting patterns, devising new strategies, generating entire
behaviors, predicting environmental changes and recognizing the strategies of opponents
or exchanging knowledge with other robots. Japanese scientists are searching for learning
techniques that can scale inde�nitely. At the University of Tokyo, researchers have used
a learning methodology they have called interactive teaching to give robots the ability
to drive their own development. At the University of Southern California, Maja Mataric
has worked to provide the Sarcos humanoid, DB, with a set of basis behaviors on which
development learning can built. On the same robot, many researchers use motion cap-
ture to record human movement trajectories for shoulders, elbows, wrists, hips, knees and
ankles. This data helps to identify the underlying principles that constrain and optimize
body movement. These principles inform the way motion primitives are developed and
used by humanoid designers to study smooth and e�cient movement.

While only a few institutions are fully dedicated to the creation of humanoid robots,
a host of projects around the world are meeting with encouraging success in particular
areas. With the rise of the computer, people immediately began to envision the potential
for encoding human intelligence into textual programs, but soon discovered that static
programs and rule-based logic cannot capture the true essence of human intelligence.
Estranged from perception and action, such intelligence derived meaning only as an ex-
tension of the human creator or user. Once embodied in real robots, such programs were
confounded by noisy and all-to-often inconsistent data streaming in and out from a host
of real-world sensors and actuators. However, robotic research community continued,
mostly from a mechanical point of view, to develop new robotic tools for a variety of
purposes. In 1973, the construction of the world's �rst humanoid robot was started at
the Waseda University in Tokyo under the direction of Ichiro Kato. The �rst full-scale
anthropomorphic robot in the world was called WABOT-1. It consisted of a limb-control
system, a vision system and a conversation system. At the time, it was estimated that
WABOT-1 had the mental faculty of a one half year old child. After it, in 1980, at
Waseda University was developed also WL-9DR, the world's �rst robot to exhibit quasi-
dynamic walking. Then, in 1985, with Hitachi Ltd. was developed WHL-11 (Waseda
Hitachi Leg-11) biped, walking robot and in the same year, thanks again to Kato and
his research group, also WASUBOT was built. It was a humanoid musician developed
with Sumitomo Electric Industry Ltd. (WAseda SUmitomo roBOT). WASUBOT read a
musical score and played a repertoire of 16 tunes on a keyboard instrument. Since these
early successes, the Japanese electronics and automotive industries have played a key role
in the emergence of humanoids.
Is generally assumed that a legged locomotion is much easier to accomplish on smaller hu-
manoids. A signi�cantly example is the SDR-4X developed by Sony as a domestic robot.
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This was a remarkable project for the �exibility of the robot that used vision to adapt its
walking behavior to cope with stairs and other features typical of a home. Then, in 1996
and 1997, Honda revealed P2 and P3 respectively. In particular, P3 was characterized
with a sophisticated balance control mechanism allow it to perform complex actions such
as walking sideways and kicking. Several interesting example come from also the arm
control and exterous manipulation research area. From SAIKA, a ligh-weight full-sized
humanoid robot developed at the University of Tokyo to ROBONAUT's upper body
by NASA Johnson Space Center. From Robot-Human interaction investigators came
KISMET, an head with eyebrows, eyelids, ears and mouth, etc. It was an MIT project
for robot training. WENDY, a human symbiotic robot that consisted of two anthropo-
morphic arms, a head and torso; it had wheels intead of legs. It cames from S. Sugano
Laboratory at Waseda University, as HADALY-2, an other humanoid robot designed for
the purpose of interactive communication with humans. Human-robot interaction plays
a crucial role in the burgeoning market for intelligent personal, service and entertainment
robots. One example is MINERVA, a popular tour guide at the Smithsonian National
Museum of American History. HARIS, a robotic arm and human interface designed to
help disabled people move and fetch objects. URSULA, a full-sized robot Female An-
droid that is remote controlled which can walk, talks, dances, plays music and more. It
was designed by Utah based company Sarcos. This company has developed some of the
world's most sophisticated humanoid robots and virtual reality interfaces. Sarcos also
developed DB, a robot that used also by the ERATO brain project in Japan to enable
motion learning. With its 20 DoFs, 80 Kg of weight and 1,85 meters of body is one of the
most capable robots in history. More recently, a number of smaller, commercially avail-
able humanoid robots have emerged from Honda, Sony and Fujitsu: ASIMO, HRP-2P
and HOAP-1, among others.

After this brief overview about humanoid robotics history, we come to the topic of this
work: the movement, and in particular the legged locomotion and its simulation on a �ex-
ible humanoid robot system of new-generation. Moreover, simulating and modeling based
on musculoskeletal human model. There are three main reasons for exploring the legged
locomotion [4]. The �rst reason is to develop vehicles that can move on uneven and rough
terrain. The second reason is to understand human and animal locomotion mechanics.
The third reason which motivated the study of legged locomotion is the need to build
arti�cial legs for amputees. The vast majority of humanoid and bipedal robots controls
the joint angle pro�les to carry out the locomotion. Active walking robots (robots with
actuators) can do the above task with reasonable speed and position accuracy at the cost
of high control e�orts, low e�ciences and most of the time unnatural gaits. WABIAN-
2R is among the most successful bipedal walking humanoid robots. On the other hand,
the state-of-the-art is represented by "passive dynamic walking" robots; mechanical con-
traptions that demonstrate extremely natural walking motions without the need for any
control action. Three successful dynamic walking robots are the Cornell Robot, Denise
and Toddler. The main goal of developing dynamic walking robots is to increase the
e�ciency of locomotion. Existing legged robots lack energy-e�ciency, performance and
adaptivity when compared with situations that animals cope with on a routine basis.
Bridging the gap between arti�cial and natural systems requires not only better sensori-
motor and learning capabilities but also a corresponding motion apparatus and intelligent
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actuators. A key prerequisite of versatile and energy-e�cient legged robots that move in
a-priori unknown environments are proper actuation modules [47]. Recent research has
focused more and more on actuators with adaptable compliance that can change joint
sti�ness in order to adjust the overall leg properties with respect to robustness, energy
e�ciency and speed of motion, such as the MACCEPA which was implemented in the
biped VERONICA [48]. A further concept to adjust joint sti�ness and nominal angles was
that of the pleated pneumatic muscles (PPAM) as installed in the biped LUCY. The �rst
robot that was capable of jumping, which is a prerequisite for the ability to run, emerged
from Raibert's pioneering work and consisted of telescopic springy legs. But the very �rst
robot that was capable of both energy-e�cient and human-like walking and jogging was
the bipedal robot "Jena Walker II", an elastic, biologically inspired, three-segmented
robot. In order to further investigate the realization of a human-like robot with human-
like locomotion capabilities, recently the project BioBiped has been launched, in which
the SIM Group of TU Darmstadt collaborates with the Locomotion Laboratory of Uni-
versity of Jena. One of the main aspect of this project is the energy-e�ciency and a�ects
of passive tendon-like structures. The use of springs in legged locomotion is generally
accepted as important and has been promoted very early and subsequently deepened and
promote by M. M. Williamson, J. E. Pratt, B. T. Krupp and many others, thanks to their
works about Elastic Series Actuators. On this way, understanding the basis of human
movement and reproducing it in robotic environments is a compelling challenge that has
engaged a multidisciplinary audience. The understanding of how muscles are activated
to actuate the human body will directly allow designing motion and balance controller
to move humanoids in a more sophisticated way. However, synthesizing detailed descrip-
tions of the elements of the neuromusculoskeletal (NMS) system with measurements of
movement to create an integrated understanding of normal movement and to establish a
scienti�c basis remains a major challenge. To achieve this goal, a theoretical framework
is needed, and in the last decade several researchers have turned their attention to the
realization of simulation platforms that give a such framework which must reveal the
cause-e�ect relationships between neuromuscular excitation patterns, muscle forces and
motions of the body. A dynamic simulation of movement that integrates models describ-
ing the anatomy and physiology of the elements of the NMS system and the mechanics
of multijoint movement provides such a framework.

1.1 Statement of the Problem

This work presents the design and development of a new-generation biped robot. Its
modeling and simulation has been realized by using an open-source software to create
and analyze dynamic simulation of movement: OpenSim [73].
This biped robot has been projected by Fuben He, a PhD candidate of Mechanical En-
gineering. He studies at Dalian University of Technology (DUT), placed in Dalian City,
Liaoning Province, China. He cames an year at the Department of Information Engi-
neering as visiting student and this work burns from the collaboration with him.
Our model aims to be used as an innovative approach to the study of a such type of
robot in which there are series elastic actuators represented by active and passive spring
components in series with motors. It has provided of monoarticular and biarticular joint
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in a very similar manner to human musculoskeletal model. We have developed several
model of this biped robot that allow us to study its movement from four major point
of view: angle-driven, by prescribing the angle to each joint, torque-driven with and
without springs, by prescribing force and moment to each joint and muscle-driven by
using Compute Muscle Control (CMC), a built-in tool of OpenSim. In this way we can
compare in a more exact manner what happens during human movement with that hap-
pens during robot movement and consequently improve the design of motion and balance
controller in the real robot.

1.2 Novelty of this Research

This work proposes a novel approach to humanoid robot modeling that combines together
the physiological accuracy of the model proposed by the biomechanics for studing of hu-
man movement, to the fast operation of those proposed by robotics researchers.
This work also demonstrates the e�cacy on the use of a tool like OpenSim, originally
thought for the study of human and animal movement, into the development of a hu-
manoid robot. In fact, except for a previous model of Robovie-X that however isn't a
robot provided of elastic actuators, this is the �rst robot studied with a similar approach,
for what in our knowledge.
In this work we shows that it is possible to move our robot by actuating its motors and ex-
ploiting the compliant behavior given by its springs. Furthermore, with our muscle-driven
model we will also exploit the possibility to move our robot by actuating its arti�cial mus-
cles modeled with parameters accurately estimated from human musculoskeletal model.
This fact open a possible way to create an highly performant human-machine interface
where a man and a robot are in the same loop. With this approach a man can potentially
control a robot such as presented in this work by using a NMS model. A such model can
be seen as an extension or evolution of how done by Massimo Sartori in his PhD thesis
in which he described the man in the loop approach using an EMG-driven NMS model
to control a powered orthosis [55].

1.3 Delimitations

This work has to be seen as a starting point for more detailed studies in the future. So,
we must to underlying some limitation given by the lack of an exact modeling of the
real spring that will be assemble in the real robot. Our springs constitute only a good
approximation of that is the reality. The same thing is valid for how regard the motors
mechanical properties. On the other hand, for how regard the muscle-driven model, it is
only a possible vision of that might be the future because actually there aren't actuators
characterized by the human muscle physiologic and mechanic properties. Finally, in our
work there isn't a model of contact between foot/toe and ground.
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1.4 Thesis Overview

In chapter 2, we provide a brief background about movement modeling from human and
robot point of view respectively.
In chapter 3, comes the time of simulation environments for humanoid movement. After
an overview of the major robot simulators we focus our attention on the OpenSim plat-
form that is also the software used for our studies.
In chapter 4, the elastic bipedal robot design is presented by deepening the state-of-the-
art of musculoskeletal models in human and robot research areas and by discussing and
comparing their applications.
In chapter 5, we continue with the description and comparison of di�erent elastic actua-
tion models. Finally a brief discussion about the expected control system design for our
biped robot.
In chapter 6, a detailed description of the implementation of the robot model into Open-
Sim by reporting our analysis and comparison.
In chapter 7, �nally, we draw some conclusions, but above all, we discuss in detail the
possible future work.
At the end of this paper you can �nd also some appendix about model parts, assembly
phases, code examples and the bibliography.
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Chapter 2

Movement Modeling

The science that studies movement is generally driven by observation, but this one alone
cannot explain principles of human and animal movement. Computer simulation and
biomechanical modeling complement observations and provide a framework for build-
ing, validating and studying biological models. Furthermore, common access is needed
so that investigators can contribute models to a broader community by exchangeing,
testing, analyzing and improving through a multi-institutional collaboration [73, 74, 44].
Musculoskeletal modeling and simulation has high potential to improve patient care and
reduce treatment costs by elucidating cause and e�ect relationship in individuals with
neurological and musculoskeletal impairments and by predicting e�ective surgical [75]
and rehabilitation treatments. Dynamic simulations of movement allow one to study
neuromuscular coordination, analyze athletic performance and estimate internal loading
of the musculoskeletal system. Muscle-actuated dynamic simulations are becoming a vi-
able approach for determining how the elements of the musculoskeletal system interact
to produce movement [6].
The challenge of synthesizing motion behaviors is a long-standing problem also within
the robotics community. Motion tracking is a vital component of developing intelligent
autonomous robots [53]. The datas recorded by tracking the precise position and orien-
tation of points of interest at high frequency are used for several type of applications,
from surveillance, control to analysis applications. A survey of advances in vision-based
human motion capture and analysis can be found at [76]. From the older optical motion
capture system with Pan-Tilt camera tracking [43], among markerless motion capture
systems to study musculoskeletal biomechanics [70] and action capture systems with ac-
celerometers which are ideal for a wearable performance animation system [67]. And
still, low-cost systems as those presented in [8, 69] or those thought for identi�cation and
visualization of human segment parameters and mass properties [31, 30, 32, 33]; to more
recent work where a multiple camera system with real-time volume reconstruction for
articulated skeleton pose tracking [85]. Is note worth, from a robotics point of view, also
that the use of such tools improves the possibility to control an external device, through
the use of a range of analysis techniques [10].
Research in rehabilitation robotics strongly relies on the integration of information
about the human physiology into assistive device control systems for the purpose of im-
proving the interaction between the human and the machine. The Virtual Physiological
Human (VPH) for example is an initiative, strongly supported by the European Com-
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mission (EC), that seeks to develop an integrated model of human physiology at multiple
scales from the whole body through the organ, tissue, cell and molecular levels to the
genomic level. This is projected, since 2005, to be "a methodological and technological
framework that, once established, will enable the investigation of the human body as a
single complex system" [56].
The relationship between humans and machines includes also the understanding of
the so-called somatosensory information. They includes all the stimuli sensed by the sen-
sory organs located both outside and inside the body: tension, length and velocity of the
muscles, tension of the tendon and ligaments, pressure of the cartilages and stress of the
bones. Among others, Y. Nakamura and K. Yamane have explored the possibility of real-
time computation of the somatosensory information by combining the motion-capture
system, the musculoskeletal model of the human body and the e�cient computation of
kinematics and dynamics. Citing Nakamura et al.:"When the man-machine interface
obtains access to the somatosensory information, machines would make the �rst step to
understand humans" [83].
The design of intelligent assistive devices such as powered orthoses or exoskeletons
requires a deep understanding of what force the patient's muscles are able to produce.
Such knowledge will allow better de�ning the dynamics and the magnitude of support the
machine will have to provide the user with. Power Assist System HAL, for gait disorder
person is one of the most important project in this research area. The HAL is a walking
aid system which capable of allowing the user to problem to movements such as standing
up, sitting down, and going up and down stairs. With HAL-3, Y. Sankai et al. have pro-
posed also a calibration method to identify a constant relating Electromyographic (EMG)
signal to joint torque, and to realize an apparatus that enables power to be used for walk-
ing and standing up according to the intention of the operator [37, 36, 35]. A survey of the
history and state-of-the-art of lower limb exoskeletons and active orthoses can be found
at [3]. Also the new-generation of humanoids robot is moving toward human-inspired
research. Several technologies required for this new kind of robots reached the neces-
sary level of performance, e.g., computing power, communication technologies, sensors
and electronics integration. Rich sensory information, lighweight design and soft-robotic
features are required to reach the expected performance and safety during interaction
with humans or in unknown environments. Many examples come from [1, 16, 34]. Fur-
thermore, the new-generation of humanoids robot will have highly complex skeletal
structures and actuator systems that increasingly resemble the human musculoskeletal
system [38]. The understanding of how muscles are activated to actuate the human
body will directly allow designing motion and balance controller to move humanoids in
a more sophisticated way. Hydraulic, pneumatic, motor/gearbox, series-elastic electroac-
tive polymer-based, springs, chemical-based and many other actuation schemes are also
at varying stages of research and development [40, 49, 71].
In this chapter we provide an overview of the most popular approaches to human move-
ments by reporting and describing some basic concepts and tools that allow these studies.
Then we will also see in more detail the musculoskeletal models commonly used and we
will provide an overview about muscle and tendon modeling. In this chapter we also
discuss about the robot movement and, expecially, we treat some basic concept of robot
locomotion before to concentrate our attention on legged locomotion and bipedal loco-
motion models.
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2.1 Neuromusculoskeletal Human Modeling

There are several bodies of research about this topic. K. Yamane, Y. Nakamura et
al. [50, 59, 22] have developed the �rst whole-body musculoskeletal human model with
the aim of an essential tool for analyzing and simulating human motions in �elds where
whole-body coordination plays an important role. Such models are used in sport science,
rehabilitation robotics or intelligent assistive devices such as powered orthoses. On the
other hand, a wide range of more detailed neuromusculoskeletal (NMS) model but only
of lower limbs has been provided in literature during the last years; among others, a
signi�cative example comes from [55] in which a neuromuscular Human-Machine interface
for applications in rehabilitation robotics is presented together with novel techniques to
estimate the musculotendon kinematics and to calibrate an elastic tendon NMS model.
Work based on the NMS model developed by Lloyd et al. [77, 13, 11, 14], which is
an EMG-driven NMS model composed of four fundamental componenets: anatomical
musculoskeletal model, muscle activation model, elastic tendon Hill-type muscle model
and calibration. It was created to estimate individual muscle force and subsequently joint
moments and soft tissue loading, in conjunction with raw EMG and segmental movement.
A body of e�ort has been also devoted to developing e�cient algortithms for kinematics
and dynamics computation of robotic mechanisms, and has been successfully applied
to control and simulation of complex mechanisms including industrial manipulators and
humanoid robotis. The human body has a number of di�erent properties from robotic
systems in its complexity, actuators, and controllers. Human joints are primarily actuated
by muscles. As a result human movement is generated. The new-generation of humanoids
robots have highly complex skeletal structures and actuator systems that increasingly
resemble the human musculoskeletal system. The understanding of how muscles are
activated to actuate the human body will directly allow designing motion and balance
controller to move humanoids in a more sophisticated way. It is still an open research issue
to understand the mechanism for generating and coordinating human motions. If in the
brain science community, researchers have been tried to analyze and model how the brain
coordinates the whole-body motion, on the other side, in the biomechanics community,
the dynamics computation and motion analysis using musculoskeletal models have been
investigated.

2.1.1 Whole-Body Musculoskeletal System

The musculoskeletal human model consists of amusculo-tendon network and a skele-
ton . The skeleton, a set of bones grouped into a suitable number of body parts, is a set
of rigid links connected by mechanical joints; the musculo-tendon network is composed
of wires representing the elements to drive and/or constrain the bones including muscles,
tendons, ligaments and cartilages [50]. There are various types of muscles, tendons, and
ligaments. We can classify them into the following patterns: one to be replaced by a
simple wire that connects an origin and an end; one to be replaced by a wire that has
an origin, via-points, and an end; one to be replaced by several wires forming a fork
at a virtual bone; one to be replaced by a set of simple wires; one to be replaced by
a combination of the above. Each attribute of these elements is commonly modeled as
follows:
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1. Bone: Rigid-link element with mass and inertia;

2. Muscle: Active constrictive wire actuator;

3. Tendon: Passive constrictive wire coupled with a muscle to transmit its power;

4. Ligament: Passive constrictive wire that connects multiple bones to constrain their
relative movement;

5. Cartilage: Passive linear spring with zero nominal length that connects multiple
bones and constrains their relative movement.

Figure 2.1: Two models: the �rst of simple muscle and the second of muscle with via-
point [83].

Skeleton Model is realized with polygon geometric data of the bones commercially avail-
able for computer graphics, but there are also set of polygon data more or less detailed,
obtained by reconstructing the geometry from computer tomography (CT) cross-sections
of a human skeleton model. Both model are generally based on the standard body of
European male. For the musculotendon model each wire has a pair of start and end
points, and any number of via-points where the wire can slide back and forth without
friction. In some musculoskeletal human model muscles can also actively change their
length. The tension is often assumed uniform throughout the wire, and the via-points
change only the direction of the wire without friction.
With reference to [50, 83], for example, the model covers most of the parts of the mus-
culotendon networks except for those in the head, hands and feet but it includes all the
minor muscles which are usually ignored in simpli�ed models, allowing more precise com-
putation of the tensions of individual muscles. In addition to the quantitative di�erence,
the qualitative feature of the model is the introduction of virtual links for modeling
branched muscles.
This model should be able to approximate the function of most types of muscles and
tendons. However, it does not consider the following phenomena that might occur in the
real human body:

• realtime addition or removal of via-points: moving the joints may introduce new
via-points due to new contacts between a muscle and bone, or eliminate a via-point
by taking o� a muscle from a bone;

• interwire contatcs: it does not model the contact forces between multiple wires,
although it does consider those between wires and bones by using the via-points.
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Figure 2.2: Two models of a muscle with furcation [83].

Table 2.1 summarizes the complexity of this full musculoskeletal model shown in Figure
2.3.

musculo-tendon network skeleton
muscles 997 bones 200
tendons 50 bone groups 53
ligaments 117 total DOF 155
cartilages 34
total wires 1198
muscle groups 78
virtual links 72

Table 2.1: Complexity of the musculoskeletal model [83].

Figure 2.3: The musculoskeletal human model; yellow: muscles, blue: tendons and liga-
ments, white square: virtual links [83].

2.1.2 Muscles and Tendons

Muscles and tendons are the interface between the Central Nervous System (CNS) and
the articulated body segments. The CNS excites muscles that subsequently develop forces
that are transmitted by tendons to the skeleton, and so the body can performs a motor
task.
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Understanding how muscles activate and generate force about multiple joint and propel
the human body towards a speci�c motion would signi�cantly impact several research
areas. The model of muscle and tendon to be invoked should depend on the objective.
If the fundamental physical and chemical (micro) properties of muscle and tendon are to
be understood, then the reductionist approach is clearly justi�ed, to emphasize the
study of an elemental unit of muscle or tendon tissue. If the I/O (macro) properties
of the tissue are needed, and if the structure and function of the tissue are completely
unknown, then the black-box approach is justi�ed.
Substantially, all the researchers who study intermuscular coordination use a varition of
the classical model of muscle developed in the �rst half of this century by Hill, Wilkie, and
Ritchie and Wilkie. The brief background introduced in this thesis is based principally
on [25].

Activation and Contraction Dynamics

The dynamics of muscle tissue can be divided into activation dynamics and contraction
dynamics. Activation dynamics corresponds to the transformation of neural (or arti�cial)
excitation to activation of the contractile apparatus, and muscle contraction dynamics to
the transformation of activation to muscle force.
The steady-state property of muscle tissue is de�ned by its isometric force-length (�)
curve. This property can be studied when activation a(t) and �ber length LM are con-
stant. In particular, we have full activation (i.e. a(t) = 1) when muscle tissue has been
maximally excited for a long time. On the other hand, when muscle tissue has been
neither neurally nor electrically excited for a long time then it is said to be inactivated
or passive (u(t) = a(t) = 0). Active muscle force is the di�erence in force developed
when muscle is activated and when muscle is passive. If we call LM0 the muscle �ber

length or optimal �ber length (the length at which active muscle force peaks), then
the region where active muscle force is generated is (nominally) 0.5LM0 < LM < 1.5LM0 .
LM0 is also the shortest length at which passive muscle tissue develops force (nominally).
The � property of less then fully activated muscle tissue can be considered to be a scaled
version of the fully activated one. In 1966, some experiments revealed that when �bers are
shorter than optimal length, the force a muscle generates when maximally activated in-
creases with �ber length (the ascending limb of the � curve). Beyond the optimal length,
the maximal active force a muscle generates decreases with �ber length (the descending
limb of the � curve), and muscle generates passive force. Near optimal �ber length, the
muscle generates relatively consistent force when maximally activated (the plateau of the
� curve).
When muscle tissue undergoes an isotonic contraction , or constant pull (tension), it
�rst shortens and then stops. The length at which such a force can be sustained in
steady-state corresponds to the length at which shortening terminates. By subjecting
muscle to di�erent tension and by imposing 0.5LM0 < LM < 1.5LM0 , an empirical force-
velocity (fv) relation can be obtained from a set of length trajectories. In particular,
when �bers shorten during activation (concentric), force generation decreases with in-
creasing shortening velocity. When �bers lengthen during activation (eccentric), force
generation increases with lengthening velocity. This increase in force is most pronounced
at low lengthening velocities; at high lengthening velocity, the increase in lengthening
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Figure 2.4: (A) Isometric Force Length (�) relation of muscle tissue when passive (dotted
curve) and when fully activated (dashed curve). Net force contributed by the activation
of muscle tissue is the di�erence, called active force (solid line). By de�nition, peak active
force FM

0 is developed when �bers are at their optimal length (i.e., when LM = LM0 ). (B)
Less than fully activated muscle tissue develops proportionately less active force (solid
line), but passive force is unchanged (dotted line). (C) Force Velocity (fv) relation of fully
activated muscle tissue when �bers are at a length LM = LM0 . An applied constant force
less (greater) than FM

0 causes muscle tissue to shorten (lengthen). Limits exist to force
generation (<1.8FM

0 ) and to muscle �ber shortening (vm). vm is called the maximum
shortening velocity. (D) Less than fully activated muscle tissue has been assumed either
to shorten at a rate less than vm when unloaded [25].

velocity has less e�ect on force production.
Finally, at optimal �ber length LM0 , a maximum shortening velocity (vm) can be de�ned
from the fv relation. Even when fully activated, at vm, muscle cannot sustain any tension.
The mechanical power output (FM · −vM) that active muscle delivers is determined
by the shape of the fv curve. During shortening, muscle delivers power (positive power),
with peak power output occuring when muscle shortens at ≈ 0.3vm.
Generally, all computer models of muscle used in studies of muscle coordination employ
the same shaped fv curve. Common assumptions are:

• the fv relation scales with length and activation in one of two ways (i.e., either the
velocity-axis intercept remains constant under all conditions or decreases with a(t)
and LM);

• no discontinuity in slope at FM
0 (peak isometric active-muscle force or max-

imum isometric force) exists, even though experiments and cross-bridge theory
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suggest one;

• the fv curve at any instant is una�ected by preceding events, even though it is
known that prestretched muscle tissue subsequently shortens faster.

Mechanical (Hill-type) Model of Contraction Dynamics

This is a conceptual model in which the contractile properties of muscle tissue can be
represented by a force-length-velocity (�v) relation controlled by muscle activation.
Total muscle force FM is the sum of passive force F PE and active force FCE. Structures
responsible for these forces are called the passive element (PE) and the contractile ele-
ment (CE). Force FCE depends on muscle �ber length LM , velocity vM and the state
activation of the muscle �bers a(t). Commonly, Hill's equation is modi�ed and used as
the expression, though nothing precludes the use of other expressions.
Sometimes a muscle elastic element , distinguischable from tendon elasticity, is in-
cluded in series with the CE. Estimates of energy stored in muscle cross-bridges compared
with energy stored in tendon is desired in studies of the biomechanics of movement, and
this is the motivation to separate muscle elasticity from tendon elasticity. Cross-bridges
store energy because active muscle tissue exhibits sti�ness that arises from the cross-
bridges themselves. However, the energy stored in cross-bridges is expected to be very
small compared with the summed energy stored in the external and internal parts of
tendon, in all but short tendon actuators. Thus, for many actuators, tendon compliance
dominates and muscle Series Elastic Element (SEE) can be neglected.

Figure 2.5: Hill-type model for contraction dynamics of muscle tissue (inset). Total mus-
cle force FM is the sum of passive force F PE and active force FCE. Structures putatively
responsible for these forces are called the passive element (PE) and the contractile el-
ement (CE). Force FCE depends on muscle �ber length LM and velocity vM , and the
state of activation of the muscle �bers a(t). Some models include a muscle series element
(SEE). The length of the CE is the sum of the lengths of the γ sarcomeres of a muscle
�ber and di�ers from muscle �ber length LM by the length of the SEE [25].
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2.1.3 Properties and Models of Tendons

Tendon, as generally de�ned, consists of a portion external to muscle and a portion
internal to muscle. Common assumption are that:

• the same strain is experienced throughout internal and external tendon;

• the material (stress-strain) properties of external and internal tendon are the same.

Tendon strain εT is de�ned by the amount of tendon stretch relative to its resting,
or slack length, εT = ∆LT/LTS = (LT − LtS)/LTS where LTS is the length on elongation
at which tendon just begins to develop force. LTS is called tendon slack length . On
the other hand, tendon stress σT is de�ned by the ratio of tendon force F T to tendon
Cross-Sectional Area AT , σT = F T/AT .
One of the most important property relevant to coordination studies is the stress-strain
relation (σT vs. εT curve). Tendon is assumed to be elastic or viscoelastic in almost all
models used to study coordination, and, in some, its elasticity is assumed to be linear as
well. In many models tendon elasticity is combined with the elasticity of muscle, and this
overall musculotendon elasticity is de�ned and referred to as the SEE. Once εT0 is assumed
and σT0 is speci�ed, the generic force-strain (fs, F̃ vs. εT ) curve can be found form the
stress-strain curve of tendon by using σT0 to normalize stress. Data from many studies
suggest that an appropriate (nominal) value for εT0 is 3.3% (2 - 9%), corresponding to a
nominal value for σT0 of 32 MPa (14 - 84 MPa). These values for σT0 and εT0 give a safety
factor of 1.9 to 2.7 times for tendon failure, since the highest force expected in tendon is
1.3 to 1.8FM

0 and since tendon fails at about 112 MPa and 10% strain.
In summary, tendon can be de�ned by a generic dimensionless fs curve that is musculo-
tendon independent. To obtain the � curve (FT vs. LT curve) of a speci�c tendon, from
the fs curve, only two parameters are needed: LTS , tendon slack length (tendon-speci�c)
and FM

0 , peak isomentric active-muscle force (muscle-speci�c).

Muscle Fiber Pennation

Muscle �ber pennation must be very high to a�ect the static and dynamic properties of
actuators. The more pennated muscle �bers are the larger the change in musculotendon
length caused by a change in the �ber length. This fact implies that the rate of change
of musculotendon length is greater than the rate of change of muscle �ber length. The
e�ects of pennation on musculotendon properties are signi�cant only when muscle �bers
are highly pennated (more than 23◦ - 25◦).

2.1.4 The Musculotendon Actuator

Muscle and tendon don't work together only as an actuator, but also with the dynamics
of the body segments. The force generating capability of an actuator is a�ected by its
length LMT and velocity vMT , which depend on the position and motion of the body
segments. In turn, body-segmental kinematics depend on the force F T of each actua-
tor. In this way, muscle, tendon and body segments constitute a coupled, Multiple-Input
Multiple-Output (MIMO) feedback system.
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Figure 2.6: Material properties of tendon. (A) Nominal stress-strain curve (σT vs. εT

curve). Tendon is more compliant in the toe region than in the linear region, where its
tangent modulus is 1.2 GPa. The strain in tendon when F T = FM

0 is de�ned as εM0
(nominally, εT0 = 0.033). σT is the stress in tendon when F T = FM

0 (nominally σM0 = 32
MPa). (B) Generic, dimensionless force-strain curve (F̃ T vs. εT ), which is also the
normalized stress-strain curve. F̃ T is the force in tendon relative to FM

0 (F̃ T = F T/FM
0 ).

σ̃T is tendon stress normalized by σT0 (σ̃T = σT/σT0 ). De�ning AT to be the cross-
sectional area of tendon, σ̃T = F̃ T , since σ̃T = σT/σT0 = σT/(FM

0 /AT ) = F T/FM
0 = F̃ T .

Tendon strain εT is de�ned by the amount of tendon stretch relative to its length, i.e.
εT = ∆LT/LTs = [LT − LTs ]/LTs , where L

T
s is the length on elongation at which tendon

just begins to develop force (called tendon slack length) [25].

Strictly from the musculotendon actuator point of view, this system presents some inter-
esting characteristics. Tendon interacts with only the contraction process of the muscle
tissue and it has no interaction with the muscle activation process because activation is
assumed to be uncoupled from the subsequent mechanical events. Musculotendon length
LMT , velocity vMT and force F T a�ect only musculotendon contraction dynamics. The
understanding of musculotendon contraction demands knowledge of how tendon compli-
ance a�ects the dynamics.
An individual actuator can be modeled by specifying �ve parameters, one tendon-speci�c
and four muscle-speci�c:

1. tendon slack length (LTS );

2. peak isometric muscle force (FM
0 );

3. optimal muscle-�ber length (LM0 );

4. optimal muscle-�ber pennation angle (α0);

5. time scaling parameter derived from the maximum shortening velocity of muscle
(τc).

From this one, a dimensionless model generic among all actuators can be formulated,
since three physical quantities are associated with actuator dynamics (Force, Length and
Time). Assuming that pennation angle is zero for simplicity and using FM

0 , LM0 , τc as
scaling parameters for force, length and time, the model has only one parameter: tendon
slack length, normalized by optimal muscle �ber length, L̃TS = LTS/L

M
0 . L̃TS has no e�ect

on activation dynamics because this one is assumed to be una�ected by muscle �ber
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Figure 2.7: E�ects of pennation on musculotendon velocity (D) and the range of musculo-
tendon lengths corresponding to the ascending region of the muscle � curve (C). Tendon
is assumed to be compliantless so that the e�ects of pennation alone can be analyzed.
Muscle thickness w is assumed to be constant, causing pennation to increase as �bers
shorten. (A, B) Geometry of muscle �bers with respect to tendon when �bers are at their
optimal length LM0 , corresponding to a pennation angle of α = α0, (e.g., α0 = 30◦ in A),
and when �bers are at their shortest length LM = 0.5LM0 , corresponding to an α = α1,
(e.g., α1 = 90◦ in B) [25].

length or tendon slack length, but L̃TS a�ects musculotendon contraction dynamics. From
measurements of the length of its muscle-�bers (LM0 ) and its origin-to-insertion distance
(LM0 + LTS ), an estimate of actuator L̃TS can be obtained.
Because tendon is elastic, tendon compliance is proportional to tendon slack length. An
actuator that has a ratio of L̃TS = 1 functions very di�erently than one having a ratio of
L̃TS = 10. Thus, an actuator can be said to be highly compliant when it has a L̃TS so large
as to signi�cantly a�ect its properties (L̃TS = 10). On the other hand, a very sti� actuator
is one with a L̃TS so small as to have no signi�cant e�ect (L̃TS = 1). Is worth note that an
actuator is not necessarily compliant just because it has a compliant or long tendon.
The ratio of tendon slack length to muscle �ber length L̃TS a�ects also the � relation
of the musculotendon actuator. In fact, the actuator has to be longer than the length
of muscle �bers by an amount equal to the tendon slack length LTS in order to sustain
force. Otherwise the tendon is slack and muscle �bers are too short to generate force
(F T = FM > 0, LMT > LTS + 0.5LM0 ; or equivalently F̃ T = F̃M > 0, L̃MT > L̃TS + 0.5).
An other interesting aspect is the amount by which an actuator must be stretched, beyond
that needed to stretch its muscle �bers, to accomodate an increase in force. For the sti�
actuator, the muscle � curve is distorted little, but the compliant actuator causes much
distortion. The range of lengths where the compliant actuator operates on the ascending
region of the � curve of its muscle �bers is almost 2 times the range of the sti� actuator.
In conclusion, because of tendon stretch, very long tendon actuators (LTS = 15LM0 ) need
to be stretched beyond what muscle �bers alone would have to be to accomodate peak
isometric force FM

0 .
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2.2 Human Movement Modeling

In this section we provide a brief background of the biomechanics of human walking by
inspiring to [3, 19, 20]. The period of time between any two identical events in the walking
cycle is called gait cycle . It is a reoccuring pattern of leg and foot movements, rotations
and torques. The various events follow each other continuously and smoothly, so any
event could be selected as the onset of the gait cycle. However, the human walking gait
cycle is typically represented as starting (0%) and ending (100%) at the point of heel strike
on the same foot, with heel strike on the adjacent foot occuring at approximately 62%
of gait cycle. By contrast, the distance from initial contact of one foot to the following
initial contact of the same foot is called gait stride. The shape, position and function
of neuromuscular and musculoskeletal structures as well as the ligamentous and capsular
constraints of the joints in�uence the gait characteristics.

Figure 2.8: (A)Description of the anatomical planes. (B)Diagram of the leg shown in
the rest position (0 degree at all joints) with the positive direction indicated. [Picture
borrowed from [3] and modi�ed]

The lower extremities and pelvis, which carry the head, arms and trunk (HAT), are
re�ered to as the locomotor apparatus . The primary goal of this apparatus is energy
e�ciency in progression using a stable kinetic chain of joints and limb segments that
work congruently. The Figure 2.8 shows a description of the human anatomical planes
as well as a kinematic model of the human leg in the sagittal planes. Commonly, the
sagittal plane is the dominant plane of motion during human locomotion. In this thesis,
for how regards human models, joint motion in sagittal plane is referred to as hip �exion,
knee extension and ankle dorsi-�exion. With respect to coronal plane we refer to hip
internal rotation, hip adduction and ankle subtalar angle. In particular, motion of the
hip in the coronal plane is referred to as abduction (away from the center of the body)
and adduction as previously illustrated. Further, motion of the ankle in the coronal plane
can be referred to as eversion (away from the center of the body) and inversion. The
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remaining Degrees of Freedom (DoF) of the hip and ankle can be simply also referred
as "rotation". With this representation in mind, now we can describe in more detail the
gait cycle. Generally, it is divided into two periods:

1. Stance , during which the foot is in contact with the ground. This period constitutes
62% of the gait cycle;

2. Swing , during which the foot is in the air. This period constitutes the remaining
38% of the gait cycle.

There is also another subdivision into the gait cycle: the period of time when both feet
are in contact with the ground (Double Support), from the period of time when only
one foot is in contact with the ground (Single Support). Double support con�guration
occurs twice in the gait cycle at the beginning and end of stance phase. It is also referred
to as initial and terminal double-limb stance. Generally, the two periods of double-limb
support represent 25% of the gait cycle, while running constitutes forward movement with
no period of double-limb support. In fact, when velocity increases, double-limb support
time decreases. For how regard the single support period, it is equal to the swing phase
of the other limb during walking gait.
For completeness, we provide some other terms: the same side of the body is generally
described by using the term ipsilateral, while to describe the opposite side of the body or
the opposite limb the term contralateral is used; the direction of walking is referred to as
the line of progression.

Figure 2.9: Human walking gait through one cycle, beginning and ending at heel strike.
Percentages showing contact events are given at their approximate location in the cycle [3].

2.2.1 Functional Tasks and Phases of Gait

There are three functional tasks that describe a complete gait cycle. The �rst, called
weight acceptance in which are involved two phases of the stance period: initial con-
tact and loading response. When this task has been achieved, the individual is said to
demonstrate a stable kinetic chain. This because initial limb stability and shock ab-
sorption, due to the transfer of body weight onto the limb, are required as soon as the
contact between limb and ground is performed. Simultaneously, the momentum of pro-
gression must be preserved. The second, called single-limb support during which the
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contralateral foot is in the swing period and total body weight is exclusively supported
on the stance limb. It can be divided into three phases: midstance, terminal stance and a
transitional phase, called preswing, that could be considered part of single-limb support
as well. Then, the third functional task, that is called limb advancement . Also for
this task we have several phases: preswing, initial swing, midswing and terminal swing.
Through these phases, the stance limb leaves the ground and advances forward to posture
itself in preparation for the next initial contact.
A more accurate subdivision and description of the gait cycle can be provided by con-
sidering in more detail the phases of tasks. With reference to stance and swing periods,
the �rst one consists of: initial contact (IC), loading response (LR), midstance (MSt),
terminal stance (TSt) and preswing (PRw). On the other hand, the swing period can be
divided into: initial swing (ISw), midswing (MSw) and terminal swing (TSw).

Initial Contact

It indicates the instantaneous point in time when occurs the instant the foot of the
leading lower limb touches the ground. Initial Contact represents the beginning of the
stance phase.

Loading Response

It constitutes the period of initial double-limb support, occupying about 10% of the gait
cycle. During this phase, the body weight is fully transferred onto the stance limb because
the foot comes in full contact with the �oor. The term foot �at (FF) is the point in time
when the foot becomes plantar grade.

Midstance

It occurs from the 10% to 30% periods of the gait cycle and represents the �rst half of
single support. It begins when the contralateral foot leaves the ground and continues as
the body weight travels along the length of the foot until it is aligned over the forefoot.

Terminal Stance

It begins with heel rise and ends when the contralateral foot contacts the ground and
constitutes the second half of single-limb support. Terminal stance occurs from the 30%
to 50% periods of the gait cycle. The term heel o� (HO) is a descriptor useful in
observational analysis and is the point during the stance phase when the heel leaves the
ground.

Preswing

Preswing phase begins when the contralateral foot contacts the ground and ends with
ipsilateral toe o�. It occupies the last 12% of stance phase, from 50% to 62%. During
this phase the body weight is transferred onto the contralateral limb and so the stance
limb is unloaded. The termination of stance and the onset of swing is de�ned as the point
where all portions of the foot have achieved motion relative to the �oor.
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Initial Swing

It begins the moment the foot leaves the ground and continues until maximum knee �exion
occurs, when the swinging extremity is directly under the body and directly opposite the
stance limb. It occupies one-third of the swing from 62% to 75% periods of the gait cycle.

Midswing

It occurs from the 75% to 85% periods of the gait cycle. It begins by following maximum
knee �exion and ends when the tibia is in a vertical position.

Terminal Swing

From the 85% to 100% there is the �nal phase of terminal swing when the tibia passes
beyond perpendicular and the knee fully extends in preparation for heel contact.

2.2.2 Temporal Parameters and Determinants of Gait

Gait parameters related to time are referred to as temporal parameters. Three interre-
lated temporal parameters are: stride length , cadence and velocity . Is note worth
the fact that the step length is not a synonymous of stride length. This because a step
length is the distance in meters from a given �oor-contact point of the ipsilateral foot in
stance to the same �oor-contact point of the contralateral foot in stance. If we consider
the segment of time in seconds taken for one step to occur and we measure it from an
event of one foot to the following occurence of the same event with the other foot, then
we obtain the step period.
Stride length is referred to as cycle length and contains both a left- and right-step length
(in meters). Stride period or cycle time is the period of time in seconds from initial con-
tact of one foot to the following initial contact of the same foot. A self-selected walking
rhytm, then, can be described as the natural or free cadence. And we have the second
temporal parameters, which refers to the number of steps taken per unit of time. It is
the rate at which a person walks expressed in steps per minute. Finally, combining stride
length and cadence we obtain the third temporal parameter: velocity. It is the resultant
rate of forward progression. This is the best single index of walking ability and it is
expressed in meters per second as the rate of chance of linear displacement along the
direction of progression measured over one or more strides.
Now, if we consider the walking gait from an energy e�cency point of view we have to
pay attention to six determinants or variables that a�ect the energy expenditure, de�ned
by Saunders et al. Who also de�ned walking as the translation of the Center of Mass
(CoM) through space in a manner requiring the least energy expenditure. The six de-
terminants of gait are: pelvic rotation, pelvic tilt, knee �exion during midstance, foot and
ankle motion, knee motion and lateral pelvic displacement. They are based on two main
principles:

1. Any displacement that elevates, depresses or moves the CoM beyond normal max-
imum excursion limits wastes energy;
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2. Any abrupt or irregular movement will waste energy even when that movement
does not exceed the normal maximum displacement limits of the CoM.

It is also particularly useful for the understanding exoskeleton and active orthosis design
to note the power requirements of each joint. From walking gait data, it can be seen
that, particularly at slow speeds, power at the hip is positive or near zero, power at the
knee is predominantly negative (dissipative power) and power at the ankle is evently split
between positive and negative. Since no net work is being done and resistance to motion
is small, during steady-state (static) level ground walking the net mechanical power of
the individual as a whole should be close to zero. A last observation is that the nature of
the power at the individual joints can change dramatically if we consider a subject that
walks at moderate to fast speeds, or on a positive incline or ascending stairs.

Pelvic Rotation

The total range of pelvic rotation is 8 degrees. The trailing extended weight-bearing
limb is elastically linked through the joints of the pelvis with the advancing swing limb.
Ligamentous constraints and muscular activity combine with forward momentum of the
advancing swing limb to position the pelvis into 4 degrees of rotation from the line of
progression prior to initial contact. During the reciprocating contralateral swing phase,
the pelvis rotates in the opposite direction, �rst returning to its neutral position and then
continuing to rotate an additional 4 degrees.

Pelvic Tilt

It is referred also as Pelvic List and is possible only in conjunction with adequate limb
clearance in swing phase. At midastance, the CoM reaches its highest point as the body
vaults over a planted leg.

Knee Flexion during Midstance

The stance limb enters initial contact with the knee in nearly full extension. It then �exes
as the foot shifts to a plantar-grade position and continues moving into �exion until it
reaches approximately 15 degrees. The knee then begins to extend but retains some
�exion as it nears midstance; due to a relatively less extended knee as the tibia reaches
verticality when the CoM is at its peak, the summit of the Center of Gravity (CoG) is
depressed in its elevation.

If these three determinants were the only mechanisms a�ecting the progression of the
CoM as it traverses through space, the CoG pathway would consist of a series of arcs
at whose intersections an abrupt shift in the direction of the CoG would occur as it
reached its lowest point. However, both foot and ankle motion as well as knee motion
serve to smooth the pathway of the CoG. With these three determinants, pelvic rotation,
pelvic tilt and knee �exion at midstance the vertical displacement of the CoM is sensible
reduced.
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Foot and Ankle Motion

At initial contact, the ankle is elevated due to the heel lever arm but falls as the foot
becomes plantar grade. At heel rise, the ankle again is elevated, which continues through
terminal stance and preswing. These ankle motions, coordinated with the knee and
controlled by muscle action of pretibialis and triceps surae, smooth the pathway of the
CoM during stance phase.

Knee Motion

Knee motion is intrisically associated with foot and ankle motion. Generally, at periods
when the ankle center is depressed, the knee extends, and at periods when the ankle is
elevated, the knee �exes. Knee motion, intimately associated with foot and ankle motion,
smooths the pathway of the CoM and thus conserves energy.

Lateral Pelvic Displacement

To avoid extraordinary muscular and balancing demands, the pelvis shifts over the sup-
port point of the stance limb. The combination of femoral varus and anatomical valgum
at the knee permits a vertical tibial posture with both tibias in close proximity to each
other. The walking base or stride/step width typically is measured from one ankle joint
center to the other although it often is described as the measurement from heel center to
heel center.

Several gait analysis about normal and pathological function of human locomotion, con-
ducted by J. Perry in 1992, describe the function of the rocker mechanisms. In particular,
there are three mechanisms referred respectively as: heel rocker, ankle rocker and forefoot
rocker, which describe the foot and ankle function with respect to the normal walking
gait. As discussed in these sections, normal bipedal gait is achieved with a complex
combination of automatic and volitional postural components. Normal walking requires
stability, mobility of body segments and motor control to get energy-e�cient forward
progression.

2.2.3 Kinematics

Kinematics concerns itself with movement without consideration for the cause. The fo-
cus in gait analysis is on linear and angular displacements, velocities, accelerations and
decelerations. The kinematics of walking can be quantitatively measured by means of in-
strumentation or qualitatively analyzed by means of observational gait assessment, such
as a visual description of an individual's lower extremities, pelvis and trunk motion dur-
ing ambulation. Most of what practitioners know today about kinematics of normal and
pathological gait has been obtained from either an electrogoniometer, which uses electri-
cal transducers attached to adjacent limb segments or, more likely, multicamera three-
dimensional motion systems that track re�ective markers placed on strategic anatomical
landmarks. Motion analysis measures dynamic range of motion. Dynamic range indi-
cates joint motion or excursion from the maximum angle to the minimum angle during a
particular phase or phases in the gait cycle. Motion analysis markers are small spheres
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or balls placed at speci�c bony landmarks that, when tracked by a camera-based video
system, can be used to dermine body segment and joint position.

2.2.4 Kinetics

Kinetic is the general term given to the study of forces that cause movement. Force may
be de�ned as a push or a pull and is produced when one object acts on another. The units
used to measure force are Newtons (N). Forces in walking can be internal or external.
Forces such as muscle activity, ligamentous constraint or friction in muscles and joints
belong to the �rst set, on the other hand, forces such as ground-reaction forces created
from external loads belong to the second one.
The rotational potential of the forces acting on a joint is called torque, moment or moment
of force. The internal joint moment is the net result of all of the internal forces acting
about the joint, including moments due to muscles, ligaments, joint friction and structural
constraints. The joint moment usually is calculated around a joint center. The units used
to express moments or torques are Newton-meters (Nm) and for research purposes usually
are normalized to the subject's body mass. Normalization is the process by which a
relationship is established between initially collected data and some other basic reference
data. Normalized to the subject's body mass, Newton-mass are expressed as Nm/Kg.
The term joint power is used to described the product of a joint moment and the joint
angular velocity. Joint power is said to be generated when the moment and the angular
velocity are in the same direction and said to be absorbed when they are in opposite
directions. The units used to measure joint power is Watts (W).
The counterpart of internal joint moment is given from external moments which are
the external ground-reaction force. Information on these forces is obtained from a force
platform or force plate, which is a transducer set into the �oor to measure the forces and
torques applied by the foot to the ground. These devices provide quanti�ed measures
of the three componenets of the resultant ground-reaction force vector and the resultant
torque vector about a given joint. The ground-reaction force line essentially is the vector
summation of the three reaction forces resulting from the interaction between the foot
and ground. The moment of force or torque is the cross product of the radius vector and
the force. The radius vector, traditionally assigned the variable r, is a position vector
from the point around which the calculations are made to the line of action for the force
being considered, traditionally assigned the variable F. The length of r is the moment
arm of the force F.

2.2.5 Electromyographics

Electromyographic (EMG) data provide important information in terms of understanding
the direct physiological e�ect of prosthetic or orthotic design variants. EMG information
is generally obtained by inserting �ne wire electrodes directly into the muscle belly or
by placing noninvasive surface electrodes over the muscle apex. Wire electrodes have
the advantage of precise placement and are less likely to register "cross-talk" from adja-
cent muscle. They are essential for measuring deep muscles. Surface electrodes, on the
other hand, provide a noninvasive alternative for measuring muscle activity of super�cial
groups.
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2.3 Robot Kinematics and Dynamics

As we have seen a musculoskeletal model commonly used in literature is composed of
rigid bodies connected by mechanical joints representing the skeleton, and a set of linear
actuators representing the muscles.
There are two main streams of computation that correspond, in the robotics terminology,
to:

• INVERSE DYNAMICS of musculoskeletal models - that it is used to estimate
the joint torques and muscle tensions from motion, ground contact force, and/or
electromyograph (EMG) measurements: the study of muscle function through the
inquiry of the electrical signals the muscles emanate.

• FORWARD DYNAMICS computation - that it is performed to simulate the mo-
tion assuming a muscle activation pattern obtained by some control or optimization
techniques.

While the inverse dynamics analysis has two inherent problems: inconsistency between
the measured data due to the modeling error and indeterminate muscle tensions due to
actuation redundancy, the forward dynamics computation has the main problems in con-
trol and optimization procedures, that would be di�cult for complex models due to the
instability and computational cost.
In the robotics �eld, a body of e�ort has been devoted to developing e�cient algorithms
for kinematics and dynamics modeling and computation of robotic mechanism. The pio-
neering work include compact representation of the joint kinematic parameters, realtime
forward kinematics and inverse dynamics for control, and linear-time forward dynamics
algorithms. However, applying these results is not straightforward due to the di�erences
between the human body and robotic mechanisms. The main di�erence is that the ob-
jective of the computations for human body dynamics is to know what is happening in the
human body, while that for robotic systems is to drive the system as desidered.
The results of analysis and simulation of the human body should therefore be both phys-
ically and physiologically consistent, although it is virtually impossible to collect all the
data required to validate the results especially for human subjects.

In order to apply the robot dynamics algorithms, the wire tensions should be converted
to joint torques. The conversion is commonly realized by utilizing the parameter called
moment arm in biomechanics literature. Moment arm is de�ned as the distance from the
joint axes to the muscle. The de�nition is usually limited to rotational joints and planar
models because the distance is measured in the plane perpendicular to the joint axis.
Application of robot kinematics and mechanics can provide a more general way for con-
verting the wire tensions to joint torques. The principle of virtual work and d'Alembert's
Principle yield the following equation relating the wire tensions and the generalized forces:

τ = J T f (2.1)

where τ is the generalized forces, f is the wire tensions, and J is a Jacobian matrix
de�ned as

J = ∂l/∂q (2.2)
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where l is the vector of wire lengths and q is the vector of the generalized coordi-
nates [50, 83].
Inverse dynamics of musculoskeletal human models means to estimate the wire tensions f
that realize a given set of joint accelerations at a given state. Because τ can be obtained
by applying any inverse dynamics algorithm for robots, this is the problem of solving the
linear equation Eq.(2.1) for f with inequality constraints such as minimum and maximum
muscle tensions.
Inverse dynamics of human musculoskeletal model has the following two inherent di�-
culties: the number of solutions can be from zero to in�nity, depending upon the wire
placements and number of wires, and it is very di�cult to validate the results because
no ground truth data are available. One of the solutions to the �rst problem is setting
appropriate objective funcion and applying linear or nonlinear numerical optimization
techniques. The second problem is still an open research issue. It would be possible
to obtain the ground truth by precisely measuring the electromyography (EMG) of all
muscles, but this approach is unrealistic especially for whole-body models because it re-
quires needle EMG to access the inner muscles, as well as huge number of AD channels
to obtain the data from all muscles at the same time. In addition, the tensions computed
from EMG data are not reliable due to the noise in EMG measurements and uncertain
muscle model parameters.
For the �rst problem, a formulation, proposed by Katsu Yamane and Yoshihiko Naka-
mura in the last year, includes a number of factors such as maximum and minimum
muscle activities derived from muscle dynamics and tension distribution among agonist
muscles. For the second one, they have tried to obtain both physically and physiolog-
ically reasonable whole-body muscle tensions by forming an optimization problem such
that the error of the tension-torque transformation equation (2.1) becomes minimum
while respecting the physiological muscle dynamics and the muscle activity information
measured by EMG. The optimization is formulated as the following linear programming
problem:

Find δτ , δf , δm, and f that minimize

Z = aTτ δτ + aTf δf + aTmδm (2.3)

subject to

−f max ≤ f ≤ −f min (2.4)

−δτ ≤ τ − J T f ≤ δτ (2.5)

0 ≤ δτ (2.6)

−δf ≤ f − f ∗ ≤ δf (2.7)

0 ≤ δf (2.8)

−δm ≤ EGf ≤ δm (2.9)

δm ≤ 0 (2.10)

where aτ , af and am are user-speci�ed constant vectors with positive components, f ∗

is the vector of reference muscle tensions, f max ≥ 0 and f min ≥ 0 are the vectors of
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maximum and minimum muscle tensions respectively, and EG is a constant matrix. The
advantage of applying linear programming is that it is computationally e�cient than
other nonlinear methods such as quadratic programming. The problem is, on the other
hand, that the solution often becomes both temporally and spatially jerky and therefore
stressing the need to de�ne a good set of constraints to obtain plausible muscle tensions.
The details of the objective function and constraints are described in [50].

In a more general way, the forward dynamics computation of musculoskeletal models
can be divided in the following three steps:

1. Compute J ∗ ∈ RNl×NG , the Jacobian matrix of the wire and spring lenghts with
respect to the generalized coordinates, de�ned as Eq.(2.2). Nl and NG are the
number of wires and springs and DOF of the model.

2. Map the given wire tensions into the generalized force using the Jacobian matrix
obtained at the point 1 above.

3. Compute the accelerations of the generalized coordinates from the generalized force
using the method [84] and integrate them to obtain the whole-body motion.

On the other hand, the computation of inverse dynamics requires the following two steps:

1. Apply the standard Newton-Euler inverse dynamics computation to the given mo-
tion data, and compute the joint torques.

2. Map the joint torques to the wire tensions f .

More details about speci�c methods are described in [83], and a comparative study about
algorithms can be found at [51].

2.4 Robot Movement Modeling

Humanoid refers to any being whose body structure resembles that of a human: head,
torso, legs, arms, hands. But it is also a robot made to resemble a human both in appear-
ance and behavior. The di�erence between a robot and android is only skin-deep, looks
exactly like humans on the outside, but with internal mechanics of humanoid robot. The
main di�erences between humanoids and other kinds of robots (manipulators, mobile
robots, multi-legged robot) are: bipedal human-like locomotion (stable gait, changing
model during one/two feet support walking) and two legs + two arms + torso + head
(hyper DOF system (>20) and complex kinematics and dynamics). While the industrial
manipulator and mobile robots needs to adapt and drastically change their environment,
the humanoids robots can work directly in the same human environment without any
modi�cation. While, if the environment is "empty" and the �oor is �at, the wheeled
humanoid is the best solution; if the environment is real (stairs, not �at �oor, cluttered
and without modi�cation), then the biped humanoid is the best choice. Bipedism and
cognition have very close relationship; the time line of human evolution shows three
important events called: Erectus, Pre-Sapiens, and Sapiens. For the human evolution
bipedism frees the hands to create tools and start cognition and the humanoids robots
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nowadays status is focusing more in bipedism than in cognition: stable bipedal locomo-
tion is not totally solved, we have only good lab example, it is mandatory to have robust
biped platforms in order to implement cognitive robotics and there are no human-size
humanoids in the market now and probably the same in the next future. So, we are in
the Pre-Robotic stage comparing with the human evolution. As we said previously, the
synthesis of human motion is a complex procedure that involves accurate reconstruction
of movement sequences, modeling of musculoskeletal kinematics, dynamics and actua-
tion, and characterization of reliable performance criteria. Many of these processes have
much in common with the problems found in robotics research, with the recent advent
of complex humanoid systems.
There are research robots that can walk, jump, run, slide, etc. Also if most of these
locomotion mechanisms have been inspired by their biological counterparts, there is one
exception: the actively powered wheel is a human invention. This mechanism is not
completely foreign to biological systems. Biological systems succeed in moving through
a wide variety of harsh environments. Therefore it can be desirable to copy their selec-
tion of locomotion mechanisms. However, replicating nature in this regard is extremely
di�cult for several reasons. To begin with mechanical complexity that is easily achieved
in biological systems through structural replication. Cell division, in combination with
specialization, can readily produce a millipede with several hundred legs and several tens
of thousands of individually sensed cilia. In manmade structures, each part must be
fabricated individually, and so no such economies of scale exist. Additionally, the cell is
a microscopic building block that enables extreme miniaturization. With very small size
and weight, insects achieve a level of robustness that we have not been able to match
with human fabrication techniques. Finally, the biological energy storage system and
the muscular and hydraulic activation systems used by large animals and insects achieve
torque, response time, and conversion e�ciencies that far exceed similarly scaled man-
made systems [66].
Locomotion is the complement of manipulation. While a robot arm is �xed but moves
objects in a workspace by imparting force to them, in locomotion the environment is �xed
and the robot moves by imparting force to the environment. However, in both cases, the
goal is the study of actuators that generate interaction forces and mechanisms that im-
plement desired kinematic and dynamic properties. Stability, characteristics of contact
and type of environment are the case issues shared from locomotion and manipulation.
Our research interests are turned to humanoid robot locomotion and so, in the rest of
this chapter we will provide a brie�y background about legged locomotion with particular
attention to bipedal and elastic bipedal locomotion.

2.4.1 Legged Locomotion

In general, legged locomotion requires higher degrees of freedom and therefore greater
mechanical complexity than wheeled locomotion. On �at surfaces wheeled locomotion is
one to two orders of magnitude more e�cient than legged locomotion. But as the surface
becomes soft, wheeled locomotion accumulates ine�ciencies due to rolling friction whereas
legged locomotion su�ers much less because it consists only of point contacts with the
ground. While the e�ciency of wheeled locomotion depends greatly on environmental
qualities like �atness and hardness of the ground, the e�ciency of legged locomotion
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depends on the leg and body masses, both of which the robot must support at various
points in a legged gait. This type of locomotion is characterized by a series of point
contacts between the robot and the ground. The key advantages include adaptability
and maneuverability in rough terrain, in addition a walking robot is capable of crossing
a hole or chasm so long as its reach exceeds the width of the hole. A �nal advantage
of legged locomotion is the potential to manipulate objects in the environment with
great skill. On the other hand, the main disadvatages include power and mechanical
complexity: we need of several degrees of freedom, the leg must be capable of sustaining
part of the robots' total weight and the degrees of freedom have to be enough for impart
forces in a number of di�erent directions to achieve a high maneuverability.
A number of di�erent leg con�gurations have been successful in a variety of organisms.
Large animals, such as mammals and reptiles, have four legs, whereas insects have six
or more legs. In some mammals, the ability to walk on only two legs has been perfected
at the price of much more complex active control to maintain balance. In contrast, a
creature with three legs can exhibit a static, stable pose provided that it can ensure
that its CoG is within the tripod of ground contact. Static stability, demonstrated by a
three-legged stool, means that balance is maintained with no need for motion. In order
to achieve static walking, a robot must have at least six legs, so it is possible to design a
gait in which a statically stable tripod of legs is in contact with the ground at all times.
A minimum of two degrees of freedom is generally required, in the case of legged mobile
robots, to move a leg forward by lifting the leg and swinging it forward. More common is
the addition of a third degree of freedom for more complex maneuvers and recently has
been created bipedal walking robots with a fourth degree of freedom at the ankle joint.
This joint enables more consistent ground contact by actuating the pose of the sole of the
foot. Adding degrees of freedom to a robot leg increases the maneuverability of the robot
and augments the range of terrains on which it can travel and the variety of gaits. But all
additional joints and actuators constitutes disadvantages from energy, control and mass
point of view. The number of possible gaits, in the case of a multilegged mobile robot,
depends on the number of legs. The gait is a sequence of lift and release events for the
individual legs. For a mobile robot with k legs, the total number of possible events N for
a walking machine is

N = (2k − 1)! (2.11)

2.4.2 Bipedal Locomotion

There are several theories of bipedal walking. In [9], Christopher L. Vaughan reviewes
six of these theories: evolution, minimizing energy consumption, maturation in children,
central pattern generators, linking control and e�ect, and robots on two legs.
In 1970s Honda started wide research on bipedal robots, which was followed by numerous
research project performed by mainly Japan's companies and universities. Even though
the research topic is relatively old, the bipedal walking robots need to be improved be-
cause the technology maturity has not been reached and this indicates that the bipedal
robots overall design is a very complex task. This is particularly the case with the control
aspect of the robots and it is also clear that the performance of the robot depends very
much on the accuracy of the model, that is, how well the model represents the real-world
system.
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To understand the mechanical bipedal robots mechanics design, is necessary �rst to un-
derstand the bipedal walking process or bipedal locomotion. Also called walking gait,
that is the repetitive sequence of leg movements to allow locomotion. The gait is char-
acterized by the sequence of lift and release events of individual legs. As we said in the
previous section, it depends on the number of legs. So, for a biped walker (k = 2), the
number of possible events N is:

N = (2k − 1)! = 3! = 3 · 2 · 1 = 6 (2.12)

where the six di�erent events are:

1. lift right leg;

2. lift left leg;

3. release right leg;

4. release left leg;

5. lift both legs together;

6. release both legs together.

This is the reason for which many statical and dynamical models have been developed for
the bipedal robots. The �rst bipedal walking robot from Kato, at Waseda University, in
the 1970s was pioneering work on the �eld of two legged robots. In general, to synthesize
gait and build biped walking system, two possible point of departure exist:

1. "classical" humanoid walking robots;

2. robots inspired by the concept of "passive dynamic walking" ("limit cycle walk-
ers").

The standard ("classical") approach that can be used as a starting point for the construc-
tion and control of biped robots is the standard approach to robot control as applied in
industrial manufactoring robots where a direct control over all degrees of freedom is
ensured. The robot can be controlled to accurately follow prescribed trajectories by
application of strong actuators and sti� structural components. Humanoid robots like
ASIMO from Honda, SDR-3X from Sony, HRP-2P from Kawada, the robots from Toyota
and LOLA from TU Munchen belong to this category of classical robots. For example,
both Honda's ASIMO (mass 43 kg, height 1.2 m, velocity 0.44 m/s) and Sony's SDR-3X
(mass 5 kg, height 0.5 m, velocity 0.25 m/s) are anthropomorphic robots with 24 degrees
of freedom (cf. Fig. 12). Both have joint torque actuators, sophisticated feedback via
accelerometers and rate sensors, plus an onboard computer to provide real-time control.
The second type of robots are inspired by passive walkers. The original walkers were
purely passive and walking down a slope fueled only by gravity.
Five decades ago Isaac Asimov, the science �ction writer formulated his three laws of
robotics. The second of these stated that "A robot must obey the orders given it by hu-
man beings". One of these orders would no doubt have been to walk, a natural extension
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of the original function of a "robot", �rst introduced to the English language by the play-
wright Karel Capek in 1921. Based on his mother tongue of Czech, a robota is de�ned
as a worker of forced labour. Over 30 years before Capek coined the term robot, George
Fallis in the USA invented a bipedal walking toy (Fallis, 1888). The central claim of his
patent stated "This invention consists of a toy which is designed to simulate the human
frame and which is a combined pendulum and rocker construction, whereby when placed
upon an inclined plane it will be caused by the force of its own gravity to automatically
step out and walk down the said plane". What Fallis had described was a passive bipedal
robot, where the word "passive" connotes the lack of active power. Another feature of
the Fallis walker was that its gait was almost certainly static. Static walking assumes
that the robot is statically stable. This means that, at any time, if all motion is stopped
the robot will stay inde�nitely in a stable position. A bipedal robot gait is said to be
statically and a humanoid posture is said to be balanced if the ground projection of its
CoM , falls within the convex hull of the foot support area (the support polygon).
In particular, the support area is commonly de�ned as the foot surface in case of one
supporting leg or the minimum convex area containing both foot surfaces in case both
feet are on the ground (single and double support phases, respectively); while the CoM
is calculated according to its distance-weighted average location of the individual mass
particles in the robot:

CoM =

∑
Pmi ·Mi∑
Mi

(2.13)

It is note worth that CoM is not a synonimous of Center of Pressure (CoP) that
is the pivot point of the human/humanoid foot, the center point of the convex hull of
the foot where it supports the most pressure. The CoP is calculated according to its
distance-weighted average location of the individual pressures on the foot:

CoP =

∑
Ppi · Pi∑
Pi

(2.14)

It is clear that static walking is in contrast to dynamic walking where the CoM can be
outside of the support area, but the Zero Momentum Point (ZMP), which is the point
where the total angular momentum is zero, cannot. The passive vs. active debate is an
interesting one, as is the discourse on static vs. dynamic gait.
The idea of this type of robots is originally based on the observation that human walking
looks like a double inverted pendulum and scienti�cally all started with an hypothesis
posed by Weber and Weber as early as 1836: "The leg can swing back and forth like a
pendulum suspended from the body...Our attention is not required to produce this swinging
motion". Mochon and McMahon arrived at the same conclusion after comparing the
swing leg motion with a passive double pendulum. Then, another hint, is given by
Ralston who discovered that there exists an optimal walking velocity for humans; at
approximately 5 Km/h the speci�c resistance (also termed speci�c cost of transport; i.e.
energy cost per weight per distance traveled) is minimal, a phenomenon that indicates the
useful of the natural frequencies of the mechanical system [58]. In 1989, McGeer showed
that a completely unactuated and therefore uncontrolled robot can perform a stable walk
when walking down a gentle slope. Since then, Ruina's group at Cornell University
extended his work up to the point where the passive approach can be regarded beyond
doubt as a valid starting point for bipedal gait synthesis and robot construction. His
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work has led to more recent e�orts to explore the potential of passive gait to provide
biomechanical insight (Garcia et al., 1998; Kuo, 2001). Nowadays robots like the Cornell
biped from Cornell University and FLAME from TU Delft still comprise passive joints.
Additionally some actuation is applied, such that they are able to walk in the horizontal
plane. These robots belong to the so called group of limit cycle walkers. This de�nition
comes from the fact that the gait of these systems appears to follow a stable limit cycle, a
closed trajectory to which all neighboring trajectories converge. Thus limit cycle walkers
exhibit a periodic repetitive motion, which restores itself after small perturbations have
occured [12].
The bene�ts of the passive approach are the inherent e�ciency of the walking motion,
the natural-looking motions and the simplicity of the required construction. With this
approach the robots are high energy e�cient but there is no change in velocity or direction
and their diversity is limited (rhythmic movements). Moreover, it requires a nonlinear
dynamics and complex design process.

Inverted Pendulum Model

The inverted pendulum is a classic problem in dynamics and control theory and is widely
used as a benchmark for testing control algorithms. It is often implemented with the
pivot point mounted on a cart that can move horizontally; it may be called a cart and
pole.
As we said previously, the human walking motion shows some similarities with the in-
verted pendulum mechanics. The pendulum pivot point is placed approximately at the
CoP on the foot. The pendulum mass is placed approximately at the CoM. In this way,
a simple pendulum model of bipedal walking can be represents as in Figure 2.10, where
m represents the CoM, l is the length of the leg and δ represents the stance leg angle.

Figure 2.10: A simple pendulum model.

A pendulum has an equilibrium point in the straight up position and will accelerate in
the direction of whichever side it is on. The further the mass is from the vertical, the
faster it will accelerate. Note that there is no torque at the pivot point. Well, if now
suppose that the mass is travelling from left to right, then there are two possibilities:

1. if the mass is on the left-hand side, it will slow down towards the vertical;

2. if the mass has passed the vertical, it will accelerate to its right.
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At this point the system is converting kinetic energy into gravitational energy when it
travels from left to vertical and convert it back into kinetic energy from the vertical to
the right. We can describe the pendulum dynamics as follow:

• The initial kinetic energy is:

Ek =
1

2
mv2 (2.15)

• The change to potential energy is:

∆Ep = mgl(1− cosδ) (2.16)

• By setting the change of potential energy equal to kinetic energy:

cosδ = 1− v2

2 · gl
(2.17)

• For small angle approximation, we get:

δ =
v√
gl

(2.18)

Now, if let's add a linear actuator along the length of the pendulum we obtain the
situation represented on the left side in Figure 2.11. The force on the point mass lies
along the length of the leg. The acceleration of the mass in the radial direction depends
on the actuator force F , the gravitational force, and the �ctitious centrifugal force due
to the rotation of the pendulum. As previously, assume the mass of the pendulum is
travelling from left to right, then with the actuator pulling the mass, the rotation motion
will accelerate. On the other hand, extending the mass will decelerate the speed. This
is the same as sitting on a spinning chair where the pivot point is underneath the chair,
when opening the arms during spinning, the rotation will slow down, while closing up
the arms will increase the rotational speed.

Figure 2.11: A linear actuator pendulum model, on the left side. A multi joint pendulum
model, on the right side.

The next step is to analyze the multi joint model, represented on the right side of Figure
2.11. This model shares some characteristics with the linear actuator model, but it is
implemented with a di�erent mechanism. In order to transform a linear actuator model
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into a multi joint pendulum model, we have to show that both dynamics are identical.
We illustrate the similarities by using a two DoF multi joint model with the parameters
mass point m and length l of the leg.
With di�erent mechanical design, to obtain the same paramters we have to use inverse
kinematics to calculate the angles for each individual joint. The only di�erence between
the two models is the force gain from the actuator, for linear actuator model it is a linear
force. Instead, this last model has a torque generated by the knee servo. One of the most
di�cult problem in robot walking is stability and now we have to balance this system to
achieve stability. Controlling the speed of the rotation motion of the inverted pendulum
by adjusting the length of the leg is not a well-balanced system. On the other hand,
adding a foot and an ankle to the multi joint leg we obtain a better solution.

Figure 2.12: Ankle pendulum model.

In this way we obtain many bene�ts:

• it yields to a larger supporting area for the CoM to stay below when traveling;

• it also helps to control the speed of the pendulum and leads to a more stable system.

Balancing the mass is made by shifting it left and right from the vertical above the pivot
point. The pivot point of a human is the CoP, thus: if the CoP is left of the CoM then
the mass point will accelerate to the right; while if the CoP is right of the CoM then
the mass point will accelerate to the left. So, by controlling the joints torque, we can
arbitrarily control the location of the CoP.

Dynamical Walking Model

Irrespective of their structure and number of DoF involved, the basic characteristics of
all biped locomotion systems are:

• the possibility of rotation of the overall system about one of the foot edges caused
by strong disturbances, which is equivalent to the appearance of an unpowered
(passive) DoF;

• gait repeatability, which is releated to regular gait only;

• regular interchangeability of single- and double-support phases.
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Since, the locomotion mechanism change its structure during a single walking cycle from
an open to a closed kinematic chain, all these circumstances have to be taken into account
in arti�cial gait synthesis [57]. Biped dynamic walking allows the CoM to be outside the
support region for limited amounts of time. Consequently, there is no absolute criterion
that determines whether the dynamic walking is stable or not. Indeed a walker can be
designed to recover from di�erent kinds of instabilities. However, if the robot has active
ankle joints and always keeps at least one foot �at on the ground, then the ZMP can be
used as a stability criterion. The foot cannot be controlled directly but in an indirect
way, by ensuring the appropriate dynamics of the mechanism above the foot.

Figure 2.13: Dynamic walking schema.

The ZMP is the point with respect to which dynamic reaction force at the contact of the
foot with ground does not produce any moment, i.e. total reaction forces equals to zero,
as stablished by Vukobratovic in 1968. It is clear that for robots that do not continuously
keep at least one foot on the ground or that do not have active ankle joints (walking on
stilts), the notion of support area does not exist, therefore the ZMP criterion cannot be
applied. We must pay attention to the fact that the ZMP exists only when the foot is not
rotating, while the CoP always exists when there is a contact between foot and ground.
These two point coincide when the ZMP exists.

Figure 2.14: Support area schema.

The position of the ZMP is computed by �nding the point (X,Y,Z) where the total torque
is zero. If we consider only the ground plane, for simplicity, we can assume that Z =
0. We also assume that the robot has n links and that each link is subject to: a total
force Fi applied at a point determined by the vector Ri relative to the CoG of the link;
a vector Ti that determines the total motor torque applied to the link; and �nally, we
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call Rz the ZMP vector and T the robots total torque. In this way, the force, torque
and position vectors have the following coordinates: Fi : (Fxi, Fyi, Fzi), Ti : (Txi, Tyi, Tzi),
Ri : (xi, yi, zi), Rz : (X, Y, Z), respectively. Then, the total torque is computed as:

T =
n∑
i=1

(Ri +Rz)× Fi +
n∑
i=1

Ti = 0 (2.19)

where × represents the cross product. The equation is then expanded as:

n∑
i=1

(yi + Y )Fzi −
n∑
i=1

(zi + Z)Fyi +
n∑
i=1

Txi = 0 (2.20)

n∑
i=1

(zi + Z)Fxi −
n∑
i=1

(xi +X)Fzi +
n∑
i=1

Tyi = 0 (2.21)

n∑
i=1

(xi +X)Fyi −
n∑
i=1

(yi + Y )Fxi +
n∑
i=1

Tzi = 0 (2.22)

Making Z = 0 and solving these equations for X and Y we obtain the ZMP coordinates:

X =

∑n
i=1(ziFxi − xiFzi) +

∑n
i=1 Tyi∑n

i=1 Fzi
(2.23)

Y =

∑n
i=1(ziFyi − yiFzi) +

∑n
i=1 Txi∑n

i=1 Fzi
(2.24)

The computed ZMP position is just a candidate to be a regular ZMP and its position
should be compared with the real support polygon size. If the computed acting point
of the ground reaction force is within the real support polygon, this point is ZMP and
the mechanism is in equilibrium. If this is not the case, the ground reaction force acting
point will be on the support polygon border and the distance from it to the computed
ZMP position is proportional to the intensity of the perturbation moment that acts on
the foot.
A very detailed elaboration of ZMP notion is given in [57], with a special review con-
cerning "boundary cases" when the ZMP is close to the edge of the support polygon and
"�ctious cases" (also called FZMP) when the ZMP should be outside the support polygon.
On the other hand, a geometrical interpretation of the ZMP can be found at [29].

2.4.3 Elastic Bipedal Locomotion

Elasticity in the actuation of robotic arms was for a long time seen as undesirable. When
introducing a series elasticity in the joint actuation, reduced torque and force bandwidth
and increased controller complexity for oscillation damping and tracking control are the
result. However, research on series elastic actuators [54, 39] showed that mechanical
compliance in the joint actuation can simplify force control in constrained situations,
increase safety because of the low-pass �ltering of torque and force peaks between the
decoupled joint and gearbox, and increase performance of speci�c tasks because of the
possibility to store mechanical energy in the elasticity. A meaningful example is given
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from BioRob Arm, an equilibrium-controlled sti�ness manipulator [79].
On the other hand, for how regard legged locomotion we have seen that the works in
the �eld of legged robots can be categorized into three groups. The �rst one comprises
conventionally built robots such as ASIMO, which are based on kinematic chains of rigid
rotary joints and links. This group is currently still dominant and makes particularly use
of the ZMP criterion and its variations to make sure that the robot does not fall over. The
second group is dominated by the computer-controlled walking machines of M. Raibert.
To achieve stable gaits, these robots use controllers based on a spring-loaded inverted
pendulum model. Then, the third group is represented by the so-called passive dynamic
walkers, pioneered by McGeer who introduced the concept of natural cyclic behavior.
Recently, this principle has been used to develop powered bipedal walkers that walk
high e�ciency in a more human-like way than the predecessors by exploiting natural
dynamics. On this way, there were also several studies about the so-called "spring-mass
walking", which demonstrated walking dynamics with a considerable similarity to that
of human. The spring-mass model was originally proposed for characterizing running
behavior of animals. The model consists of a body represented as a point mass and a
leg approximated by a linear spring. This model was also extended for walking behavior,
which explained a few aspects of human bipedal locomotion and then was elaborated
for robotic implementation. An exploration of mechanically realistic model considering
the theroretical spring-mass walking model and the anatomical structure of biological
systems can be found at [27] in which there is also a simulation that involves the biped
robot Jena Walker I. Nowadays, the state-of-the-art is represented by the equation below:

Figure 2.15: The state-of-the-art about Elastic Bipedal Robot Design.

There are three main challenges in developing biologically inspired systems with partially
passive dynamics:

1. Systematical exploration of the basic mechanisms of self-stabilization including ad-
ditional functional elements such as adjustable spring-damper regulators and basic
feedback loops. After disturbances of the periodic locomotion pattern, if the CoM
returns to the limit-cycle trajectory without any, or only a minimal amout of feed-
back control, processing sensory information on the actual disturbance, then this is
referred with the term "self-stabilization". The use of electrical motors coupled to
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spring-damper systems can reduce the slack in the joint, while a rapid adaptation to
small unpredictable bumps in the ground can be taken over by passive compliance
of the muscle-tendon system.

2. Roles of morphology in under actuated systems with respect to behavioral diversity.
Which can be signi�cantly in�uenced by the dynamics induced by the interactions
with simple motor action and the ground reaction force. Phase-dependent activation
of elasticities represents one out of many techniques to achieve behavioral diversity.

3. Using computational optimization tools to tackle with the problem of controlling
nonlinear dynamics. Analysis of the main factors a�ecting the chosen objective
function and a simple controller with preferably small parameter space are key
factors that help reducing the number of iterations during the optimization process.

Previous and existing projects have shown that more use of springs in legged robots,
particularly robots that are designed to run fast. Elasticity of legs, partially storing and
releasing energy during contact with the ground, allow to achieve not only stable, but
also rapid and energy-e�cient locomotion. Consequently, the use of spring and more
generally of elastic actuators, in legged locomotion, is nowadays generally accepted as
important. However, also if mechanical elasticity is a prerequisite for ballistic human-like
movements, it does not necessarily result in low energy requirements. The built-in elas-
ticities strongly interact with the actuator modules causing a higher payload. Therefore,
it is important to study well before the development of a human-like robot where to
integrate elasticities. Neglecting this issue during the design process may lead to an even
higher energy consumption than detected in conventional robots.
Particularly, three main uses of springs are suggested:

1. pogo stick principle in order to bounce along on springs. In this way energy is saved
and unwanted heat production is reduced;

2. return springs to halt the legs at the end of each forward or backward swing and
start them swinging the other way. So, further energy is saved;

3. compliant foot pads to moderate forces at impact of feet with the ground. This
improves road holding by preventing vibrations.

These uses can be observed in animals and have also frequently appeared in existing
robots. Bridging the gap between arti�cial and natural systems requires still addressing
many conceptual and technological challenges and involves interdisciplinary knowledge.
BioRob arm for that regards robot manipulators, and Jena Walker II, BioBiped R1 for
that regards legged locomotion represent withoud doubt the state-of-the-art in these
research areas. We discuss in more detail these robots in chapter 4 when we provide
the design of our elastic bipedal robot. Moreover, in chapter 5 we also present a brief
overview about some control approach and series elastic actuators.
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Chapter 3

Simulation Environment: OpenSim

Computer simulations provide a framework for exploring the biomechanics of movement.
Dynamic simulations of movement allow one to study neuromuscular coordination, ana-
lyze athletic performance, and estimate internal loading of the musculoskeletal system.
Simulations can also be used to identify the sources of pathological movement and estab-
lish a scienti�c basis for treatment planning.
The idea behind the basic steps involved in the production of voluntary movement is quite
simple. Commands initiated in the brain are transmitted along nerves to muscles. When
activated by nerves, muscles generate forces. Muscle forces are transferred to bones and
produce angular motions of the joints. When the nervous system properly coordinates
the activation of many muscles, the results is smooth, purposeful movement. Scientists
fascinated by human and animal movement have examined each of these steps and per-
formed an extensive range of experiments to record neuromuscular excitation patterns,
characterize muscle-contraction mechanics, describe musculoskeletal geometry, and quan-
tify movement dynamics. However, linking detailed knowledge of neuro-musculoskeletal
elements to create an integrated understanding of movement remains a challenge. Re-
searchers need simulations to complement experimental studies because important ele-
ments of movement, including neural signals and muscle forces, are extremely di�cult
to measure experimentally. Using experiments alone to understand movement dynamics
has two fundamental limitations: �rst, important variables, including the forces gen-
erated by muscles, are not generally measurable in experiments; second, it is di�cult
to establish cause-e�ect relationships in complex dynamic systems from experimental
data alone. A theoretical framework is needed, and a dynamic simulation of movement
that integrates models describing the anatomy and physiology of the elements of the
neuro-musculoskeletal system and the mechanics of multi-joint movement provides such
a framework.
On the other hand, developing accurate simulations of human and animal movements is
challenging because of the intrinsic complexity of biologic systems. Understanding how
the nervous system coordinates movement is especially di�cult because many muscles
work together to produce movement, and any individual muscle can accelerate all of the
joints of the body. Therefore, developing and testing biologically realistic models requires
collaboration between biologists and engineers. In the last ten years, the e�orts of many
researchers have been addressed to realize open and close software systems that let users
develop models of musculoskeletal structures and create dynamic simulations of a wide
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variety of movements. Scott L. Delp, Frank C. Anderson, Allison S. Arnold, Peter Loan,
Ayman Habib, Chand T. John, Eran Guendelman, Darryl G. Thelen and many others
have developed a freely available, open-source software system that allows all that: Open-
Sim.

Figure 3.1: Website: https://simtk.org/home/opensim

This section deals the most important aspects of the OpenSim platform: from the con-
cepts of capabilities and compatibility to the core components as Scaling, Inverse Kine-
matics, Inverse Dynamics, Static Optimization, Computed Muscle Control (CMC) and
many others. And at the end we will see what is an OpenSim models. We use this plat-
form in our research from a robotic point of view, also if it thought for study the human
movement. In fact, its capabilities give us a tool for study a multibody system like our
new humanoid robot in which we have elastic components very similar to muscles from
a function point of view.

3.0.4 A computational framework

OpenSim is an open-source platform for modeling, simulating, and analyzing the neuro-
musculoskeletal system. With it the biomechanics community can build a library of
simulations that can be exchanged, tested, analyzed, and improved through a multi-
institutional collaboration. OpenSim version 1.0 was introduced at the American Society
of Biomechanics Conference in 2007, and with version 2.0, an application programming
interface (API) has been added, allowing researchers to access and customize OpenSim
core functionality. Since the initial release, the software has been used in a wide variety
of applications, including biomechanics research, medical device design, orthopedics and
rehabilitation science, neuroscience research, ergonomic analysis and design, sports sci-
ence, computer animation, and robotic research.
The core software is written in ANSI C++, and the graphical user interface (GUI) is writ-
ten in Java and is built on the Netbeans Platform. OpenSim plug-in technology makes it
possible to develop customized controllers, analyses, contact models, and muscle models
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among other things. These plugins can be shared without the need to alter or compile
source code. Use of plug-in technology allows computational components such as integra-
tors and optimizers to be updated as appropriate without extensive restructuring. You
can analyze existing models and simulations and develop new models and simulations
from within the GUI. Open-source, third-part tools are used for some basic functionality,
including the Xerces Parser from the Apache Foundation for reading and writing XML
�les and the Visualization Toolkit from Kitware for visualization.
OpenSim includes a wide variety of features. Some of the most useful features include:

• Taking pictures of musculoskeletal models and making animated movies;

• Plotting results of your analysis;

• Scaling the size of a musculoskeletal model;

• Performing inverse kinematics analyses to calculate joint angles from marker posi-
tions;

• Performing inverse dynamics analyses to calculate joint moments from joint angles
and external forces;

• Generating forward dynamics simulations of movement;

• Analyzing dynamic simulations;

• Inspect Constraints in the model;

• Enable and disable model forces and constraints;

• Allow multiple geometries to be associated with one body and be able to assign the
color, texture, visibility or transform of each piece of geometry independently.

As we said previously, you can create your own models of musculoskeletal structures and
dynamic simulations of movements, as well as take advantage of computer models and
dynamic simulations that other users have developed, shared and posted at Simtk.org
where also OpenSim is maintained by a growing group of participants. Simtk.org serves
as a public repository.
OpenSim is built using SimTK, an open-source simulation toolkit developed to create
mathematical models of biological dynamics. SimTK is being developed by Simbios, an
NIH National Center for Biomedical Computation based at Stanford University. The pur-
pose of SimTK is to enable groundbreaking biomedical research by providing open access
to high-quality tools for modeling and simulating biological structures. It is the low-level,
domain independent computational and we will brie�y cite the base functionality needed
for the OpenSim API: numerical objects (numbers, constants, vectors, matrices), numer-
ical methods (linear algebra, optimization, integration), multibody dynamics (Simbody),
simulation (system and state). A noteworthy aspect is the Simbody package, that is
a full-featured, high-performance multibody dynamics toolset using internal coordinates
and capable of modeling open- and closed-topology systems. Computation is performed
using a recursive O(n) method so that performance scales linearly with problem size.
OpenSim's dynamics capability is based on the open-source Simbody package and on
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Figure 3.2: Schematic of OpenSim.

its basic concepts: Body (mass properties and geometry), Mobilizer (internal coordinate
joint), Constraint, and Force.
The primary objects involved in computational simulation of a physical system in SimTK
are: System, State and Study. The OpenSim Model class implements a SimTK System,
and the OpenSim Manager represents a Study. OpenSim uses a SimTK::State object
directly to represent the state of an OpenSim Model. A System is the computational
embodiment of a mathematical model of the physical world. The System itself is an
unchangeable, state-free ("const") object. Instead, the values of its variables are stored
in a separate object, called a State. Finally, a Study couples a System and one or more
States, and represents a computational experiment intended to reveal something about
the System. It is important to note that from this point of view, a State, means every-
thing variable about a System. That includes not only the traditional continuous time,
position and velocity variables, but also discrete variables, memory of past events, model-
ing choices, and a wide variety of parameters that are called instance variables. A System
is composed of a set of interlocking pieces, called subsystems, each of which may have its
own state variables. By design this is not a hierarchical structure. It is a �at partitioning
of a System into a small number of Subsystems, so the computational resources are �at,
and the SimTK System/Subsystem scheme is a computational device, not a modeling
system. SIMM (Software for Interactive Musculoskeletal Modeling) from Motion Anal-
ysis Corp. is a widely used software application for biomechanical simulation, surgical
planning, and ergonomic analysis which was introduced in the early 1990s by Scott L.
Delp and Peter Loan. Using SIMM, models of the lower and upper extremities were devel-
oped to examine the biomechanical consequences of surgical procedures including tendon
surgeries, osteotomies and total joint replacements. A lower-extremity model was used
to estimate muscle-tendon lengths, velocities, moment arms, and induced accelerations
during normal and pathologic gait. Although SIMM helps users formulate models of the
musculoskeletal system and dynamic simulations of movement, it provides no assistance
with the computation of muscle excitations that produce coordinated movement and has
limited tools for analyzing the results of dynamic simulations. Furthermore, SIMM as well
as other commercial packages do not provide full access to source code, which makes it
di�cult for biomechanics researchers to extend their capabilities. OpenSim complements
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Figure 3.3: SimTK Simulation Concepts.

and augments the functionality of SIMM and the SIMM Dynamics Pipeline by providing
advanced simulation and control capabilities. The joint (*.jnt) and muscles (*.msl) �les
used by SIMM to describe models of the musculoskeletal system can be converted into
OpenSim models (*.osim) and brought into the OpenSim framework. In addition, the
object-oriented, modular design of OpenSim allows users to extend its functionality and
share functionality with other OpenSim users. OpenSim is a self-contained modeling and
simulation environment that does not require additional software components or licenses
to generate dynamic simulations.
To create a muscle-driven simulation of a movement, one must �rst formulate a dynamic
model of the musculoskeletal system and its interactions with the environment. The el-
ements of the musculoskeletal system are modeled by sets of di�erential equations that
describe muscle contraction dynamics, musculoskeletal geometry, and body segmental dy-
namics. These equations characterize the time-dependent behavior of the musculoskeletal
system in response to neuro-muscular excitation. Once a dynamic model of the muscu-
loskeletal system is formulated, the next step is to �nd a pattern of muscle excitations
that produce a coordinated movement. Excitations may be found by solving an optimiza-
tion problem in which the objective of a motor task is de�ned or in which the objective
is to drive a dynamic model to "track" experimental motion data.
Determining a set of muscle excitations that produce a coordinated movement is one of
the major challenges in creating a dynamic simulation. Historically, the computational
cost of generating coordinated muscle-actuated simulations of movement has been high,
requiring days, weeks, or months of computer time. Recent breakthroughs in the applica-
tion of robotic control techniques to biomechanical simulation have dramatically reduced
the time needed to generate such simulations. In this scenario OpenSim o�ers a tool
called SimTrack, which guides users through four steps to create a dynamic simulation.
As input, SimTrack takes a dynamic model of the musculoskeletal system, experimentally-
measured kinematics, reaction forces and moments. As we can see in the �gure below,
in Step 1, a dynamic musculoskeletal model is scaled to match the anthropometry of an
individual subject. In Step 2, an Inverse Kinematics (IK) problem is solved to deter-
mine the model generalized coordinate values (joint angles and translations) that best
reproduce the raw marker data obtained from motion capture. In Step 3, a Residual
Reduction Algorithm (RRA) is applied to make the model generalized coordinates com-
puted in Step 2 more dynamically consistent with the measured ground reaction forces
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and moments. In Step 4, Computed Muscle Control (CMC) is used to generate a set of
muscle excitations that produce a coordinated muscle-driven simulation of the subject's
movement.

Figure 3.4: Steps for generating a muscle-driven simulation of a subject's motion with
SimTrack.

3.0.5 Scaling

The Scale Tool alters the anthropometry of a model so that it matches a particular
subject as closely as possible. Scaling is typically performed based on a comparison of
experimental marker data with virtual markers placed on a model. In addition to scaling
a model, the scale tool can be used to adjust the locations of virtual markers so that they
better match the experimental data.
Scaling is performed based on a combination of measured distances between x-y-z marker
locations and manually-speci�ed scale factors. The marker locations are usually obtained
using motion capture equipment. The unscaled model has a set of virtual markers placed
in the same anatomical locations as the experimental markers. The dimensions of each
segment in the model are scaled so that the distances between the virtual markers match
the distances between the experimental markers. Tool can be used to move some or all
of the virtual markers on the model so that they coincide with the experimental marker
locations. The scaling step scales both the mass properties (mass and inertia tensor), as

Figure 3.5: Experimental and Virtual Markers.

well as the dimensions of the body segments. This is accomplished using a combination
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of measurement-based and manual scaling. In measurement-based scaling, scale factors
are determined by comparing distances between markers on the model and experimental
marker positions provided in a *.trc �le. A single scale factor is computed using one
or more marker pairs: the experimental distance between a marker pair is computed
by looking at each frame of experimental marker data in the given *.trc �le, computing
the distance between the pair for that frame, and taking the average across all frames
in a user-speci�ed time range. The overall scale factor is then the average of the scale
factors computed due to all of the pairs. As an alternative to computing scale factors
using measured marker positions, it is possible to specify the x-y-z scale factors for a
segment manually. This is useful if the actual scale factors for segments are known, or
were computed using some alternative algorithm. In addition, the masses of the segments
are adjusted so that the total mass of the body equals the speci�ed subject mass. There
are two di�erent ways: one approach is to preserve the mass distribution, which ensures
that the masses of the subject-speci�c model segments are in the same proportion as
they were in the generic model; the alternative approach incorporates the size scale fac-
tors, still ensuring the total mass equals the subject mass, but having the mass of the
scaled segments re�ect their scale in size. In the �rst case, the masses are scaled using
a constant factor independent of the scale factors that were used to scale the individual
segment sizes. In any case, the inertia tensor of each segment is updated to re�ect its
new size and mass.
After scaling the model, the next step is to move the model's markers to match experi-
mental marker locations in a static pose. The static pose is computed by trying to match
some combination of experimental marker positions and generalized coordinate values.
The marker locations corresponding to the static pose are computed by averaging the
marker positions in a given *.trc �le across a user-speci�ed time range. Once a static
pose is computed using the IK-based algorithm, all model markers, that are not desig-
nated as �xed, are moved to the averaged "static pose" positions of the experimental
markers.

3.0.6 Inverse Kinematics

The purpose of the IK step, as we said previously, is to �nd the set of generalized co-
ordinates (joint angles and positions) for the model that best match the experimental
kinematics recorded for a particular subject. This step is formulated as a least-squares
problem that minimizes the di�erences between the measured marker locations and the
model's virtual marker locations, subject to joint constraints. The inverse kinematics
problem is to minimize the weighted squared error:

SquarredError =
markers∑
i=1

wi(~x
subject
i − ~xmodeli )2 +

joint angles∑
j=1

wj(θ
subject
j − θmodelj )2 (3.1)

where ~xsubjecti and ~xmodeli are the three-dimensional positions of the ith marker or joint
center for the subject and model, θsubjectj and θmodelj are the values of the j th joint angle
for the subject and model, and wi and wj are factors that allow markers and joint angles
to be weighted di�erently.
A marker error is the distance between an experimental marker and the corresponding
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marker on the model when it is positioned using the generalized coordinates computed
by the IK solver. On the other hand, a coordinate error is the di�erence between and
experimental coordinate value and the coordinate value computed by IK. Where the ex-
perimental coordinate values can be joint angles obtained from a motion capture system,
or may be computed from experimental data by various specialized algorithms or by other
measurement techniques that involve other measurement devices. A distinction should
be made between prescribed and unprescribed coordinates. The �rst one is a generalized
coordinate whose trajectory is known and which will not be computed using IK, while
the second one is a coordinate which is not prescribed, and whose value is computed
using IK. From this point of view, only unprescribed coordinates can vary and so only
they appear in the least squares equation solved by IK.
The least squares solution is a�ected by the choice of length and angle units. The units
used by IK are the model's units, which are meters for length and radians for angles.

3.0.7 Inverse Dynamics

The inverse dynamics tool determines the generalized forces at each joint responsible for a
given movement. Given the kinematics describing the movement of a model and perhaps a
portion of the kinetics applied to the model, the tool uses these data to perform an inverse
dynamics analysis. Classical mechanics mathematically expresses the mass-dependent
relationship between force and acceleration, F = ma, with equations of motion. The
inverse dynamics tool solves these equations, in the inverse dynamics sense, to yield the
net forces and torques at each joint which produce the movement.
The classical equations of motion may be written in the following form

A(q)q̈ + b(q, q̇) + g(q) = Γ (3.2)

where q is the n × 1 vector of generalized coordinates, A(q) is the n × n mass matrix,
b(q, q̇) is the n × 1 vector of centrifugal and Coriolis terms, g(q) is the n × 1 vector of
gravity terms, and Γ is the n× 1 vector of generalized control forces (torques) with n the
number of degrees of freedom.
The motion of the model is completely de�ned by the generalized positions, velocities,
and accelerations. So, all of the terms on the left-hand side of the equations of motion
are known. The remaining term on the right-hand side of the equations of motion is
unknown. The inverse dynamics tool uses the known motion of the model to solve the
equations of motion for the unknown generalized forces.

3.0.8 Static Optimization

Static optimization is an extension to inverse dynamics that further resolves the net
joint moments into individual muscle forces at each instant in time according to a model
with muscles. The Static Optimization tool uses the known motion of the model to
solve the equations of motion for the unknown generalized forces subject to one of the
following muscle activation-to-force conditions, ideal force generators and constrained by
force-length-velocity properties respectively:

nm∑
m=1

(amF
0
m)rm,j = τj (3.3)
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or
nm∑
m=1

[
amf(F 0

m, lm, vm)
]
rm,j = τj (3.4)

while minimizing the objective function:

J =
nm∑
m=1

(am)P (3.5)

where nm is the number of muscles in the model; am is the activation level of muscle
m at a discrete time step; F 0

m is its maximum isometric force; lm is its length; vm is its
shortening velocity; f(F 0

m, lm, vm) is its force-length-velocity surface; rm,j is its moment
arm about the j th joint axis; τj is the generalized force acting about the j th joint axis;
and p is a user de�ned constant.

3.0.9 Residual Reduction

The purpose of Residual Reduction is to minimize the e�ects of modeling and marker
data processing errors that aggregate and lead to large nonphysical compensatory forces
called residuals. Residual reduction is a form of forward dynamics simulation that utilizes
a tracking controller to follow model kinematics determined from the inverse kinematics.
It is primarily intended for gait, i.e. movements like walking and running where the model
is displaced relative to the ground while subject to ground reaction forces and torques.
From Newton's second law, the following equation relates the measured ground reaction
force and gravitational acceleration to the accelerations of the body segments:

~Fexternal =

segments∑
i=1

mi~ai − ~Fresidual (3.6)

where ~Fexternal is the measured ground reaction force minus the body weight vector, ~ai
is the translational acceleration of the center of mass of the ith body segment, mi is the
mass of the ith body segment, and ~Fresidual is the residual force. An analogous equation
relates the ground reaction moment to the model kinematics and the residual moment.
To reduce the residual forces and moments, the residuals are computed and averaged
over the duration of the movement. Based on these averages, the algorithm recommends
changes in the model mass parameters, such as the location of the center of mass of the
trunk, that reduce the average values of the residuals over the duration of the movement.

Residual Reduction Algorithm (RRA)

Tracking Simulation. In the �rst step, the algorithm places the model in the starting
con�guration, by setting the value of the model's generalized coordinates to the values
computed by the IK tool for the user-speci�ed initial time. Repeatedly, RRA takes
small steps forward in time until the user-speci�ed �nal time is reached, computing the
force values for all model's actuators. At each step, the actuator forces are computed
by choosing force and torque values that minimize an objective function. There are two
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possible objective functions to use during static optimization in RRA. The slow target
consists of an objective function (J ) that is a weighted (w) sum of squared actuator
controls, x, plus the sum of desired acceleration (q̈j) errors:

J =
nx∑
i=1

x2i +

nq∑
j=1

wj(q̈
∗
j − q̈j) (3.7)

The fast target is the sum of squared controls augmented by a set of equality constraints
(c) that requires the desired accelerations to be achieved within the tolerance set for the
optimizer:

J =
nx∑
i=1

x2i ; Cj = q̈∗j − q̈j, forallj (3.8)

The fast target is both faster and must produce perfect tracking. However, if the con-
straints cannot be met, the fast target will fail, resulting in RRA exiting with an error
message.
Mass Center Adjustment. At the end of the simulation, the average value for each resid-
ual actuator is computed. The average values are used to adjust the torso mass center to
correct excessive "learning" of the model due to inaccurancies in the mass distribution
and geometry of the torso in the model. A new model �le is created.
Mass Adjustment Recommendation. This step is not applied to the model automatically,
but it is recommended to the user, who can change the OpenSim model �le by hand.
Speci�cally, the desired mass change is: Fy/g, where Fy is the force applied along the Y
(vertical) axis, and g = −9.80665m/s2. This mass change is then divided up proportion-
ally among the body segments.
Adjusted Kinematics. The same tracking simulation process is then repeated with three
important di�erences:

1. The model with the adjusted torso mass center is used;

2. The residuals are weighted more heavily to make the optimizer choose smaller values
for the residuals when minimizing the objective function;

3. Minimum and maximum limits are placed on the residual values;

These restrictions aim to reduce the need for residuals to the absolute minimum that is
necessary to closely follow the desired kinematics so that the motion is generated purely
by internal joint moments. Therefore, if the minimum and/or maximum allowed residual
values aare too restrictive, the motion will be altered so dramatically that the results of
RRA cannot be used to generate a realistic simulation with Computed Muscle Control
(CMC), the next stage of OpenSim. But, if the residual minimum and/or maximum
values are too lenient, then the residuals will still be large enough to exert forces that
might normally be exerted by muscles, and thus the results would lead to unrealistic
muscle function from CMC.

3.0.10 Computed Muscle Control

The purpose of Computed Muscle Control (CMC) is to compute a set of muscle excitations
(or more generally actuator controls) that will drive a dynamic musculoskeletal model to
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track a set of desired kinematics in the presence of applied external forces. It attempts to
bridge the gap between forward and inverse methods by combining: PD feedback control
to track experimental kinematic, static optimization to estimate the feed forward controls
(muscle excitations) in order to generate desired accelerations at a small time (T) in the
future, and then forward integration to generate new states and step forward in time.
With musculoskeletal models, we are also typically interested in estimating muscle forces
and controls. Traditional approaches to solve for muscle controls computed, like static
optimization, often fail to reproduce the observed motion (the inputs to inverse dynamics
and static optimization) when applied in a forward dynamics simulation. There are three
principle causes for this discrepancy:

1. forward and inverse musculoskeletal models do not share identical dynamics;

2. experimental noise and sampling results in dynamically inconsistent kinematics;

3. musculoskeletal models are nonlinear dynamical systems and inherently chaotic.

Cause 3) is often overlooked but it is important to realize that even if identical models
where used in an inverse and then forward analysis with noiseless and error-free kinemat-
ics (i.e. synthetic data) a forward simulation will fail to reproduce the initial performance
if the initial states of the simulation are not identical, since even the smallest of di�er-
ences (to machine precision) can lead to diverging solutions. Cause 2) stems from the
reality that data acquired (from a subject) does not match what could be generated by
the model (satisfying modeled dynamics) and the estimates of joint kinematics (from
IK) does not take into the continuity of system dynamics from one instant to the next
given discrete samples of position data. The largest source of discrepancies is the fact
that di�erent models are used to perform inverse dynamics and static optimization versus
that of a forward simulation. Even when static optimization includes force-length and
force-velocity relationships, the estimate of muscle length and velocity are determined
by the length of the whole muscle-tendon unit (inelastic tendon) and activations do not
satisfy excitation-to-activation dynamics present in forward.
Before starting the CMC algorithm, initial states for the model are computed. The states
comprise the generalized coordinates (joint angles), generalized speeds (joint angular ve-
locities), plus any muscle states (for example, muscle activation levels and �ber lengths).
While the initial values of the generalized coordinates and speeds can be taken from the
desired kinematics that you specify, the initial values of the muscle states are generally
unknown. To compute viable starting muscle states, CMC is applied to the �rst 0.030
seconds of the desired movement. Because the muscle states are generally out of equi-
librium and muscle forces can change dramatically during this initial time interval, the
simulation results during this interval are generally not valid.
First step is to compute a set of desired accelerations, using the following PD control law:

~̈q∗(t+ T ) = ~̈qexp(t+ T ) + ~kv ·
[
~̇qexp(t)− ~̇q(t)

]
+ ~kp · [~qexp(t)− ~q(t)] v (3.9)

where ~kv and ~kp are the feedback gains on the velocity and position errors, respectively.
Because the forces that muscles apply to the body cannot change instantaneously, the
desired accelerations are computed for some small time in the future. For musculoskeletal
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models, is typically chosen to be about 0.010 seconds. This time interval is short enough
to allow adequate control, but long enough to allow muscle forces to change. In fact, this
value corresponds to the amount of timer required before an actuator can generate the
required forces to match the desired accelerations. Di�erently from RRA, where all actu-
ators are ideal, so this look-ahead window can be arbitrarily small. The error between the
model coordinates and experimentally-derived coordinates will be driven to zero choseing

the velocity gains with the following relation: ~kv = 2 ·
√
~kp. For musculoskeletal models,

it works well if the error gains are chosen to drive any errors to zero slowly.
The next step in CMC is to compute the actuator controls, ~x, that will achieve the de-
sired accelerations ~̈q∗(t + T ). Any kind of actuator can be used with CMC and static
optimization is used to distribute the load across synergistic actuators. Two formulations
of the static optimization problem are currently available in CMC. The �rst formulation
is called the slow target Eq.(3.7) and the second formulation is called the fast target
Eq.(3.8).
The �nal step in the CMC algorithm is to use the computed controls to conduct a stan-
dard forward dynamic simulation, advancing forward in time by T.
These steps, are repeated until time is advanced to the end of the desired movement
interval.

Figure 3.6: Overview of Computed Muscle Control.

3.0.11 Forward Dynamics

Given the controls computed by the Computed Muscle Control (CMC), the Forward
Dynamics Tool can drive a forward dynamic simulation. It uses the same model and
actuator set used in CMC, together with the initial states and controls computed during
the CMC step, to run a muscle-driven forward dynamic simulation that aims to reproduce
the same motion tracked by CMC.
As in CMC and RRA, a 5◦ order Runge-Kutta-Feldberg integrator is used. In contrast
to CMC, which used PD controllers in a closed-loop system to ensure tracking of the
desired trajectories, the Forward Dynamics Tool is an open-loop system.
The main purpose for the forward dynamics step, besides validating the CMC results,
is to record additional simulation data. And this is done through the use of analyses
that can be added also to RRA and CMC as well. The basic analyses of interest are:
Kinematics, BodyKinematics and Actuation; which will be describe in the next section
in more detail.
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3.0.12 Analyzing Simulations

The Analyze Tool enables you to analyze a model or simulation based on a number of
inputs that can include time histories of model states, controls, and external loads applied
to the model. A typical use case is to analyze an existing simulation, which may have been
computed using computed muscle control, without having to rerun the simulation. This
not only saves compute time, but more importantly allows a simulation to be analyzed
exactly as it occurred, avoiding the numerical drift that frequently occurs when rerunning
a forward integration, particularly if the duration of the simulation is long. The Analyze
Tool steps in time through a set of input data specifying the state of a model; at each
time step, the tool runs a set of analyses on the model. As we said previously, available
analyses include:

• Kinematics: Records the generalized coordinates (q's), generalized speeds (u's),
and the accelerations (i.e., derivatives of the generalized speeds: du/dt)

• BodyKinematics: Records the con�guration (center of mass position and orienta-
tion) of each body, as well as their velocities (linear and angular) and accelerations
(linear and angular). Additionally, it records the overall center of mass of the model,
as well as the velocity and acceleration of this center of mass.

• Actuation: Records the generalized force, speed, and power developed by each
actuator of the model. The generalized force can either be a force (with units N)
or a torque (with units Nm). The actuator speed is the rate at which the actuator
shortens. Depending on the actuator, a speed can be either a translational speed
(m/s) or an angular speed (deg/s). An actuator power (Watts) is the rate at which
an actuator does work. Positive work means that the actuator is delivering energy
to the model; negative power means that the actuator is absorbing energy from the
model.

• JointReaction: Reports the joint reaction loads from a model. For a given joint,
the reaction load is calculated as the forces and moments required to constrain the
body motions to satisfy the joint as if the joint did not exist. The reaction load acts
at the joint center (mobilizer frame) of both the parent and child bodies and either
force can be reported and expressed in either the child, parent or ground frames.
The default behavior is to express the force on the child in the ground frame.

The input data typically are loaded from �les, and may come from experiments or simu-
lations. The results are collected and written to �le, usually storage (.sto) �les, which you
can open with other programs, such as Matlab or Microsoft Excel, for further analysis or
plotting.

3.0.13 Perturbation

The Perturbation Tool can be used to compute accelerations induced by the actuators
of a model, i.e., the contribution of individual actuators to the measured acceleration.
Typically, induced accelerations of generalized coordinates (e.g., knee angle) or body
positions (e.g., hip center) may be desired, and the actuators consist of the muscles and
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any additional actuators (e.g., residual actuators, reserve actuators, etc.).
The formula that it uses to compute induced accelerations, that depends linearly on force
( ∂ẍ
∂Fm

), is:

ẍm(ti) ≈ 2 · x(Fm + ∆Fm, ti + ∆t)− x(Fm, ti + ∆t)

∆t2∆Fm
Fm (3.10)

where x(Fm, ti + ∆t) is the observed unperturbed positions, x(Fm + ∆Fm, ti + ∆t) is the
observed perturbed positions.
Each foot has a linear and torsional spring added to it which attempts to pull it towards
its location and orientation in the unperturbed simulation. The linear (translational)
spring connects a point in the foot's frame to a point in world space. This point is the
center of pressure. Its foot frame location is computed using the unperturbed trajectory.
As the actuator forces are perturbed, the foot's trajectory will be perturbed, and this
spring will try to pull the foot back to its unperturbed position.
The torsional spring tries to restore a foot's orientation to its orientation in the unper-
turbed simulation.
Since these springs are trying to model a rudimentary foot-contact model, they are not
on at all times. The linear spring is primarily active between heel strike and toe o�.
The torsional spring is primarily active between foot �at and heel o�. In order to make
the transition between the springs smooth, a smooth fallo� function is used to modulate
their e�ects, rather than discontinuously turning them on/o� at the right time. Due to
this smoothing, the springs are technically on at all times, but outside of the intervals
mentioned above, they are heavily attenuated so that their force is close to negligible.
The fallo� equation is de�ned as follows:

1.0− 1.0

1.0 + exp(−(t− t0)/τ)
(3.11)

where t = time, t0 = location of the midpoint of the step, and τ = rise and fall time
constant.
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Chapter 4

A Novel Elastic Bipedal Robot Design

This chapter begins the part of the thesis concerning the development of robots designed
by Fuben He and then the modeling and simulation of movement realized by the author of
this thesis through the OpenSim platform, based on the human musculoskeletal models.
After a brief presentation of previous works that inspired this research we discuss in detail
the structural components of our two-legged robots, the human musculoskeletal system
modeling, and �nally the joint modeling of mono- and bi-articular systems adopted in
our humanoid robot.
In the last years the studies about elastic bipedal robot design have presented several
bipedal locomotion model with compliant legs that utilize monoarticular and biarticular
arrangement of tension springs. With experiments in simulation and in the real-world
robotic platform, scientiests have shown that their model provides some eminent fueatures
that could not be explained by the other simple models such as the ballistic walking ,
generally known as compass gait model or passive dynamic walking . With regard
to this, in [26] Iida et al. have been shown that the compliant elements in their robot
leg structure make the model possible to generate both walking and running gaits, and
secondly, owing to the biarticular arrangements of the tension springs, their model is
able to achieve more human-like leg movements compared with those of ballistic walking,
by showing the potential roles of biarticular muscle arrangements and concluding that
biarticular muscles do support energy transfer between the joints for the self-stabilization
of walking and running gaits. In [48] a simulation model in the sagittal plane using an
extended series actuation principle is presented by Radkhah et al. It extends the well
known Series Elastic Actuator (SEA) principle and has several advantages over the
conventional SEA. Also in this case, the e�ect of monoarticular structures in the robot
model was explored, showing that they lead to reductions in the energy requirements.

4.1 Former Robots

In this �rst section we present the characteristics of projects that represent the state-of-
the-art in research on humanoid robotics modeling and elastic actuators. In particular,
we will present BioRob arm, the evolution of Jena Walker in his versions I and II, and
�nally BioBiped R1, the newest member borns thanks to the collaboration of SIM Group
TU Darmstadt and the Locomotion Laboratory of University of Jena.
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4.1.1 BioRob Arm

The BioRob arm is an equilibrium-controlled sti�ness manipulator. The arm consists of a
very lightweight structure with rigid links, elastically actuated by DC motors driving the
joints by pulleys and cables with built-in mechanical compliances. The speci�c properties
of the BioRob arm concept compared to other series elastic concepts are reduced link mass
and inertia (a total mass of 4 Kg), reduced power consumption, and a signi�cantly lower
joint sti�ness (ranging between 4 and 20 Nm), in total resulting in increased safety for
applications with direct human-robot interaction. As a downside, the use of cable and
pulley actuation increases friction and the series elasticity with particularly low joint
sti�ness demands special e�orts regarding oscillation damping.

Figure 4.1: Position of motors on the BioRob arm [79]

Alternative actuation concepts such as pneumatic muscles exhibit inherent compliance
and omit the need for gearboxes, but are slower, have a restricted range of operation
and are suited for mobile applications only to a very limited extent. Electrical motors
on the other hand are robust, allow high speeds, exhibit excellent controllability and are
well suited for highly mobile applications. A more detailed description of the robot arm
dynamics and its control can be found at [79].

4.1.2 Jena Walker I

This bipedal locomotion model and the respective real-world robotic platform consist of
seven limb segments (three segments in each leg and one body segment), two motors at
the hip joints, four passive knee and ankle joints and eight linear tension springs. Two
ground contact points are de�ned in each foot segment.
The con�guration of springs are determined such that they can constrain the passive
joints for natural locomotion behavior and support the body weight of the entire system.
The springs in each leg correspond to biarticular muscles, rectus femoris (RF: hip joint
�exor and knee joint extensor), biceps femoris (BF: hip joint extensor and knee joint
�exor) and gastrocnemius (GAS: knee joint �exor and ankle joint extensor), in human
legs. Additionally, a monoarticular spring, corresponding to the tibialis anterior (TA:
ankle joint �exor), is implemented.
More details about simulation of walking and running movement on this robot platform
can be found at [26].
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Figure 4.2: A picture of Jena Walker I [26].

4.1.3 Jena Walker II

Jena Walker II represents without doubt the very �rst robot that is capable of both
energy-e�cient and human-like walking and jogging. It is a novel elastic and biologically
inspired, three-segmented robot that is attached at the trunk to a lateral guide.

Figure 4.3: Three-segmented elastic legs of Jena Walker II with only one actuated joint in
each hip module. On the left-hand side the used passive elastic structures are marked [45].

Its total mass is about 2 Kg and its hip height is 45 cm. The robot systems consists of rigid
segments, actuated hip joint modules and adjustable elastic strings spanning including a
prosthetic foot (SACH child foot, Otto Bock), shank and thigh. The elastic structures
represent the major muscle groups: tibialis anterior (TA), gastrocnemius (GAS), rectus
femoris (RF) and biceps femoris (BF). Except for the TA, all muscle groups span two
joints leading to an inter-joint coupling within the leg. Furthermore, friction in the cables
spanning the ankle joint contribute to damping in this joint. This damping is necessary
to avoid vibrations of the foot during swing phase.
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At the hip, two DC-motors introduce sinusoidal oscillations imitating the altering activity
of the hip joint muscles during locomotion, and servo motors are used for tuning the rest
length of the springs representing the action of GAS, RF and BF resulting in postural
adjustments of knee and ankle joints.

4.1.4 BioBiped R1

This is a project recently launched, in order to further investigate the realization of
di�erent gaits without changing the kinematics of the bipedal robot. In this work the
SIM Group of TU Darmstadt collaborates with the Locomotion Laboratory of University
of Jena with the goal of to build a humanoid robot that is as large as a child and can
autonomously change its gaits without any lateral guidance.

Figure 4.4: BiBiped1. Photo by A. Karguth/TETRA GmbH [48].

The legs consist of three segments, three biarticular structures and �ve monoarticular
ones. The hip motors in the sagittal and lateral plane are actuated by bionic drives such as
used in the BioRob manipulator. These drives give the possibility of pretension/preload
which reduces/avoids the problem of backlash and play. Moreover, their visco-elastic
property introduced between motors and joints provides a better damping reaction in
case of collisions or hits.
While the monoarticular structure TA in the shank and the biarticular structures RF,
GAS and BF are passive, the elastic structures SOL and VAS are actuated. This, in order
to feed the ankle and the knee joint with energy, and so to support them during bending
with motor power. A simple trunk that can tilt forwards and backwards has been also
considered, in the �rst prototype.
The sensory data provided by the encoders at the driving ends and in the joints helps
comparing di�erent control approaches. Force contact sensors at the feet heel and ball
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Figure 4.5: (a) Front view of the structure of the bipedal model. (b) Side view of the
mechanical design of the robot including the elastic structures spanning the ankle, knee
and hip joint. The tensions marked in green color are actuated. All others are integrated
as passive structures [45].

give the opportunity to compare with experimentally observed data from human subjects
resulting in the possibility to even better understand the principles underlying legged
locomotion and tune the system such as the objective criterions can be achieved. In fact,
the obtained sensory data are compared with human experimental data from walking and
running gaits, in order to assess the performance of the used actuation modules including
the underlying actuation principles and the integrated spring properties. Finally, an
inertial measurement unit in the trunk keeps track of changes in the linear acceleration
and angular velocity of the robot.

4.2 Structure Elements of the Robot

In this section we provide a description of the structure elements of the robot. There are
three main part that characterize this �exible robot system: springs , servo actuator

and contactless magnetic rotary encoder . For how regard springs we describe only
some basic concept because it is still an open topic into the design of the robot. On the
other hand, for how regard servo actuator and encoder we report some characteristics
information obtained from the respectively producers. At this stage of development, we
cannot be more detailed about the structure elements of the robot because only many
future experiments will bring to a complete characterization of the structures during the
construction stage. At the time of these thesis, an experimental platform for testing the
abilities of elastic joint which simply contains a servo motor, a joint, springs and other
corresponding mechanical parts has started at Dalian University under the direction of
Fuben He. Encoders and control board are also applied to this platform. This job will
provide a series of more detailed data of elasticity before manufacturing the bipedal robot.
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4.2.1 Springs

A spring is an elastic object used to store mechanical energy. Most springs obey Hook's
law, which states that the force with which the spring pushes back is linearly proportional
to the distance from its equilibrium length:

F = −kx (4.1)

where x is the displacement vector, F is the resulting force vector, and k is the spring
constant or force constant.
There are several uses in manipulator: used as the best passive elastic elements. The
joint becomes sti�er when accelerating and decelerating by using spring characteristic,
having a positive e�ect on the performance. Spring rate is used to measure the reaction
forces and moments or the position di�erence, so the motion of the manipulator can be
adjusted to limit the possible force-elongation in changing situations which is similar to
the variability of the human muscle. In biped robot three main uses are suggested: pogo
stick principle in order to bounce along on springs: save energy and reducing unwanted
heat production; return springs to halt the legs at the end of each forward or backward
swing and start them swinging the other way: save further energy; compliant foot pads
to moderate forces at impact of feet with the ground: improve road holding by preventing
vibrations.
The decision about what type of spring to put in our robot has not been taken completely,
yet. For the moment, into the design phase has been considered the use of extension
springs principaly for energy-e�ciency reason. Consequently, in this section we provide
a brief overview about the springs' theory based on http://springipedia.com/ with
particularly attention to the extension spring type and its uses. In the future, after more
accurate studies about the behavior of di�erent types of springs more speci�c extension
springs will be place in the real robot prototype. Nowadays, several type of springs
exist and many studies have been conducted during the years about their mechanics,
shape, behavior, materials and possible applications but there are three major typology
of springs commonly used, that we discuss here: Compression Springs, Extension Springs
and Torsion Springs.

Compression Springs

This is the most common metal spring con�guration more than other because in this
con�guration they are one of the most e�cient energy storage devices available. A com-
pression spring is an open-coil helical spring that o�ers resistance to a compressive force
applied axially. This device can be use in many shapes as cylindrical, conical, barrel and
hourglass; it is commonly placed over a rod or �tted inside a hole. For these reasons they
are found in a wide variety of applications ranging from automotive engines and large
stamping presses to major appliances and lawn-mowers to medical devices, cell phones,
electronics and sensitive instrumentation devices. When you put a load on a such type
of spring, making it shorter, it pushes back against the load and tries to get back to its
original length. Total number of coils is counted from tip to tip.
The active coils are what make a spring a spring. In the case of compression spring,
the active portion will expand as the spring is compressed. This term can be applied to
any portion of a spring that stores and releases energy. So, when designing a spring and
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Figure 4.6: A basic characterization.

specifying its dimensions, it is critical that the number of coils is counted correctly, as
this can have a huge e�ect on the strength of the spring.
There are four basic types of compression spring ends: open end (the coils are consistent
with no pitch change through the end of the spring), closed ends - not ground (the
end coils' pitch is reduced so the end coils touch), open & ground (last coil ground
"�at" in appearance and has a less parallel end), closed - squared & ground (last coil
not "�at" in appearance and has a less parallel end). There is also a variety of shapes,
however, custom designs may have number of shapes depending on the application. Some
common custom shapes include the cone shape where the spring radius decreases, a com-
mon shape is a battery spring ; an hour glass shape tapers tighter towards the center
and the outer coils have a larger diameter; the barrel shape is reduced at the ends and
wider in the center; the reduced ends spring is straight across the center coils and tapers
only towards the end coils.

Figure 4.7: A variety of shapes. (a)Conical; (b)Hourglass (Convex); (c)Barrel (concave);
(d)Reduced Ends.
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When a compression spring is loaded, the coiled wire is stressed in torsion. The stresses
in the spring is determined from the dimensions along with the load and de�ection re-
quirements. Stress and stress range govern the life of the spring: the higher the stress
range, the lower the maximum stress must be to attain comparable life. Generally, the
stress is greatest at the surface of the wire; as the spring is de�ected, the load varies, pro-
ducing a range of operating stress. On the other hand, in designing compression springs
the space alloted governs the dimensional limits of a spring with regard to allowable solid
height, and outside and inside diameters. These dimensional limits, together with the
load and de�ection requirements, determine the stress level.

Extension Springs

Helical extension springs are similar to helical compression springs, but are loaded in
tension. Usually, extension springs are attached at both ends to other components. When
these components move apart, the spring tries to bring them together again. Extension
springs absorb and store energy as well as create a resistance to a pulling force. It is initial
tension that determines how tightly together an extension spring is coiled. This initial
tension can be manipulated to achieve the load requirements of a particular application.
Extension Springs are wound to oppose extension. They are often tightly wound in the
no-load position and have hooks, eyes, or other interface geometry at the ends to attach
to the components they connect. They are frequently used to provide return force to
components that extend in the actuated position.
Applications for extension springs, further than robotics, include automotive interiors
and exteriors, garage door assemblies, vise-grip pliers, carburetors, trampolines, washing
devices, farm machinery, toys as well as thousands of other uses. Extension springs come
in a wide array of sizes, from small medical devices to o�-road machinery brake springs.

Figure 4.8: Typical Extension Spring dimensions.

With reference to the Figure 1.8, Free Length is the overall dimension of an extension
spring in the unloaded position. The free length is measured from the inside of one
end loop (or hook) to the other and can be varied by changing the end con�guration
without changing the number of coils. Body Length is the measure of the spring length,
excluding the loops. Extended Length is the length at full rated extension. Maximum

Load is the load at full extension. Loop Length measures the length of a loop from the
end of a body to the inside diameter of the loop. Hook Length measures the length of
a hook from the end of a body to the inside diameter of the hook. Gap is the dimension
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that controls the loop or hook opening. Initial Tension is the force that keeps the coils
of an extension spring closed and which must be overcome before coils start to open.
Active Coils , all coils in the body are considered active coils, but one coil is typically
added to the number of active coils to obtain the body length.
Extension-spring coils are wound tightly together, and the wire is twisted as if is wound,
creating a preload in the coils that must be overcome to separate them. With reference
to a typical load-de�ection (ld) curve for an helical extension spring, the spring rate is
linear except for the initial portion. The preload is measured by extrapolating the linear
portion of the curve back to the force axis. The spring rate formula for an extension
spring is the same as that of a compression spring:

R =
Gd4

8NaD3
m

(4.2)

where G is the gap, d is the wire size, Na is the number of active coils, Dm is the outside
diameter.
Most extension springs are wound with initial tension. The measure of the initial tension
is the loadnecessary to overcome the internal force and just start coil separation. Unlike
a compression spring, which has zero load at zero de�ection, an extension spring can have
a preload at zero de�ection. This is graphically illustrated in Figure 4.9.

Figure 4.9: An illustration of a preload at zero de�ection for an extension spring.

This built-in load, called initial tension, can be varied within limits, decreasing as the
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spring index increases. If the designer needs an extension spring with no initial tension,
the spring should be designed with space between the coils. An accurate method for
testing initial tension is as follows:

1. Extend the spring any convenient amount (such as 1 cm) and measure the load;

2. Extend the spring exactly twice that amount (in this case, 2 cm) and again measure
the load;

3. Subtract the �rst load from the second;

4. Subtract this di�erence from the �rst load and the remainder obtained is the exact
amount of initial tension.

Various types of ends are used to attach the extension spring to the source of the force.
They include hooks or eyes at varying positions or distances from the body of the spring,
reduced and expanded eyes on the side or in the center of the spring, extended loops,
threaded inserts and even rectangular or teardrop-shaped ends. By far the most common,
are the machine loop and crossover loop. These ends are made with standard tools in one
operation and should be speci�ed when possible to minimize cost. Unlike compression
springs, extension springs do not have a solid stop to prevent overloading. Because of this
design stress levels are lower for extension springs than for compression. A special type
of extension spring called a drawbar spring, has a solid stop and is a type of compression
spring with special hooks.
In designing extension springs, it is important to be aware that as the space occupied by
the machine loop is shortened, the transition radius is reduced and a substantial stress
concentration occurs. This contributes to shortened spring life and premature failure.
Most extension spring failures occur in the area of the end. To maximize the life of the
spring, the path of the wire should be smooth and gradual as it �ows into the end.

Torsion Springs

Helical springs used to apply a torque or store rotational energy are commonly referred
to as torsion springs. The ends of torsion springs are attached to other components,
and when those components rotate around the center of the spring, the spring tries to
push them back to their original position. Although the name implies otherwise, torsion
springs are subjected to bending stress rather than torsional stress. They can store and
release angular energy or statically hold a mechanism in place by de�ecting the legs about
the body centerline axis.
This type of spring is normally close wound but can have pitch to reduce friction between
the coils. They o�er resistance to twist or rotationally applied force. Depending on the
application, torsion springs can be designed to work in a clockwise or counter-clockwise
rotation, thus determining the direction of the wind.
Common torsion springs are used in clothes pins, clipboards, swing-down tailgates, garage
doors, window shades, counterbalance mechanisms, ratchets and various types of machine
components. Torsion springs are used for hinges, counterbalances and lever return appli-
cations. They are also used as couplings between concentric shafts, such as in a motor
and pump assembly. Torsion springs are generally mounted around a shaft or arbor,
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and must be supported at three or more points. Various kinds of ends are available to
facilitate mounting.

Figure 4.10: Torsion Spring representation and terminology.

With reference to Figure 4.10, a basic terminology can be introduce as follows: Angular
De�ection is the angle of rotation as measured from the free position to the installed,
intermediate or �nal positions; Free Angle is the angle between the arms of a torsion
spring when the spring is in the unloaded position; Leg Length is the length of legs as
de�ned from the axis of the spring body to the outermost point; Mandrel is a rod or
shaft over which a torsion spring operates; Radius is the bend radius at which a load is
applied to a leg. The radius is usually assumed to be equal to 1

2
the leg length; Torque is

a twisting action in torsion springs which produces rotation, equal to the load multiplied
by the distance from the load to the axis of the spring body; Maximum De�ection is
the maximum rated angular de�ection of spring before damage.
Torsion springs are stressed in bending. Rectangular wire is more e�cient in bending
than round wire, but due to the premium cost of rectangular wire, round wire is pre-
ferred. Torsion springs, whose ends are rotated in angular de�ection, o�er resistance to
externally applied torque. The wire itself is subjected to bending stresses rather than
torsional stresses, as might be expected from the name. Springs of this type are usually
close wound. The coil diameter reduces and body length increases as they are de�ected.
The designer must consider the e�ects of friction and arm de�ection on the torque.
The number of active turns in a helical torsion spring is equal to the number of body
turns, plus a contribution from the ends. For straight torsion ends, this contribution is
equal to one-third of the moment arms and is usually expressed as an equivalent number
of turns:

Ne =
L1 + L2

3πDm

(4.3)

with L1 is the length of moment arm 1, L2 is the length of moment arm 2, Na = Nb +Ne

with Nb the number of body turns.
Many common end con�gurations are available on the market and special con�gurations
are available generally on request. In designing ends, it is important to recall that bends,
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loaded to decrease their radius of curvature, have favorable residual stresses. They can
operate at higher applied stress levels than bends that increase the radius by loading.
Frequently, spring performance is limited because the sharply bent ends have greater
stress than the body. Special types of torsion springs include double torsion springs and
springs having a space between the coils to minimize friction. Double torsion springs
consist of one set of coils coiled right hand and one set of coils coiled left hand. These
coils are connected, usually with an unwound section between the winds and work in
parallel. The sections are designed separately with the total torque being sum of the two.

4.2.2 Series Elastic Actuator (SEA)

In the real world, all force-controllable actuators have limitations that result in devi-
ations from a perfect force source. These limitations include impedance, stiction, and
bandwidth. An actuator's impedance is the additional force created at the output by
load motion. Impedance is a function of the frequency of the load motion, typically in-
creasing with frequency of load motion. Stiction describes the phenomenon of stick-slip
friction, which is present in most devices where mechanical components are in sliding
contact. Stiction must be overcome by a breakaway force, which limits the smallest force
the actuator can output. The bandwidth of an actuator is the frequency up to which
forces can be accurately commanded. Bandwidth is a�ected by saturation of power el-
ements, mechanical sti�ness and control system gain among other things. In an ideal
force source, impedance is zero, stiction is zero and bandwidth is in�nite. Muscle is the
current best known actuation technology that approaches a perfect force source because
it has extremely low impedance and stiction, and moderate bandwidth. An interesting
review of the state-of-the-art force control technologies can be found at [39] in which are
discussed traditional technologies for force control that include current control with direct
drive actuation, current control with a geared actuator, current control with low-friction
cable drive transmissions, load cells with force feedback and �uid pressure control. In the
same work are brie�y presented also the Series Elastic Actuators.

Figure 4.11: A SEA picture.

Series Elastic Actuators employ a novel mechanical design architecture which goes
against the common machine design principal of "sti�er is better". A compliant element
is placed between the gear train and driven load to intentionally reduce the sti�ness of
the actuator. A position sensor measures the de�ection and the force output is accu-
rately calculated using Hooke's Law (F = Kx). A control loop then servos the actuator
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to the desired output force. The resulting actuator has inherent shock tolerance, high
force �delity and extremely low impedance. These characteristics are desirable in many
applications including legged robots, exoskeletons for human performance ampli�cation,
robotic arms, haptic interfaces and adaptive suspensions.
More detailed descriptions about the design, construction, control and evaluation of a
SEA are in [54], some results about the torque control of high compliant SEA can be
found in [68], and then one of the most recent application in robotics research area is
into BioBiped R1 project [48]. We discuss again about this type of actuator in chapter
5, with regard to its application into our bipedal robot.

4.2.3 Servo

The RX-28 Dynamixel Robot Servo Actuator is more than just a digital servo, it is
a highly sophisticated robotic component. Each servo has the ability to track its speed,
temperature, shaft position, voltage, and load. As if this weren't enough, the control
algorithm used to maintain shaft position can be adjusted individually for each servo,
allowing you to control the speed and strength of the motor's response. All of the sensor
management and position control is handled by the servo's built-in microcontroller. This
distributed approach leaves your main controller free to perform other functions.

Figure 4.12: RX-28 Dynamixel Robot Servo Actuator.

These datas and many others can be found at http://www.trossenrobotics.com/dynamixel
-rx-28-robot-actuator.aspx.

4.2.4 Encoder

The AS5040 is a contactless magnetic rotary encoder for accurate angular measurement
over a full turn of 360◦. It is a system-on-chip, combining integrated Hall elements, analog front
end and digital signal processing in a single device. To measure the angle, only a simple two-
pole magnet, rotating over the center of the chip, is required. The magnet may be placed above
or below the IC. The absolute angle measurement provides instant indication of the magnets
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angular position with a resolution of 0.35◦ = 1024 positions per revolution. This digital data is
available as a serial bit stream and as a PWM signal.

Figure 4.13: AS5040 contactless magnetic rotary encoder.

Furthermore, a user-programmable incremental output is available, making the chip suitable for
replacement of various optical encoders. An internal voltage regulator allows the AS5040 to
operate at either 3.3 V or 5 V supplies.

Bene�ts

• Complete system-on-chip;

• Ideal for applications in harsh environments due to contactless position sensing;

• Tolerant to magnet misalignment and airgap variations;

• No temperature compensation necessary;

• No calibration required.

Key Features

• Contactless high resolution rotational position encoding over a full turn of 360 degrees;

• Two digital 10bit absolute outputs: serial interface and pulse width modulated (PWM)
output;

• User programmable zero / index position;

• Failure detection mode for magnet placement monitoring and loss of power supply;

• Rotational speeds up to 30,000 rpm;

• Wide temperature range: - 40◦C to + 125◦C;

Applications

• Industrial applications: contactless rotary position sensing, robotics, brushless DC motor
commutation, power tools;

• Automotive applications: steering wheel position sensing, gas pedal position sensing,
transmission gearbox encoder, headlight position control, power seat position indicator;
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• O�ce equipment: printers, scanners, copiers;

• Replacement of optical encoders;

• Replacement of potentiometers.

All these data and many others are available at http://www.austriamicrosystems.com/eng/
Products/Magnetic-Encoders/Rotary-Encoders/AS5040.

4.3 Musculoskeletal Robot Modeling

This bipedal robot is a novel elastic and biologically inspired four-segmented robot. It is princi-
pally based on two previous project: Jena Walker II and BioBiped R1, as previously presented.
In fact, its total mass is about 2 Kg and its height is about 40 cm exactly as Jena Walker
II. On the other hand, the mechanical design including the elastic structures spanning the ankle,
knee and hip joint are inspired to BioBiped R1. From these, a small but signi�cant improvement
introduced by this robot, compared to existing models, is given without doubt from the presence
of a fourth segment for each leg: the toes. This allows to model in much more detail the joints
that involve the toes, foot and ankle. Consequently, the goal is to generate movements such
as walking or running as close as possible to those made by human beings. It has also been
radically rethought in the skeletal structure, while remaining of course linked to that of a human
being; di�erent technologies are used in terms of actuators and there are not pulleys or bionic
drivers as those BioRob arm or BioBiped R1.

Figure 4.14: A novel elastic bipedal robot.

The bipedal locomotion model and the respective future real-world robotic platform consist of
eight limb segments (four segments in each leg), plus one body segment called waist, which
technically represents with its center of mass and dimensions the upper part of the skeleton.
This model is equiped with 12 RX-28 Dynamixel Robot Servo Actuators and relatives
AS5040 contactless magnetic rotary encoder. In particular, as depicted in Figure 4.14, for each
leg, there are:

• 1 servo between waist and hip bracket;

• 2 servo actuators into the hip joint, between the hip bracket and thigh body parts;
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• 2 servo actuators, one into the thigh and one into the shank to actuate the knee joint;

• 1 servo actuators into the ankle joint, between the shank and foot body parts.

Complexively, it shows 7 DoFs for each leg , as depicted in Figure 4.15(a) in which we have:

• The �rst servo actuator provides 1 DoF between waist and hip bracket. It actuates the
internal/external rotation of the lower limb.

• The second and third servo actuators provide 2 DoF between hip bracket and thigh.
They actuate �exion/extension and adduction/abduction movements, respectively. That
together the previous one correspond to the hip ball and socket joint with 3 DoFs in a
human;

• The fourth servo actuator provide 1 DoF and it is placed into the thigh. It actuates the
single movement of knee �exion/extension exactly as in a human;

• The �fth servo actuator provide 1 DoF and it is placed into the shank. It actuates the
single movement of foot dorsi�exion/plantar�exion. That corresponds to the same ankle
revolute joint between the tibia and talus in a human;

• The sixth servo actuator provide 1 DoF between shank and foot. It actuates the single
movement of adduction/abduction of the foot. It corresponds to the subtalar revolute joint
between the talus and subtalar in a human;

• The last DoF is obtained without servo actuator and it is placed into the toe articulation.
That is similar to the so-called mtp revolute joint between calcaneus and toes de�ned by
1 DoF in a human.

Figure 4.15: (a)The structure of the robot, with numbers (1-7) the Degrees of Freedom
and with letters (a-e) the major parts of body. (b)A side view of the mechanical design of
the robot including the elastic structures spanning the ankle, knee and hip joint. (c)Some
snapshots of the elastic structures applied to the robot; Red is active and green is passive.

The robot systems consists also of elastic structures that represent the major muscle groups
as depicted in Figure 4.15(b): iliopsoas (ILIO), gluteus (GL), rectus femoris (RF), biceps
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femoris(BF), vastus (VAS), gastrocnemius (GAS), tibialis anterior (TA) and soleus (SOL).
These are the main muscle-tendon groups of the three segmented human leg that span one or
two leg joints. Their functionality is mimicked by 38 elastic cable spring structures in our
robot design. Similarly to Jena Walker II, except for TA and SOL, all muscle groups span two
joints leading to an inter-joint coupling within the leg. Moreover, the monoarticular extensor
muscle groups (VAS and SOL) are implemented as Series Elastic Actuators (SEAs), powered
by electric DC motors. In this case, similarly to BioBiped R1, in order to feed the ankle and
the knee joint with energy, and so to support them during bending with motor power.
In our robot the spring structures can also be divided in two subset: passive springs and ac-
tive springs. The �rst one refers to a spring connected between two body parts, on the other
hand, an active spring refers to a spring that is connected on one side to a servo motor and on
the other side to a load represented from a body part. A such type of spring is directly extended
from a servo motor activation. This division can also be referred to joints as monoarticular

joint and biarticular joint as shown in Figure 4.16. If we look at the case (a), when you
extend the spring, it can create the force and restore the energy to prevent the elongation. If
the actuation is over or the motor stops, the spring will release the energy and drive the joint
load. It seems that the spring only transmit the energy from the motor to the mechanism, and
also consumes a little, but it will make joint move more smoothly and su�ciently. On the other
case (b), we have a servo motor connects with a joint by two groups of springs which reproduce
an antagonist behavior where A1 and A2 are active springs while B1 and B2 are passive ones.
With this con�guration each motion involves one or more active spring and on or more respective
passive spring that aim to obtain a more compliant behavior during complex movement such as
jumping, walking or running gaits.

Figure 4.16: (a)Representation of a mono-articular joint; Red is active and green is
passive. (b)Representation of a bi-articular joint; while A1, A2 are active, B1 and B2 are
passive.

Two passive springs are applied to keep the equilibrium of the joint before motions which is
called the initial state. At this time, both springs are stretched. When the servo motor rotates,
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the active spring and the passive spring in the opposite (P2) are elongated. Note that spring
(P1) is negative, for we choose the tension spring as the elasticity. The di�erence of bio-articular
joint from mono-articular is that there is one more active spring in the structure, and the motor
can rotate on both sides which means that the it can create motions in two di�erent directions.
Hence we can say that the bi-articular joint is the extended mono-articular joint in some way.
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Chapter 5

Expected Control System Design

After all that we have discussed in the previous chapters about movement, locomotion,
elastic bipedal locomotion and elastic bipedal robot design, in this chapter we provide
a description of the expected control system design for our bipedal robot. All themes
treated in this chapter comes from the original project realized by Fuben He for his PhD
thesis. As author of this work, I provide a brie�y overview of di�erent elastic actuation
models and describe the expected control structure with reference to Fuben work.
We see the Original Series Elastic Actuators (SEA) Model introduced by Prof. Gill A.
Pratt and Matthew M. Williamson for his Master of Science at the MIT. Then we see
the Extended SEA Model based on works by Prof. Oskar von Stryk and Andre Seyfarth.
Last but not least comes the Musculotendon Model, for which we refer to several works
by Prof. Oussama Khatib, Scott L. Delp and many others. In particular, we mean this
last section as a sequel to how discussed in Chapter 2 for human and robot movement,
so to close the loop with the control system design.

5.1 Comparison of Di�erent Elastic Actuation Models

Citing M. M. Williamson: "The traditional premise for good robot design is 'Sti�er is
better' "...[but]..."Sti�ness isn't everything" [54].
As we have seen in Chapter 2 there are at least two fundamental problems in legged
locomotion. The way they move is not at all energy e�cient. A lot of e�ort is put in the
swinging of the leg without reusing the negative work for the deceleration of leg. Then,
at the end of each swinging movement, a certain amount of energy gets also lost in the
form of collision energy. Another big disadvantage of legged robots is the need of much
more control e�ort. In a well known environment, controlling the position of the actuated
robot joints might be su�cient, but not all environment are known a priori [68].
As the robots are sti�, their links tend to be heavy, so large forces are needed to accel-
erate them. Electric motors, which are the most common actuator type cannot generate
large forces at low speeds, so gear reductions need to be used. Consequently, the power
density increases, introducing friction, noise, backlash and torque ripple to the system.
These e�ects will be transmitted to the endpoint of the robot, giving poor performance.
In the last years, many researchers have investigated in a possible alternative and one
of the most advanced solution comes from human studies. In fact, human are good at
force control because the humans have a low sti�ness, low bandwidth system, compared
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to the high bandwidth, high sti�ness robot. The solutions proposed in literature can be
implemented by placing an elastic element into the actuator.
While sti� actuator with torque sensor uses a torque sensor that measures the load act-
ing on the joint directly at the output of the actuator [17, 18, 2], in SEA the actuator is
extended by a spring in series to the output of the transmission decoupling the link from
the actuator. Di�erent groups [39, 28] came to the conclusion that this last actuation
method is ideal for a lot of application, especially for walking robots.

Figure 5.1: Schematic of Series Elastic Actuator. [54]

The force control become easier with elasticity, as larger deformations of the robot struc-
ture are needed to exert the same forces as a sti� robot. The force control problem turns
into a position control one, which greatly improves force accuracy. The motor position
determines the force, because the output force is proportional to the twist in the spring.
The control action reduces the re�ected inertia, protecting the gearbox from damage.
Introducing series elasticity also makes stable force control easier to achieve. The perfor-
mace of robots can be improved by using SEA, to reach a human-like behavior.

5.1.1 Original SEA Model

A simple model for an actuator is a spring in series with a sti� actuator. The compliance
of this actuator is �xed and determined by the selection of the spring, so the physical
compliance cannot be changed during operation. A schematic of this model is shown in
Figure 5.2.

Figure 5.2: Model of actuator. [54]

In this picture we can see the model of the motor mass Jm, the spring sti�ness ks, the
force on the motor Tm, the output force Tl, the movement of motor shaft θm and the
movement of load θl. By applying Newton's Laws, we can exctract immediately some
relations from the diagram.

Tm + ks(θl − θm) = Jmθ̈m (5.1)

−ks(θl − θm) = Tl (5.2)
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Then, an expression relating Tm and Tl can be found by taking Laplace transforms:

Tm(s) =

(
1 +

Jm
ks
s2
)
Tl(s) + Jms

2θl(s) (5.3)

This equation is important because it shows what motor torques are needed to give an
output torque of Tl, when the output of the actuator is moving. It also shows what the
componenets of Tm are. In fact, if the output of the actuator is assumed clamped (θ̈l = 0),
then the transfer function between output torque and motor torque is:

Tl
Tm

(s) =
1

1 + s2Jm/ks
(5.4)

The trasfer function between the actual output force Tl and the motor force Tm has no
zeros, and two poles on the imaginary axis, at a frequency w =

√
ks/Jm which corresponds

to the natural frequency of the motor mass and the spring.
Again, by taking Laplace transform, also the transfer function between the motion of the
output shaft θl and the output force Tl can be written.

Z(s) =
Tl
θl

(s) =
−s2Jm

1 + s2Jm/ks
(5.5)

Generally, the ratio Tl/θl is de�ned as the impedance Z of the system, looking from
the output. This is an important parameter when the stability of the control system is
analysed [54]. This transfer function has the same poles as the Tl/Tm, but it also has two
zeros at the origin. The negative sign comes from the de�nition of the directions of Tl
and θl.
The equations 5.4 and 5.5 de�ne the model of the system to be controlled as it shown in
the Figure 5.3.

Figure 5.3: Plant model. [54]

With reference to Eq. 5.3, this is a feedforward model, but to increase the performance of
this system, to compensate for errors and to reject unmodeled disturbances, a feedback
control is required. It is important that the system is stable, and especially, the system
must be stable when in contact with all environments. And so, with the introduction of
a PID controller, the plant model shown in Figure 5.3 becomes a closed loop system. In
particular, the form of PID assumed in [54] is K(1 + 1/sTi + sTd).
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Figure 5.4: Closed loop system. [54]

5.1.2 Extended SEA Model

This model represents a bionic drives consisting of a DC motor that is elastically coupled
to the joint with antagonistic, elastic pulleys with progressive angle-torque characteris-
tics, as illustrated in Figure 5.5. It is originally inspired by the functional principles of
the elastic and antagonistic muscle and tendon apparatus of the human arm [7] and sub-
sequently extensively tested in a real manipulator, the BioRob arm [72] and simulated in
animal-like four-legged robot [46].

Figure 5.5: Schematic of the Extended Series Elastic Actuator with only one motor. [48]

It is considered as an extended series elastic actuator with only one motor, o�ering, how-
ever, compared to the original SEAs, di�erent possibilities of feedback and feedforward
control. In contrast to SEAs, play and backlash can be reduced by pretension in the
equilibrium position and angular sensors in the joints enable higher positioning accuracy.
Another advantage is the reduction of damages of the motors as the elasticity low-pass
�lters shock loads, protecting the gearbox from damage. In conventional robots addi-
tional masses are introduced by the motors that are directly coupled to the joints. These
masses potentially damage the structures at higher speeds because they increase the e�ec-
tive mass during landing impact which lead to higher loading rates. For this reason, such
actuators are not used for fast locomotion. A potential solution, presented in literature,
to this problem is to shift the motors proximally and to decouple the motors mechanically
from the rigid segments by tendons and springs. In such way, the joint becomes sti�er
when accelerating and decelerating, having a positive e�ect on the performance, because
it uses a progressive spring characteristic [41, 65]. However, the joint torque measurement
is less accurate than in SEAs, because an inverse model of the spring characteristic is
needed. So, for example, with reference to the BioRob Robot arm, thanks to Extended
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SEA, a model such that in Figure 5.6 can be transformed from A (left side of picture) to
B (right side of picture). This transformation can be performed if the mass of the cables
and elastic parts is so small that the kinetic energy of these elements can be neglected
compared to the kinetic energy of the other mechanical robot arm/leg parts.

Figure 5.6: Schematic transformation. [79]

It is possible to carry out an analytical inverse dynamics approach using numerical com-
puting environments in order to determine the desired torques τm that are necessary to
produce the speci�ed motions, that is the system input. In this model, the joint elasticity
equation (nonlinear joint spring characteristics curve) can be represented by a function of
the deviation of the joint position qi of its equilibrium position q̂i, normally called motor
position θi, but can also be dependent of the position of previous joints:

τe = ke(q̂ − q) (5.6)

At this point, by using the reduced model of elastic joint robots, the multibody dynamics
of the rigid structures and the motors can be described:

M(q)q̈ + C(q, q̇)q̇ +Dq̇ + g(q) = τe (5.7)

Imθ̈ +Dmθ̇ + τe = τm (5.8)

where, respectively, for the Eq. 5.7 M is the mass matrix, C is the Coriolis matrix, g is
the gravity torque vector and D is the diagonal friction matrix; and for the Eq. 5.8 Im
is the diagonal motor rotor inertia matrix, Dm is the diagonal friction matrix, and τm is
the motor torque.
From the joint elasticity equation 5.6 it is possible to calculate the link equilibrium
positions with the desired link trajectory:

q̂d = k−1
e (τe,d) + qd (5.9)
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and then, by applying the rigid link dynamics equation 5.7 and transforming the equilib-
rium positions in motor positions, to obtain the desired motor trajectory that produces
the given desired joint trajectory qd(t).

θd = k−1
e (M(qd)q̈d + C(qd, q̇d)q̇d +Dq̇d + g(qd)) + qd + αc(qd) (5.10)

The desired motor torques τm,d can then be calculated through Eq. 5.8:

τm,d = Imθ̈d +Dmθ̇d + τe,d (5.11)

This controller structures uses a global nonlinear calculation of the motor setpoint, which
linearizes each joint around the current desired position for all states to receive damped
and exact steady state behavior. So, the desired link trajectory qd and the desired motor
trajectory θd can be used for a controller as shown in Figure 5.7.

Figure 5.7: Control structure for joint i. [79]

A more detailed description of control approach and simulation experiments can be found
at [79].

5.1.3 Musculotendon Model

With these type of models we look at the robotic research areas in which approaches
from the biomechanics and robotics communities are integrated to address the challenge
of synthesizing low-level human motion control from high-level commands. Nowadays,
muscle strength limitations, activation delays and overall muscle contraction dynamics
can be described thanks to the characterization obtained from the biomechanics commu-
nity, by using computational muscle models. On the other hand, the robotics community
has investigated the task-level feedback control of robots using the operational space
approach. It recasts the dynamics of the robotic system into a relevant task space de-
scription [60, 22, 21]. This is interesting for us because the integration of these approaches
into a uni�ed framework o�ers a promising methodology for synthesizing goal-directed
human-like motion control.
Now, with reference to the musculoskeletal model presented in chapter 2 and commonly
used in literature we can brie�y describe a unique integration of these model into a
task-level control framework, based on [81, 52, 61]. By considering a set of generalized
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coordinates q, usually taken to be the joint angles between limb segments, the con�gura-
tion of the skeletal system modeled as system of constrained rigid bodies can be described.
The n equations of motion can be represented in standard form as:

Γ = A(q)q̈ + b(q, q̇) + g(q) (5.12)

where Γ is the set of joint torques, A(q) is the system mass matrix, b(q, q̇) is the vector
of centrifugal and Coriolis terms and g(q) is the vector of gravity terms.
The next step is to assign a system of musculotendon actuators to the skeletal system
described by the previous dynamical model. By assuming that all musculotendon lengths
l can be uniquely determined from the system con�guration q, that is l = l(q), di�erential
variations in l are given by:

δl = L(q)δq (5.13)

where L(q) is the muscle Jacobian. Then, by applying the Principle of Virtual Work:

Γ = −LTfT (5.14)

where fT is the vector of net muscle forces, with active and passive components. The
negative sign is due to the convention of taking contractile muscle forces as positive.

Figure 5.8: Active state musculotendon model. The active contractile element and passive
viscoelastic element are in parallel. The passive elastic tendon element is in series [81].

Considering an Hill-type active state model the described net dynamic e�ect can be
modeled. They can be divided into active dynamics and musculotendon contraction
dynamics. Generally, neuromuscular dynamics refer to the time-evolution of muscle states
(length and force) in response to neural excitation (control input).
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Activation Dynamics

It refers to the process of muscle activation in response to neural excitation which can be
modeled by the terms of the activation, a:

ȧ =
u− a
τ(u, a)

(5.15)

where u ∈ [0, 1] is the neural input. The term τ(u, a) is a time constant given by:

τ(u, a) =

{
(τa − τd)u+ τd , u ≥ a

τd , u < a
(5.16)

where τa, τd are the activation and deactivation constants, respectively.

Contraction Dynamics

It refers to the process of force generation in the muscle based on muscle contraction,
rate of contraction and activation. Based on the geometry of Figure 5.8, we have the
following relationships:

l(q) = lM cosα + lT (5.17)

l̇(q, q̇) = l̇M cosα + l̇T (5.18)

where lM is the muscle length, lT is the tendon length and α is the pennation angle. We
have also the following force equilibrium equation:

fT = (fA + fP ) cosα (5.19)

Consequently, an equation of state can be expressed in the following functional form:

l̇M = l̇M(l(q), l̇(q, q̇, lM , a) (5.20)

Combining neuromuscular dynamics with multibody skeletal dynamics a model of the
overall musculoskeletal system can be obtained. This process is described by the feed-
forward path of Figure 5.9. In which a given set of neural inputs u is the starting point
for an activation dynamics block in which a set of muscle activations a arises. This set
of muscle activations, as well as the skeletal con�guration q and q̇ is the input for a next
block, called contraction dynamics from which a set of muscles forces arises. These forces,
related to the joint torques Γ through the muscle Jacobian L drive the skeletal dynamics
resulting in motion of the system.
A useful simpli�cation to the full musculoskeletal dynamics described is to make the
assumption that the tendon is in�nitely sti�. Then lM is not an independent state, but
it is related to the overall musculotendon length, l(q). In this way the muscle forces can
now be expressed in terms of this gain:

fT (q, q̇, a) = fP (q, q̇) +Kf (q, q̇)a (5.21)

where fP = (fP1 cosα1, ..., fPr cosαr)
T and Kf = ∂fT

∂a
= fS cosα is the force-activation

gain de�ned as the magnitude of force generation in the muscle per change in unit acti-
vation, where fS(q, q̇) = fA(q, q̇, 1) is the muscle saturation force.
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Figure 5.9: Musculoskeletal system(feed-forward path). Neural excitations provide input
to the activation dynamics. Output of the activation dynamics provides input to the
contraction dynamics. Output of the contraction dynamics provides input to the skeletal
dynamics through the joint torques [81].

Task-level Control Framework

A major limitation comes from employing inverse kinematic methods, which are unable
to control task impedances, a key element for whole-body contact interactions. Another
limitation comes from the lack of techniques that can monitor behavior feasibility and
solve scenarios where the global behavior is infeasible under the acting constraints.
In response to these limitations, O. Khatib, L. Sentis et al. proposed a prioritized control
approach based on operational tasks [52]. This hierarchical approach prevents lower pri-
ority tasks from interfering with higher priority tasks, and provides the means to monitor
behavior feasibility at runtime. In this framework, a task is any formal description of
desired activity that can explicitly be represented as a function of the generalized coor-
dinates. This could be as simple as specifying the position of a limb to be in a certain
location. Multiple tasks can be combined into a single task de�nition, as long as they are
kinematically consistent with each other. A much more detailed mathematical descrip-
tion of this approach can be found at [81, 59, 52] where starting from the previous overall
musculoskeletal dynamics modeling, based on generalized coordinates, a task coordinates
description is obtained.

5.2 Expected Control Structure

In summary, if we consider this brie�y overview of di�erent elastic actuation model is
note worth that in our robot model:

• We apply the extension springs to the robot, also if in the musculotendon model
the elasticity is similar to the compression spring;

• There is no �ber either;

• The actuation is built up based on the extended SEA principle with encoders to
con�rm the desired position;
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• Both the controllers in the original and the extended SEAs can be recommended
for our control system;

• A basic PID controller is also necessary as it can be implemented easily and rapidly
in recent.

The expected control structure basically obeys the original SEA feedforward control the-
ory and a PID controller is also introduced, the sensor will provide data for the controller
as feedback compensate.

Figure 5.10: Expected Control Structure.
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Chapter 6

OpenSim Modeling and Simulation

This chapter ends the part of thesis concerning the development of robots designed by
Fuben He with the modeling and simulation of movement realized by the author of this
thesis through the OpenSim platform, based on the human musculoskeletal models.
We started to study a generic Human Musculoskeletal Model provided with OpenSim
platform. This model has been simulated with some basic movement and with a more
complex movement like the walking gait. Starting from it we mapped its 12 compartments
of muscles in 7 compartments of springs in the robot, based on the movements in which
they are involved. Then we simulated the robot with some basic movements and static
poses. In the next step the kinematic of human walking movement was mapped into
the kinematic of the robot to obtain a walking movement for our elastic bipedal robot.
We provide below a detailed description of our work�ow and some results obtained from
it. There are also four appendicies in which we have illustrated each single parts, the
assembly phases of the model with their speci�c physical properties, and some source
code examples.

6.1 Human Musculoskeletal Model

We used a computer model of the musculoskeletal system that represents the geometry of
the bones, the kinematics of joints, and the lines of action and force-generating properties
of lower limb muscles. Given patterns of muscle activations and joint angles, the muscu-
loskeletal model calculates the muscle-tendon lengths, muscle forces, tendon strains and
muscle �ber lengths in a dynamic simulation.
The model includes the geometry of the bones of the lower limb and pelvis, created by
digitizing the bones of a male subject by Delp S.L., Loan J.P., Hoy M.G., Zajac F.E.,
Topp E.L., Rosen J.M., Thelen D.G., Anderson F.C., Seth A., and then provided with the
OpenSim software. In particular, the lower extremity joint de�nition is based on Delp et
al. (1990), the low back joint and anthropometry is based on Anderson and Pandy (1999,
2001), the planar knee model of Yamaguchi and Zajac (1989) and then Seth removed the
patella to avoid kinematic constraints; insertions of the quadrucepts are handled with
moving points in the tibia frame.
The original unscaled model shows bone dimensions of a 175 cm tall and 75.1646 Kg
weight male. The model also includes representations of the mtp, subtalar, ankle, knee
and hip joints that de�ne motions between the bones.
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• The mtp is a revolute joint between calcaneus and toes de�ned by 1 DoF.

• The subtalar is a revolute joint between the talus and subtalar de�ned by 1 DoF.

• The ankle is a revolute joint between the tibia and talus de�ned by 1 DoF (dorsi-
�exion/plantar�exion).

• The knee has a single DoF (�exion/extension) and uses the equations reported by
Yamaguchi G.T., Zajac F.E. to de�ne the translations and rotations between the
femur, tibia and patella as functions of knee �exion angle.

• The hip is a ball and socket joint with 3 DoF (�exion/extension, adduction/abduction
and internal/external rotation).

Figure 6.1: Human musculoskeletal model used. (a) Torque-driven model of a human
subject; (b) Muscle-driven model of a human subject.

Thus, each leg in the model has 7 DoF. The model includes 86 muscles of the lower

limb, 43 for each leg plus 6 muscles between pelvis and torso. Line segments approx-
imate the muscle-tendon path from the origin to insertion and they are grouped in 12
compartments for each leg, based on their functions (i.e. R_hip_�ex, L_knee_ext).
We use a lumped parameter model to characterize muscle-tendon contraction dynamics.
This model includes four parameters (optimal �ber length, maximum isometric force, pen-
nation angle and tendon slack length) that scale generic properties of muscle and tendon
to represent the architecture of each muscle-tendon unit. The model of tendon repre-
sentes the nonlinear elastic properties of tendon. The tendon force-strain relationship
is scaled to represent a speci�c muscle-tendon complex by tendon slack length (LTS ) and
peak muscle force (FM

0 ). Tendon strain is assumed to be 0.033 when muscle generated
its peak isometric force. The model of muscle includes the active and passive force-length
relationships, which were scaled by each muscle's optimal �ber length (LM0 ) and peak
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isometric force (FM
0 ). The force-velocity relationship is also included: the maximum

shortening velocity of each muscle is assumed to be 10 optimal �ber length per second.
The parameters used to scale properties of each muscle-tendon unit, optimal �ber length
and pennation angles, maximum isometric forces and the anthropometry of the subject,
but also marker trajectories and model are taken from OpenSim platform that provides,
among others, some models of the lower limb with the software itself.

6.1.1 Scaling

We scaled the model to the anthopometry of the subject based on marker locations.
Optimal �ber length and tendon slack length are scaled with muscle-tendon length so
that they maintain the same ratio. This process starts with the unscaled OpenSim
musculoskeletal model and places a set of virtual markers on the model to match the
locations of the experimental markers. Marker trajectories collected during the static
trials are used in the scaling process to adjust a number of variables of the OpenSim
musculoskeltal model including:

• length of each bone and muscle;

• position of the centre of mass of each bone;

• mass of each segment.

The unscaled model has prede�ned weight, height, inertia and position of centre of mass
for each body segment. Scaling factor is obtained by computing the ratio between the
subject's segments mass and dimension and the generic OpenSim model segment mass
and dimension. The dimension of the subject's segments is estimated by computing the
distance between the centres of the joints the segment is connected to [55]. The mass
of each segment is derived from the subject total mass using anthropometric tables. In
this way, starting from the original unscaled model we obtained a new one referred to a
human subject height about 180 cm and 72.6 Kg of weight. The scaling process is an
OpenSim built-in tool.

6.1.2 Inverse Kinematics

Marker trajectories recorded during dynamic movements and saved in a .trc �le are
used by an Inverse Kinematics (IK) model to calculate 3D joint angles. Similarly to
scaling process, also this step is done using the OpenSim Inverse Kinematics tool in
which an IK algorithm solves for the joint angles that minimized the di�erence between
the experimentally measured marker positions and the virtual markers on the model. A
more detailed description of this tool is provided in chapter 3.

6.1.3 Residual Reduction Analysis

Ground reaction forces (GRF) recorded during motor tasks are used in conjunction with
the three-dimensional joint angles computed through IK to derive the experimental joint
moments. This is usually done by performing standard Inverse Dynamics (ID). However,
this method does not provide optimal solutions. Due to limitations in marker trajectory
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Figure 6.2: Inverse Kinematics Tool Overview. Experimental markers are matched by
model markers throughout the motion by varying the generalized coordinates (e.g., joint
angles) through time. [This image is taken from OpenSim Handout SIMPAR 2010]

acquisition and processing, there is an inherent mismatch between the recorded trajec-
tories and the recorded GRF. As a results, in traditional ID algorithms, a non-physical
external force and moment (residuals) are applied to a body in the model to resolve
dynamic inconsistency between the measured kinematics and GRF. This implies that,
the moments computed via ID do not match the motion computed via IK. In this work
Residual Reduction Analysis (RRA) is used to minimize the mismatch between trajecto-
ries and GRF and to compute the joint moments needed to track the subject's motion.
RRA, as described in Chapter 3, is an optimization procedure that slightly adjusts the
joint kinematics and model mass properties until an inverse dynamic solution is found
that minimizes the magnitude of the residuals.

6.1.4 Computed Muscle Control

In this step we produce a dynamic simulation of muscle-tendon dynamics during walking.
We prescribe muscle-activation patterns and joint kinematics, and calculate the muscle
forces and �ber lengths that satisfy these constraints.
To study muscle behavior we produce simulations with three di�erent activation cases:
maximum activation, minimum activation and typical activation during gait. In the mus-
cle model used, activation is a value between 0.0 and 1.0. In the maximum activation
case, activation is 1.0 in all muscles. For the minimum activation case, it is not possible
to prescribe 0.0 activation for the simulation of walking because the �bres must maintain
tension while the muscle-tendon complex is shortening. Minimum activation are typically
0.05, however muscles that reach very high shortening velocities, like soleus, gastrocne-
mius or rectus femoris for example, demand higher values (i.e. 0.1, 0.15). In the typical
activation case, we prescribe activations of muscle based on electromyography (EMG)
data reported in literature.
Considering the walking motion the most interesting purposes of our research and the
ultimate goal, we decided to subdivide such a movement in elementary ones on which to
repeat the studies and analysis described above. This choice is also justi�ed especially
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by the fact that our goal is to compare and validate the results obtained from humanoid
robot with those obtained in human, which is a model already thoroughly validated and
recognized in literature. Simple movements allow a more detailed study of the capacity
expressed by the robot, at least at this early stage of development; on the other hand, a
�rst analysis of a complex movement gives us useful information on the potential of the
model itself.

6.2 Elastic Bipedal Robot Model

An OpenSim model represents the dynamics of a system of rigid bodies and joints that are
acted upon by forces to produce motion. The OpenSim model is made up of components
corresponding to parts of the physical system. These parts are: bodies, joints, forces,
markers, constraints, contact geometry, and controllers. In formulating the equations-
of-motion (the system dynamics), OpenSim employs Simbody via the SimbodyEngine,
where the body is the primary building block of the model. Each body in turn owns
a joint and that joint de�nes the coordinates and kinematic transforms that govern the
motion of that body. Within the model all bodies are contained in a BodySet. The
ConstraintsSet contains all the kinematic constraints that act on bodies (and/or their
coordinates) in the model. User forces acting on the model are all included in an Actua-
torSet.
An OpenSim model is described by a �le that utilizes the XML code structure to orga-
nize its contents. XML uses tags to identify and manage information, such as <body>
hip_bracket_r </body> where <body> signi�es the opening of the tag, hip_bracket_r
is the name of a body in the model, and </body> signi�es the end of the tag. The name
of the tag identi�es the type of information between described.

Figure 6.3: Typical structure of an OpenSim model.

To start our model, we need to de�ne a set of rigid bodies that represent our system. In
the <BodySet> section, we de�ne this group of bodies, with the name and mass proper-
ties. Then we set the visible objects and geometry �le associated with each body.
In addition to the set of rigid bodies, we also need to de�ne the relationship between
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them. Joints are de�ned within each body and it de�nes how a body can move with
respect to its parent body. All bodies have a parent and are connected to it via a joint,
except for ground. A body has a moving reference frame (Bo) in which its center-of-mass
and inertia are de�ned, and the location of a joint fame (B) �xed to the body can be
speci�ed. Similarly, the joint frame (P) in the parent body frame (Po) can also be spec-
i�ed. Additional �exibility in de�ning the joint is achieved by permitting joint frames
that are not coincident with the body frame. Constraints limit the motion of bodies.
For example, in our model the body Waist contains a joint called Free Joint which is
caracterized by 6-degrees-of-freedom. Where <CoordinateSet> tag contains all property
of each degree-of-freedom. There are also other built-in type of joint into OpenSim: Ball
Joint, Ellipsoid Joint, Pin Joint, Slider Joint, Weld Joint and Custom Joint. In particu-
lar, the Custom Joint is the most used in our model because it allows us to de�ne and
customize the relationship between each bodies. In a same manner we have done for all
the other parts of the model following the steps that you can �nd in Appendix B. Finally,
we used also a so called Weld Constraint between waist and ground. Binding the model,
we simplify the study that will not have to take into account the ground reaction forces
due to interaction of the robot with the ground.

Figure 6.4: Typical structure of CoordinateActuator section de�nition.

The next step was to de�ne the actuators and elastic structures of our bipedal robot. For
how regard the actuators we chose the CoordinateActuator, implemented in a built-in
class of OpenSim that supports the application of a coordinate actuator to a model. This
actuator has no states; the control is simply the force to be applied to the model (author
Frank C. Anderson). You simply specify a minimum and maximum allowed values for
control signal, used primarily when solving for control value, an associated coordinate
and an optimal force value as illustrated in the code above.

Figure 6.5: Typical structure of PointToPointSpring section de�nition.

With regard to the elastic structure, in this �st stage we chose the PointToPoint spring.
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A simple point to point spring with a resting length and sti�ness. Points are connected
to bodies and are de�ned in the body frame. Also this is a built-in class of OpenSim
(author Ajay Seth). The resting lengths come from the CAD model of the robot, while
the sti�ness coe�cients was prescribed into a starting experimental range of 15-27 N/m.
Some XML code example referred to the de�nition of a visible object for a bodies, to
typical custom actuator and to the weld constraint can be found in Appendix C.
There is also another type of spring that we implemented following the documentation
and tutorial provided within OpenSim, it is called ControllableSpring class. In OpenSim,
when de�ning a new actuator, you can either start from scratch by deriving from the base
class, CustomActuators, or if your actuator builds on an existing class, you can derive
from that class. As presented in the documentation, the ControllableSpring class is de-
rived from the Piston Actuator one. This is an exact copy of the class library called Line
Actuator, in turn derived from Custom Actuator. Piston Actuator has been specially
created for a tutorial, so to simplify this thing I directly derived Controllable Spring from
Custom Actuator, implementing it as a plug-in. In this way we can load it into OpenSim
and then use it through the GUI as well as in model simulations. In addition, you can
view its properties from the GUI, as well as to consider it in motion analysis. All the
documentation about the original version of ControllableSpring class can be found within
the OpenSim package; here we brie�y provide only an overview of the idea that is behind
this custom actuator.
We de�ne an actuator as something that produces controllable loads between two bodies.
These could be torques applied between two bodies along a common axis, forces applied
between two points de�ned on two di�erent bodies, or some combination of loads applied
according to some geometry and state parameters. The key function of any actuator class
is to calculate and apply loads to its associated bodies based on its control value and the
state variables any time step. The ControllableSpring actuator applies a force between
two points �xed on two bodies. These bodies do not need to be consecutive bodies in a
kinematic chain. This class calculates the magnitude of its sti�ness coe�cient k as the
product (OptimalForce x ControlValue). Then it calculates the magnitude of its force F
as the product k * (restLength - currentLength) and uses the convention that a positive
force magnitude acts to increase the distance between points PA and PB �xed on two
bodies. This actuator is not used in this work, but it will be introduce in the next version
of the model for the characterization of some parts of our elastic structures, as a starting
point for the development of a more accurate actuation of our bipedal robot. On this
way, also a more detailed torque actuator will be introduce, inspired to the real robot
servo actuators.

Mapping of body parts and joints from human to robot

As previously described, we can divide the musculoskeletal human model considered into
�ve major parts (right and left): femur, tibia, talus, calcaneus, and toes, plus a torso and
a pelvis. Similarly we can map the joint modeled in the human and the joint modeled in
the robot. The major di�erence is on lumbar extension, bending, and rotation. Which
are in the musculoskeletal human model, but not in the robot model because it doesn't
still have an upper body part. It has only a waist that represents a torso with its physical
properties, but that we have mapped into the pelvis for simplicity and clearness. The
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tables below illustrate this mapping; bodies on the left and joints on the right.

Mapping of human muscles into robot springs

Each leg in both model has 7 DoF. The musculoskeletal human model includes 86
muscles of the lower limb, 43 for each leg plus 6 muscles between pelvis and torso.
Line segments approximate the muscle-tendon path from the origin to insertion and they
are grouped in 12 compartments for each leg, based on their functions. For completeness
the tables in Appendix D show the subdivision of human muscle which we have referred
and the resultant robot spring groups (the last two table). We mapped these muscles into
the springs in the robot. This mapping is principally based on the movement in which
each muscle is involved.

• ext_dig_spring that corresponds to �ex_dig, �ex_hal, ext_dig, and ext_hal
muscles. It is involved into the movement of �exion and extension of toes;
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• per_long_spring that corresponds to per_long and per_brev human muscles.
It is involved into the movement of �exion/extension, and inversion/eversion of the
foot;

• tib_post_A_spring. It is a symmetric spring to per_long_spring ;

• per_tert_spring maps the per_tert muscle;

• tib_post_B_spring. Similarly to tib_post_A_spring, this is symmetric to
per_tert_spring ;

• tib_ant_spring that take the function of tib_ant human muscle in the dorsi�ex-
ion/plantar�exion movement of the ankle/foot;

• soleus_spring related to the homonym human muscle;

• gastrocnemius_spring. It is primarily involved into the bending movement of
the knee and maps two human muscles: med_gas and lat_gas ;

• bifem_spring. Is is used into the movement of hip and knee. It also maps two
muscles: bifemlh and bifemsh;

• vas_med_spring. It maps three human muscles: vas_med, vas_int and vas_lat ;

• rect_fem_spring related to the homonym human muscle;

• glut_max_spring. Similarly to vas_med_spring, also in this case we have three
corresponding human muscles: glut_max1, glut_max2 and glut_max3 ;

• psoas_spring involved on the hip �exion/extension movement;

• glut_med_A_spring and glut_med_B_spring. They are the robotics coun-
terparts of glut_med1, glut_med2 and glut_med3 ;

• glut_min_A_spring and glut_min_B_spring. That stay for glut_min1,
glut_min2 and glut_min3 ;

• add_long_spring involved on the abduction/adduction movement of the lower
limb;

• add_brev_spring that works coupled with the add_long_spring.

This is only a conceptual mapping, for many reasons: �rst of all, we apply extension
springs to the robot, but in the musculotendon model the elasticity is similar to the
compression spring and there is no �ber either. Moreover, for a movement in which the
robot involves one or two springs, many times the human involves three, four or more
muscles. The ankle dorsi�exion/plantar�exion movements, in which a human muscu-
loskeletal model like that described here uses four and eight muscles respectively, the
robotics counterpart uses �ve springs involved in both movements. Human uses eight
muscle during knee bending where robot involves only four springs. The same is for the
all other major articulation in the musculoskeletal model, as described in Appendix D.
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Figure 6.6: Robot models and system reference comparison. (a) Torque-driven model of
robot; (b) Torque+Spring-driven model of the robot. (c)-(d) shows the system reference
of the major bodies for robot and human, respectively.

6.2.1 Scaling

We started with a generic model of the robot where we have speci�ed all the physical
properties such as mass, inertia matrix and positions/relationships between the bodies
through the de�nition of each joint. The scaling was then performed with the aim to
obtain a model of the robot in real size, requiring the maintenance of speci�ed mass
distribution.
This tool was also used in the opposite direction: from the real robot, we got a version of
the same at "human dimension". The scale factor was calculated by dividing the distance
of the human pelvis from the ground with the distance of the waist of the robot from the
ground, as shown in Fig. 6.7. The factor obtained is equal to: 2.561533888.

Figure 6.7: Scheme adopted for the calculation of the scaling factor.

In a similar way also another additional scale factor related to the length of the femur was
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calculated, comparing the length of the human femur with that mounted on the robot.
In this case, the scale factor obtained is equal to: 1.3. A model of this type makes the
arrangement of the joints in the robot much closer to that in humans, however, would
require a re-design of the original robot. For this reason and for our practical purposes
we have not used this model in our simulations, but it may still provide a platform on
which to make, at least for the moment, other theoretical studies.

Figure 6.8: Snapshot of the scaling procedure.

6.2.2 Inverse Dynamics

As Described in Chapter 3, the Inverse Dynamics tool determines the generalized forces
(eg, net forces and torques) at joint responsible for each given movement. Given the
kinematics (eg, states or motion) describing the movement of a model and perhaps a
portion of the kinetics (eg, external loads) applied to the model, these tools uses the
data to perform an inverse dynamics analysis. This tool was initially used for dynamic
simulations of movement (torque-driven simulation), from the �les that drive a kinematic
motion simulation of the robot. In a second step, in order to avoid the application of
traditional methods of direct and inverse dynamics, we used another tool made available
by OpenSim called Computed Muscle Control. We have already discussed the operation
and application of this tool in the previous chapters. Simply, in this context was repeated
the procedure previously described for the human being, but in the model of the robot.

6.3 Results and Comparisons

We conclude this chapter by showing the results of the �rst tests and doing some con-
siderations on them. The results presented here refer in particular to four models: two
models of the human and two of the robot. We have validated our data especially simu-
lating and considering, among others, two movements in both human and robot, in their
torque-driven version; a subsequent validation was obtained from the simulation of the
human model Muscle-driven and robot Torque-driven with springs. Here, the muscu-
loskeletal human model is assumed with a full activation of each muscle. Our goal was to
understand if our robots would actually be able to support a complex movement such as
squat or walk, and if it were possible establish some terms of comparison with the hu-
man being. In particular, while squat movement has been initially created by prescribing
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the kinematic and then deriveing the forces and moments that drive the dynamic simu-
lation by CMC; in the case of walking gait we directly mapped the human kinematic for
this movement into the robot kinematic associateing each human joint into the robotic
counterpart and then executing CMC to drive the dynamic simulation. This phase was
guided from the previously described mapping. On this way, we decided to analyze the
simulations on several fronts, using the OpenSim built-in tools:

• analysis of the Body Kinematics that make up the models in order to obtain
positions (center of mass position and orientation), velocities (linear and angular)
and accelerations (linear and angular) of the centers of mass of each segment. Ad-
ditionally, it records the overall center of mass of the model, as well as the velocity
and acceleration of this center of mass. We shall see some of these data in detail
referring to the femur, tibia and foot;

• analysis of Joint Reactions through which we can evaluate the forces and mo-
ments applied to a pair of segments connected by a coupling. It reports the joint
reaction loads from a model. For a given joint, the reaction load is calculated as
the forces and moments required to constrain the body motions to satisfy the joint
as if the joint did not exist. The reaction load acts at the joint center (mobilizer
frame) of both the parent and child bodies and either force can be reported and
expressed in either the child, parent or ground frames. The default behavior is to
express the force on the child in the ground frame;

• a comparison in terms of Actuation. Another built-in tool of OpenSim that records
the generalized force, speed, and power developed by each actuator of the model.
The generalized force can either be a force (with units N) or a torque (with units
Nm). The actuator speed is the rate at which the actuator shortens. Depending on
the actuator, a speed can be either a translational speed (m/s) or an angular speed
(deg/s). An actuator power (Watts) is the rate at which an actuator does work.
Positive work means that the actuator is delivering energy to the model; negative
power means that the actuator is absorbing energy from the model;

• �nally, some data relating to forces developed by the springs (Force Reporter
analysis). The tests carried out have involved all the springs introduced in the
model, but below we report only the results referring to the major ones: Bicep
Femoris, Rectus Femoris, Vastus Medialis, Gastrocnemius, Soleus and Tibialis An-
terior. This not only a matter of brevity, but especially they are the most commonly
used because each of these crosses two joints and are involved in 3 types of motion
as illustrated previously, except for Soleus and Vastus.

The Body Kinematics analysis allows us to make some assumptions about the results that
will be explained below. In particular, the Fig. 6.6 (c - d) shows the reference systems
of the main components of the lower limb. The di�erent arrangement of these, together
with the position and orientation of the centers of mass, the resulting distribution of mass
and anthropometric characteristics of the human subject and robot do not allow us to
directly compare the results except in terms of waveforms. For this reason, all torques
have been scaled by the weight of the subject and the robot respectively. In this way we
show a torque expressed in Nm/Kg, obtaining a more usefull comparison.
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Figure 6.9: Positions of the centers of mass of the femur, tibia and ankle (top to bottom)
in human (left) and robot (right).

As an illustration we show in this �gure some graphs obtained from the analysis of the
kinematics of the segments constituting the model. The �gure shows the position of
the center of mass of the femur, tibia and ankle (top to bottom, respectively) in human
and robot (left to right, respectively) considered during the phase from heel-strike to
next heel-strike of the right foot during a walking gait. To con�rm the above discussion,
we observe signi�cant di�erences between the human model and the robots one, but in
general there is also a consistency between the displacements of the centers of mass of
the three segments within the same model.
It should be noted that all results presented are based on models constrained by a so called
Weld Constraint placed between pelvis and ground. Accordingly, the e�ect induced by
the ground reaction forces on the model is not considered at this stage of study, what
constitutes a strong limitation on the one hand and a simpli�cation on the other hand,
because it does not allows to fully appreciate the compliant e�ects due to springs, but
allows us to set an initial feasibility study of our project and its possible problems of
modeling. Based on the studies made on human beings, we expect, on average, much
higher values than those reported here, when we also consider the interaction of the robot
with a �at or rough �oor. Accordingly with what is shown about the kinematics, also
the analysis of reaction forces at the joints indicate strong di�erences between di�erent
models. All the same, it is interesting to note that the forces and moments that bind a
joint change with the introduction of elastic structures making the curves more regular.
More detailed analysis on this front will be provided in the future.
Regarding the analysis of the actuation, it is based on three parameters: force/strength,
speed and power, which are shown below on the basis of the premises previously exposed.
The forces developed by actuators placed in the hip and knee joints still show substantial
di�erences from human model, particularly if we look at the squat movement. It is
interesting to look at the graph of forces generated in the ankle joint. Especially during
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the stance phase (from heel strike (0%) to toe-o� (62%) of the right foot) we can see (a -
green line) the e�ect induced by the use of springs, which allow us to get a more similar
behavior to a human being as highlighted with a red box in the picture below.

Figure 6.10: Actuation Force of Hip, Knee and Ankle CoordinateActuator (top to bot-
tom). (a) Referred to walking gait in human (red dotted line) and robot (blue and green
line). The blue line is for the robot without springs, while the green line is for the robot
with springs having a sti�ness coe�cient of 27 N/m; (b) Referred to squat movement in
robot. The blue line is for the robot without springs, while both the red and green lines
are referred to the robot with springs having a sti�ness coe�cient of 15N/m and 27N/m,
respectively. The orange dotted line is referred to the human subject.

The same conclusion is valid for the squat movement (b-c), in which a preliminary analysis
of the graphs shows immediately the utility in the use of elastic structures such as springs,
in the knee joint design (green line) but only about 30% of the movement analyzed. This
can be justi�ed in part on the assumptions made in modeling, �rst of all to consider all
the springs with the same sti�ness coe�cient and, secondly, the fact of having a weld
constraint that bind the movement of the pelvis. In the future, a more detailed modeling
of this part will give us more information about it. In general, ignoring the orders of
magnitude of the plotted values, trend pro�les and waveforms enable us to state that the
robot as it is modeled is able to support the movement exhibiting a behavior comparable
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to that shown by the human model.

Figure 6.11: Actuation Speed of Hip, Knee and Ankle CoordinateActuator (top to bot-
tom). (a) Referred to walking gait in human (red dotted line) and robot (blue and green
line). The blue line is for the robot without springs, while the green line is for the robot
with springs having a sti�ness coe�cient of 27 N/m; (b) Referred to squat movement in
robot and human. The blue line is for the robot without springs, while both the red and
green lines are referred to the robot with springs having a sti�ness coe�cient of 15N/m
and 27N/m, respectively; The orange dotted line is for the human.

In terms of speed, despite the di�erences observed previously generally we obtain good
results. While hip and knee curves are almost identical it is important to note again the
graph refers to the ankle. Throughout the stance phase the use of spring allows us to
bridge the small gap that exists between humans and robots, as highlighted in the Fig.
6.11. The major di�erences persist during the transition from stance phase to swing one.
The next analysis concerns the developed powers, consequently to the forces and speeds
described above. In both knee and ankle joints, we obtain appreciable values during
the stance phase; on the other hand the more di�erences remain on the hip and on
the transition from one phase to another as highlighted in the graphs below. The most
negative aspect on this front is given by the higher power consumption which is evident
in the transition.
These tests allow us to conclude that already from this �rst studies of modeling, positive
elements arising from the use of elastic structures in the design of humanoids robots.
The main problems encountered in the design, implementation and control are on the
hip joint, given also the complexity of the same in the human counterpart. In this
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Figure 6.12: Actuation Power of Hip, Knee and Ankle CoordinateActuator (top to bot-
tom). (a) Referred to walking gait in human (red dotted line) and robot (blue and green
line). The blue line is for the robot without springs, while the green line is for the robot
with springs having a sti�ness coe�cient of 27 N/m; (b) Referred to squat movement in
robot. The blue line is for the robot without springs, while both the red and green lines
are referred to the robot with springs having a sti�ness coe�cient of 15N/m and 27N/m,
respectively; (c) Referred to squat movement in human.

sense, it should be noted again that all simulations were performed involving a robot
con�guration in which all the springs have the same constant sti�ness: this is a strong
idealization of the real robot. For this reason, we also implemented a version of the model
in which the sti�ness coe�cients have been set on the basis of the ratio between Tendon
Slack Length and Optimal Fiber Force, that characterizes the compliant behavior of each
human muscle. The validation will be based on the results of the experiments that Fuben
is leading on mechanical components making up the real platform. These results are not
available at the time of this thesis.
Finally, we report some results about springs and forces that they develope. Such analysis
involving, of course, all the springs introduced into the robot, but for simplicity and
importance we choose to report here only the results refer to the 6 major springs of
interest. Three are referred to the upper part of the lower limb: Bicep Femoris, Vastus and
Rectus Femoris; the others are referred to the lower part of the lower limb: Gastrocnemius,
Soleus and Tibialis Anterior. In light of the discussion so far, this analysis is based
essentially only on the waveforms. In particular with regard to springs, the graphs plotted
at the end of chapter provide the forces generated along di�erent axes, considering the Z
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component as negligible compared to X and Y. With regard to the muscles, we considered
only the passive force because the spring play a passive role in the implementation of this
model. Future versions of the same, will also provide the use of springs based on the idea
of active controllable spring, thus directly connected to a motor at one end. This will
allow us to make comparisons on the level of active component of the force generated by
human muscle.
If we consider the fact that the springs used in the robot are only extensible springs,
therefore, based on a completely opposite to that which governs the muscles that contract
during their activation, in general we can observe waveforms that approximate well the
curves that describe the passive force of human muscle during a cyclic movement such as
walk. The analysis that was done in this sense does not consider the orders of magnitude
of values for the same reasons already given about the study of the kinematics. However,
we can state that the values referred to the force expressed in Newtons, if transformed
into the equivalent ones of weight force are consistent with the physical properties of the
model both in the case of the robot and human. However, we reiterate the fact that with
the introduction of the contact we expect signi�cant increases in this direction, precisely
due to the action of ground reaction forces. Future developments of this work will provide
answers on this.

6.4 Conclusion and Future Work

For what is in our knowledge this is the �rst elastic robot to be modeled and simulated
OpenSim: a software platform originally designed for the study of human movement.
As described, these �rst results demonstrate the potential brought by such a tool also
used to study the movement of a robot, especially a biologically-inspired robots. Starting
from neuromusculoskeletal models in the literature we were able to carry out this study
with results that make us hope for the continuation of our research, convinced that the
introduction of elastic-components is undoubtedly the future for the development and
design of humanoid robot like this.
Our goal is to improve the current model, re�ning the essential components such as
actuators and springs with the intent to obtain more information and new solutions
applicable in the robotic �eld but also in other areas such as human rehabilitation with
the study of what is the ultimate expression of the interaction between man and machine:
the exoskeletons. A further validation of the results we have presented will be possible
with the advent of the real robot and therefore their use in control. Moreover, in the light
of studies that the scienti�c community is making about the creation of so-called "arti�cial
muscles" this work lays the foundation for the development of another theoretical model
of the same robot in which the actuators are muscles with properties quite comparable
to those of human muscles. We are already working on this front.
For these reasons we believe that it is important to understand more in detail what governs
human movement, and especially how to apply these laws to design and construction of
new generation of humanoid robots able to move and interact with human beings in a
reliable, safe and e�cient way independently from the environment in which they are.
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Figure 6.13: A comparison between forces generated from springs with passive forces
referred to muscles. (a) Humaoids Passive Spring Forces components; (b) Human Passive
Muscle Forces.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

This work presents the design and development of a novel elastic bipedal robot. The
objective was to advance the research on modeling and simulation of humanoid robots
based on musculoskeletal human model. This because the new-generation of humanoids
robots will have highly complex skeletal structures and actuator systems that increasingly
resemble the human musculoskeletal system. So, if on one side the neuromusculoskeletal
(NMS) models provide a tool for studying the human muscular activation, and making
EMG-driven Human-Machine Interface (HMI) to control active orthosis; on the other
side, the understanding of how muscles are activated to actuate the human body will
directly allow designing motion and balance controller to move humanoids in a more
sophisticated way. Potentially they provide also a tool to create humanoid robot with
arti�cial muscles, which reproduces the same activation dynamics of a human.
The obtained results show an improvement in humanoid robots design with the intro-
duction of elastic cable and springs into the actuation structure, but also show the pos-
sibility to map a real human movement into a human-inspired robot. The introduction
of monoarticular and biarticular joints appropriately based on bionics and ergonomics
shows bene�ts on making the motions of robot more �exible and more human like. This
model also aims to obtain solutions that can be applied to the exoskeleton development
to improve their capabilities and the way in which they interface with the human in a
more �exible way. Among others, for these reasons NMS modeling o�ers great solutions
for exoskeletons control and humanoids actuation, but can also improve the realization
of more realistic virtual humans by providing a more accurate estimation of human and
robot internal state.
This research aims to put the basis for the development of a real-time control structure
that include human and robot in a same loop in a very similar way to how described in
"Man in the loop" [55] where a human subject is placed in a loop within which the NMS
model evaluates motion data and biological signals generated by the subject as they move.
Evalutations are used by the NMS model to predict what force the subject's muscles are
able to generate. These are then further evaluated to calculate the amount of support
the assistive device will have to provide the user with, in order to allow for the proper
execution of the desired movement. The assistive device will then actively support the
subject by providing a force feedback. In our case we will have a bipedal robot instead of
an assistive device like a powered orthosis and the NMS model evaluations will be used
to calculate what force the robot will have to generate, in order to allow the execution
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of a desired movement. The robot device will then actively interact with the subject by
providing a force feedback. A such technology can be applied for example in extremely
dangerous environment avoiding to expose the human to risks; it can be exploited to
deepen our knowledge about the interaction between robot and human and so for the
development and use of exoskeletons and active orthosis.
Humanoid robots can already autonomously perform task decomposition necessary to
carry out high-level, complex commands given through gesture and speech. Humanoids
can adapt and orchestrate existing capabilities as well as create new behaviors using a va-
riety of machine learning techniques. Humanoids may prove to be the ideal robot design
to interact with people. After all, humans tend to naturally interact with other human-
like entities; the interface is hardwire in our brains. Furthermore, while the industrial
manipulator and mobile robots needs to adapt and drastically change their environment,
the humanoid robots can work directly in the same human environment without any
modi�cation. Historically, we humans have adapted to the highly constrained modality
of monitor and keyboard. In the future, technology will adapt to us. Humanoids proba-
bly will change the way we interact with machines and will impact how we interact with
and understand each other.

7.1 Summary

Chapter 1 de�nes the research problem investigated within this Thesis. It gives an
overview of the research conducted in the �eld of Humanoid Robots, it highlights the
novelty and the signi�cance of the proposed research, and the main limitations of the
study conducted.
Chapter 2 presents a survey about the research conducted in the �eld of Human Move-
ment Modeling with particular attention to the major NMS model and to the interface
between the Central Nervous System (CNS) and the articulated body segments. From
the biomechanics of walking and the locomotor apparatus to the functional tasks and
phases of gait through the temporal parameters and determinants of gait in a human
subject. On the other hand, it provides an overview of the most important approach to
Robot Movement Modeling. Starting from some basic concept about legged and bipedal
locomotion through the Inverted Pendulum Model and Dynamical Walking Model it pro-
vides the state-of-the-art about Elastic Bipedal Locomotion, which is the approach that
has been driven the development of this bipedal robot.
Chapter 3 presents an introduction to the OpenSim: the open-source platform for mod-
eling, simulating, and analyzing the neuro-musculoskeletal system that we have used in
our research work. It gives a detailed description of the functioning of the major tools
that we used in our simulations. The Scale Tool that alters the anthropometry of a model
so that it matches a particular subject as closely as possible. The Inverse Dynamics toot
that determines the generalized forces at each joint responsible for a given movement.
The Residual Reduction Analysis Tool that minimizes the e�ects of modeling and marker
data processing errors that aggregate and lead to large nonphysical compensatory forces
called residuals. The Computed Muscle Control (CMC) Tool that computes a set of
muscle excitations (or more generally actuator controls) that will drive a dynamic mus-
culoskeletal model to track a set of desired kinematics in the presence of applied external
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forces. The Forward Dynamics Tool that drives a forward dynamic simulation based
on the controls computed by the CMC. And last but not least the Analyze Toot, with
particular attention to actuation and joint reaction analysis, that enables us to analyze a
model or simulation based on a number of inputs that can include time histories of model
states, controls, and external loads applied to the model.
Chapter 4 and 5 presents a novel elastic bipedal robot design and an expected control
system design based on the studies conducted by Fuben He. Starting from the previously
developed robots BioRob arm, Jena Walker in his versions I and II, and �nally BioBiped
R1, a structure element detailed description is provided. It gives an overview about three
di�erent types of springs: compression springs, extension springs, and torsion springs.
An introduction to Series Elastic Actuator that are considered in our robot design for
the soleus and vastus muscle groups in order to feed the ankle and the knee joint with
energy, and so to support them during bending with motor power. A brie�y description
of the RX-28 Dynamixel Robot Servo Actuator and the AS5040 contactless magnetic
rotary encoder, which are the servo motors and the encoders chosen for this bipedal
robot. After a detailed description of each degrees of freedom in relation to its human
counterpart, chapter 4 �nishes with a comparison between monoarticular and biarticular
joints which are the basic idea on making the motions of robot more �exible and more
human-like. Chapter 5 introduces the Expected Control Structure, starting from a com-
parison of di�erent elastic actuation models like Original SEA Model end Extended SEA
Model. It ends with the proposed control structure that basically obey the original SEA
feedforward control theory and in which a PID controller is also introduced, the sensor
will provide data for the controller as feedback compensate.
Chapter 6 describe the modeling and simulation phases into the OpenSim platform. From
the studies conducted on the neuromusculoskeletal human models to the implementation
and dynamic simulation of our robot into OpenSim. A detailed description of the map-
ping between human and robot is provided, with assuption done for the modeling phase.
A discussion of some �rst results is made at the end of the chapter by showing several
graphs of forces, speeds and power developed by the actuators and springs considered in
our studies.

7.2 Limitations and Future Work

This work was conducted only on theoretical model, without a real robot platform. We
will validate our results only in the future when we will have also the real bipedal robot.
We apply the extension springs to the robot, but in the musculotendon model the elastic-
ity is similar to the compression spring. There is no �ber either. Moreover, it should be
noted again that all simulations were performed involving a robot con�guration in which
all the springs have the same constant sti�ness: this is a strong idealization of the real
robot. For this reason, we also implemented a version of the model in which the sti�ness
coe�cients have been set on the basis of the ratio between Tendon Slack Length and
Optimal Fiber Force, that characterizes the compliant behavior of each human muscle.
The validation will be based on the results of the experiments that Fuben is leading on
mechanical components making up the real platform. These results are not available at
the time of this thesis. On the other hand, we have used only theoretical coordinate
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actuator without model a real motor actuator. This gives us the possibility to study
the robot behavior during a prescribed movement, but it doesn't take in account speci�c
properties of any real motors. Another limitation gives from the weld constraint intro-
duced between waist and ground and the consequent lack of a contact model between
foot/toe and ground. This is a condition very similar to Jena Walker II, that is attached
at the trunk to a lateral guide. Accordingly, the e�ect induced by the ground reaction
forces on the model is not considered at this stage of study, what constitutes a strong
limitation on the one hand and a simpli�cation on the other hand, because it does not
allows to fully appreciate the compliant e�ects due to springs, but allows us to set an
initial feasibility study of our project and its possible problems of modeling.
The human musculoskeletal model used in this research is the same model formed the
starting point for the researches led by Massimo Sartori [55]. This is important for us
because our next goal is to introduce a contact model between foot/toe and ground based
on the results obtained in that research. In this way, we can remove the weld constraint
between waist and ground and so introduce also the ground reaction forces in our sim-
ulations. We aim to improve the movement of the toe with respect to foot so that to
characterize with more precision the behavior of toe-foot-ankle parts during the walking
gait. A such types of improvements in our robot modeling give us the possibility to ef-
fectively compare our results with those referred to a human subject or to the BioBiped
R1 former robot. We want also to introduce the controllable spring actuators described
previously for modeling the SEAs and then modi�ed them with reference to the evolution
of the real mechanical experiments that Fuben is conducting at Dalian University. The
use of springs based on the idea of active controllable spring, thus directly connected to
a motor at one end, will allow us to make comparisons on the level of active component
of the force generated by human muscle.
This thesis is only the starting point of a wide range of other possible future works: from
the control structure completion and whole-body control application, to imitation learn-
ing and reinforcement learning for human locomotion, from motion test on �at ground
to motion test on rough ground, and obviously the transition from simulation to practice
with a real elastic bipedal robot biologically-inspired that can move like a human being.
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Appendix A - Model Parts
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Appendix B - Assembly Phases
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Appendix C - Extract from .osim

Model

Figure 7.1: Typical structure of Visible Object section de�nition.
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Figure 7.2: Typical structure of Custom Joint section de�nition.

Figure 7.3: Typical structure of Weld Constraint section de�nition.
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Appendix D - Muscles vs. Springs

Subdivision of human muscles based on movements in which they are involved.
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Subdivision of robot springs based on corresponding muscles and movements in which
they are involved.
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